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Recently, we had cause to dust 

off our extensive 16-bit archive. 

Prompted by our “Games That 

Need Sequels” feature on page 

20. What began as a brief inter- 

lude quickly became an exercise 

in gameplay comparison. Days 

were spent playing nothing but 

16 bit classics. Within hours, 

the visual boundaries melted 

away, and gameplay took center 

stage. We were forced to deal with com¬ 

plex patterns and timing situations, elabo- 

rate level design and formidable bosses 

that took forever to defeat. 

We came away with the conclusion that 

white hardware has evolved greatly in a 

relatively short amount of time, game 

design, for the most part, has not. And 

also, that today’s games are a lot more 

forgiving. Are designers and programmers 

wrestling so hard jamming in maximum 

polygons and cinemas that they’re begin- 

ning to overlook the basic principles that 

parked us behind home consoles in the 

first place? 

There are some cases where relative 

game play exists, Tomb Raider and SM64, 

for instance, showcased stunning 3D play 

mechanics. But for the most part it seems 

that the genres which have benefited most 

from the 32/64 bit explosion have been 

Fighters, Sports, and RPGs. Being that 

the basic premise of each can only evolve 

so far, added graphics and Al have been 

enough to vault them into next gen status, 

but in the case of the platformer, adven- 

ture and action RPG categories, graphic 

overhauls have not been met with sorely 

needed gameplay innovations. 

graphic over 

hauls have 

not been met 

with sorely 

needed game¬ 

play innova- 

MMMIHtUIH 

So, will the upcoming E3 mark 

the beginning of 3D supremacy, 

the continuing resurgence of 2D, 

or a healthy coalition of both? 

A glance at some of this year’s 

main attractions certainly lends 

itself to the 3rd scenario. Gex 2, 

Tomb Raider 2, Crash 2, Spawn, 

Blasto, Croc, Sonic, Dracula 3D, 

Goemon 5, and MegaMan Neo are 

just some of this year’s formidable 

erop of big budget 3D games, but the 2D cat- 

egory will have strong representation as well, 

with such gems as Castlevania Symphony of 

the Night, • • * 
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SkullMonkeys, 

Yuke Yuke 

Trouble makers, 

MegaMan X4, 

Yoshi’s Island 64 

and hopefully 

Silhouette 

Mirage. 

If somehow 

the 2D games 

can manage to 

entice today’s 

gamers as much 

as 3D ones do, and 

3D games exhibit the 

clever design of 

those 2D classics, 

well, then, I guess 

it’ll be one helluva 

year. Join us next 

month for a com¬ 

plete run down of 

the Electronic $■ 

Entertainment 

Expo. 
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n enhanced version of the popular 16 bit title - now iinpossible 
to find! Ogre Battle: The March of the Black Qtieen features 
improved graphics, additional musical scores, and we have even 

redone the speils to look even better than the original version! 

Command your arniy through the Zenobian Empire and reclaini the 

3ct*Mnn 

continent! Along the way, recruit additional characters to join your 
quest. Once in controk will you hand over power to the lïghtful mier 
or keep the continent for yourself? 

JL 
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COMMAND 75 DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHARACTERS! 
13 POSSIBLE ENDINGS ENHANCE REPLAY \ ALL E. 
NON-LINEAR GAMEPLAY. 
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE EITHER GOOD. NEUTRAL OR EVIL! 
THIS LIMITED EDITION TAKES OGRE BATTLE TO A WHOLE NEW 
LEVEL OF 32 BIT GAMEPLAY! 

• i kW time êreat Stategy/RPG s 
-One of the All-tunc „ (pgExtreme) 

“•••Ogre Battle has Solid Seller emblazoned „„ it." 
(1 ideo Game Advisor—April, 1997) 

Al LUS I RPG/SIM C P» 
Playstation 

Come visit us on the world wide web at www.atlus.com 
© Atlus Corp., LTD. Ogre Battle™ Episode 5 March of the Black Queen is a Trademark of Quest © 1993. Artdink © 1996, Published by Atlus Corp., LTD. 1997. Playstation and the Playstation logos a 

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. 



Everything you need to play fits 

into this handy compartment. 

fig. la 

THE POWER 

STRUCTURE 

Translated in nine 
languages, Magie can be 

played anywhere on earth 
As for other locales, 

wefre warking on it. 

H POPULAR 
vimsms 

THROUGHOUT THE 
CENTURY. j 

ïmagine, a game that relies 

on social interaction and brain 
power. What a novel idea! 

Wor/d of (jAlngtc: the Cjatbering 



aj> <x dadci ofi Mag^cc aa/icU, a woKtky opponant and a 

fiunctloning ca/iabsium. Untacuk youA A,ntalZaatuat 

Inlaat! Sp/Lout wlngA! Fly! Ba l*iaal 
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This official seal is (yöur 
assurance that this product 
meets the highest qua% 

'f| standards of SEGA,™ Buy 
J games and accessories 
^ with this seal to be sure that 

they are compatible with the 
SEGA Saturn™ System. 

OFFICIAL 

DEAN 

rfesCfv Corp^attöV tnc Jicensed by^j 
417 CaH '1 -&0O-771 -3772 for Informatici 



FOR THE WEEK ENDING 5/30/97 

READERS’ TOP TEN 

6. SoulBlade - PS 
7. Suikoden - PS 
8. Jet Moto - PS 
9. Tekken 3 - PS 
10. Wave Race - N64 

READERS’ MOSTWANTED 

6. Crash 2 - PS 
7. Duke Me/77 - SS 
8. Tekken 3 - PS 
9. Duake - SS 
10. Lost World - PS 

1. Tomb Raider 2 - PS 
2. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
3. Final Fantasy Vil - PS 
4. Zeida 84 - N64 
5. StarFox 64 - N64 Mario Kart 64 

DPAnPR^’ TDP TPM MCA READERS’ TOP TEN 

GAMEFAN EDITOR’S TOP TEN 

xi 

53 

1. Wild Arms-PS 
2. Castlevania X - PS 
3. Runabout - PS 
4. Alundra - PS 
5. Swagman - PS 

1. GL Quake - PC W/3DFX 
2. Broken Helix - PS 
3. StarFox 64 - N'64 
4. Time Crisis - PS 
5. /WS/7 - Saturn 

6. MegaMan 8 - PS 
7. StarFox 64 - N64 
8. VMX Racing - PS 
9. Shining the HolyArk - Saturn 
10. Dynamite Headdy - Gen 

6. Fighters Megamix- Saturn 
7. Shadow Warrior- PC 
8. Street Fighter lil - Arcade 
9. Henry - Tamagotchi 
10. Ghosts ’n Goblins - Arcade 

BW 

1. Shining the Holy Ark - Saturn 
2. Shining in the Darkness - Gen 
3. Shining Force - Sega CD 
4. Sega Rally Netlink - Saturn 
5. Virtual On Netlink-Saturn 

6. Game ra 2000- PS 
7. Tobal2-PS 
8. Poy Poy - PS 
9. Guardian Heroes - Saturn 

S KC 9 • 

1. Tobal2-PS 6. Ace Combat 2- PS 
2. Rally Cross - PS 7. Jet Moto - PS 
3. Mario Kart 64- N64 8. CoolBoarders - PS 

'('ij 4. Ware ra ft // - Mac 9. Rage Racer - PS 
5. Poy Poy-PS 10. Blast Corps - N64 

1. Tekken 3 - Arcade 
2. Parappa the Rapper - PS 
3. Tobal2-PS 
4. Ace Combat 2- PS 
5. Stun Runner- Arcade 

WIK 

TH ê mm E §\l STEM 0 [ O. IJ ifi 

0H0IGES ENTER TOOM! 
All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 
10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren't out 
yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN 
TOPTEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hilis, CA 91301 

6. Super Mario Kart- SNES 
7. StarFox 64 - N64 
8. Tail of the Sun - PS 
9. Blood- PC 
10. 3D Monster Maze - ZX81 * 

I t:;—, Your choice of a 32X. 
1 VIRTUAL BOY, orNOMAD. 

ÖiTH'liLUU j; ui, Your choice of one of the Picks 
i of the Month in Viewpoint. 

ï j ij | |U Li .j: A FREE year of GameFan! 
I Jhe best magazine in the universe! 

Congratulations to last month's winners: 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 
Don Mooney, Kunchang Lee, Osmin Arias, 
Simi Valley, CA Pasco Robles, CA San Fran., CA 
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per 
month. Drawings will be held on the 21 st of each 
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by 
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list 
of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 

DEVELOPERSiTOPjTEN 

1. Wild Arms - PS 
2. Fighters Megamix- Saturn 
3. Rage Racer - PS 
4. StarFox 64 - N64 
5. Virtual On Netlink- Saturn 

This Month's Guest: 

Kev Shaw 

6. Tobal 2 - PS 
7. MegaMan X4 - Saturn 
8. Sonic Jam - Saturn 
9. Poy Poy - PS 
10. Gaires - Gen 

Press & PR Manager, Eutechnyx(UK) 

1. Quake Deathmatch - PC 
‘Frag your friends and not get arrested!” 

2. Duke Nukem 3D - PC 
“Hail to the King, baby!” 
3. Manie Miner- ZX Spectrum* 
“Pixel-perfect gameplay” 
4. Tekken 2- PS 
“Realistic combat and superb gameplay. ” 
5. Gunstar Heroes - Genesis 
‘Excellent, engaging game design." 
6. Defender- Arcade 
“The King of Coolgames.” 

7. International Karate+ - Amiga 
“The Grandaddy of the beat-’em-up!” 
8. Mega Bomberman - Genesis 

“Pure gameplay.” 
9. Night Trap - Sega CD 

“Total B-Movie cheese!" 
10. Jet-Pac- ZX Spectrum* 

“Hard to believe they used to produce games that were only 16k in size!" 

QLUECKSP * L.3Ï2 ' 

58?»t— °’u 

bbf-d ■?M?S'o!-0VB-otnRÏi-l 
WAS GI 
ioeD vb-o.br^tar s « 

'We tot the ZX Spectrum tr& e 

UK-cwstnjctei) irachice very nweh Wi the Ccmradore 51. sowl 

and jraphe las ycu'd expectj. but serre of the greatest games ever made: Rare art ttieY teeth on ths machine! Even cider 

stift nas the fust ZX machine (ZX81) The machine nad a IK memary (!) «Si an cptoal 1SK ram-pack and dispiayed in btack and white’ 

Respect to Kev for hs OW School choices! 



Sweet Dreams. 

In the nightmarish world of 

the Swagman, members of 

the Dreamflight are being 

held captive. The twins 

Zack and Hannah need 

your help to make the 

night safe again for 

happy dreams. 

Explore the eerie house 

of the real world and 

learn the bizarre secrets 

of the dream world with 

Zack and Hannah in 6 

massive levels of adventure 

with 16 graphically intense 

3-D settings. 

"Swagman is 
eye-popping! 

“Swagman’s dream-like 
graphics and involving 

gameplay will capture the 
player’s imagination!” 

-PS Extreme 

Playstation 

www. eidosinteractive. com 

SWAGMAN, CORE and Eidos Interactive are trademarks of EIDOS. PLC. © 1997 EIDOS. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Eidos Interactive, 303 Sacramento St.. San Francisco, CA 94111 

For Swagman hints and tips: CALL 1-900-77EID0S $.95 per minute /must have touchtone phone. If under 18, must have parent's permission. 



HOCUS POCUS DESIGN BV REIIBUS, WITH AWESOME ART BY THE WEB DUDES 

. ENTER THE GAMEFAN 
4 HOCUS POCUS GIVEAWAYI 

GRAND PRIZE; 
A GXTV 

FIRST PRIZE: 
A SEGA NOMAD 

SECOND PRIZE; 
VIEWPOINT 

p GAME OF YOUE 
CHOICE 

GXTV is the world's first video game TV with 
hyper-amplified sound and graphics. 
Enhance the thrill of gaming with 
adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 

4 

4 

4 
I 
I 
4 
4 

4 

4 

• THIRD PRIZE; 
* P 1-YEAR 

SUBSCRIPTION 
TO GAMEFAN 

sound and a 15 watt sub woofer. Plus, the 
intense screen graphics will make you feel * 
like your head’s right inside the game. . 
GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13* stereo TV 
with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone jack, • 
backlit remote control and tilt/swivel 
stand. So whatcha waitin’ for? Send in 
those codes and maybe you can win one of , 
these GXTVs for yourselfl 

i 

1< 

The mighty Monitaur seeks the 
finest cheats, secrets and tips 
known to humanity, and v/e need 

them from YOUII We'11 look over 
^ all the codes you send and 

award a magnificent Grand 
Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap codes 
from previously pub- 
lished US magazines: 
Winners will be drawn 
each month and dis- 
played in the only place 
where cheaters prosper. 
(Current subscribers who 

win a subscription will 
receive a one-year extension.) 

#*#' 
lm tv. 

SEND YOUR CARDS 
AND LETTERS TO; 
Hocus Pocus 
5137 Clareton Drive 
Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: 

MIN KIM 
SUMMIT, NJ 

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: 

WILLIAM NAVERRE 
CROWLEY, LA 

SECOND PRIZE WINNER: 

ANQELO SANCHEZ 
SAN DIEGO, CA 

THIRD PRIZE WINNER: 

CHRIS CROSS 
MARTINEZ, CA 

10 Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 



FIGHTERS MEGAMIX 

Extra Options, Mini Game 

ROUND ! 

EXTRA OPTIONS 
Hyper node - Öefeat ïï or nore opponents in 

Survival node to unlock Hyper Model 
No Danage - Fight 500 rounds 
Play as Chop - After turning on your Saturn 30 

tines w/F MM, piek Kunachan with X or Z 
Play as School G-irl Candy - Piek Candy with X or Z 
Play as VF1 Siba - Piek Siba with X or Z 
F-14 Fly By - Set your background to Vipers B.M. 

then have both players hold down X as 
the round begins. 

Kunachan Face - Set your background to Vipers B.M. 
then both players choose Kunachan: 

MINI GAME OF PATIENCE 
CÏear your gane data and beat patils A through H 
in 1P Mode (but not I). Then go to Training Mode 
and get OKs next to 1200 noves or nore. Finally, 
return to 1P node and select course I, holding 
down L. Match the pictures. 

DRACULA X 

<£ p* Richter's Lucky Armor 

I j TOBAL 2 

42 p» Size 'em up 

RICHTER 

V?hen selecting your char- 

acter press and hold L2 

and R2. Then while play- 

ing press L2 to shrink 

your character and R2 to 
grow. And the frame rate 

doesn't changelll 
Also beat the game on Easy, 

Normal or Hard to play as 
the bosses, 
Press and hold A,#,*,or X 

during the replay to 

select a win pose. 

Once you have properly 
beaten this incredible 

game (inlcuding the mir- 

ror upside down castle), 

start a new file and 
enter one of these names 

RICHTER - Play the game 

as Richter BelmontI 

AXEARMOR - You get an 

’interesting' suit of 
armor. 

X-XIV"Q - V?eak strength, 

but insane luck! 



■ ■_VENQM 
{Mh&. The easiest way to get 

» ' a medal on this planet 
yvayprV . is take the hard path 

iNCfip? . and then just kill the 
—***'—Starwolf team as 
quickly as possible. If you're tast 
enough you'll get +50 hits tor each of 
them. When fighting Andross. take out 
his hands and then shoot the asteroids 
he spits at you to build up onn 
yourenergy and bomb supply. ^(JU 

, ._arjeajs 
. I. Use the quick bomb 

detonation technique 
• ¥ right at the start of the 

___ stage in the mine field 
to get 40+ hits straight away. Shoot the 
pinwheel space stations for +3 hits 
each and at the end of the levei shoot 
the star cruiser’s control towers to 
down them for+5 hits each. nnrs 

the Starwolf team. the more points you 
get. Try following Slippy, as normally a 
group of three enemies will get on his 
tail and you can nail them all 
with one lock on blast. 1 50 

‘ i' 

BOLSE DEFENSE 
STATION 

•"r 
You get +3 hits for 
every power generator 
you take out. Also, the 

.__SJECJOR_Z 
Stop all six of the 

• giant missiles from 
mgr hitting the Great Fox. 

. You can fly in the 
———— docking bay at the 
back of the Great Fox to repair your 

' Arwing and refill your energy. If j 
you’re going for the medal, DON’T go 
through Zoness or Cat will destroy one 
of the missiles, thus taking . 
away from your hits. 1ÜO 

. ._MACBETJi 
■J0O. As you approach the 

boss area (past the 
checkpoint) you must 

—--J shoot all eight of the 
metal flagposts with numbers on them. 
Then when you approach the board 
with eight green lights, shoot or hit the 
switch in the middle. ,_n 

1 5U 

fmm _xi jan ia 
. The mines do not give 

^ ^ you hits, so don’t 
shoot them. The 
giant insect robots 

—-give +3 hits each. 
Most of your hits will come from the 

~ air, so keep those energy blasts fir- 
ing. Use homing bombs when there 
are too many ships to take down with 
normal fire. It helps if you , __ 
slow down a lot. 1 OU 

l . _ZONESS - 
' You have to shoot all 

the floating search 
lights. If you miss 

—---J one, the light s color 
will turn red, indicating that you will 
not be going to Sector Z. Let rip with 
all your bombs on this stage, as you 

can refill on the boss. nors 
*i50 

H • _AQUAS 
You must pilot your 
sub through all of the 
rock arches on the 

——-—I levei. There are sev- 
eral at the beginning, and then one at 
the end after you leave the valley with 
the starfish and electric triangles. 

1 _SOLAR 
Get 50+ hits to go to 

■JtLr Macbeth. For the 
^ medal, learn where 

the groups of birds are 
and use a homing 

■ bomb to nail them all. Also.it some- 
times pays to fire a bomb into the lava 
waves as occasionally you will destroy 
things behind them that you 

• couldn’t normally see. 1 00 

/ _SECTOR _Y 1 
‘ Just get a 100+ hits. 

JT Simple. Use the 
quick bomb detona- 

— -—I tion technique (tap 
the bomb button again after you 

^ launch a bomb) to snag the otherwise 
invincible missiles. When the lével 
splits, go up for more hits. , 

1 50 

MEDALS 
As you can see by the map, each planet has a 
number in the corner. That’s the minimum 
number ot hits you need to score to receive a 
medal for that planet. Note that you will not 
be awarded a medal unless ALL ot your wing- 
men are alive at the end of the stage. 

C. ._KATINA 
Destroy the alien moth- 
ership before the time 
runs down and protect 

—;-—I your pyramid base. To 
get the medal shoot a lock on blast at 

P the groups of alien ships that Chase 
Bill’s men. Also shoot the motherships 
four flaps for+5 hits each. . _ _ 

__cQR_nerla 
fm** When Falco is attacked 
r&g* by the 3 ships, make 

sure you take them all 
. out before they kill 

—-him. Then as you 
reach the sea section, fly through all of 

■ the rocky arches. Falco will then lead 
you through the waterfall to a secret val¬ 
ley. Defeat the boss from the first levei 
of the original StarFox and 
you will be taken to Sector Y. | 50 

■i _SJEQIOR.X 
■ After the checkpoint, 

- when the levei splits 
left or right, go left. 
After a while you will 

—tcome across a series of 
hanging rectangular boundaries in the 

Ü middle of your path..Shoot them in the 
middle repeatedly and they will eventu- 
ally open up. Fly through all of them and 
you will warp to a secret area 

L~ and then Sector Z. | 50 

i . ._fortuna 
You must defeat lil 
four members of the 

.:^PF Starwolf team in the 
allotted time. They 

—--J cannot be harmed by 
bombs or lock-ons shots so use 

~ lasers only. Also try doublé tapping 
your Z or R buttons when you turn for 
a super tight are. The quicker you kill 
them, the more hits you get. _ 

50 

iNV.i _METEO 
V • Just past the Check 
. * , . Point you will see a cir- 

•* cle of blue triangular 
V« shards to the top/right 

-d of the screen. Fly 
through it and you will speed up. There 

- are a number of blue circles that follow 
on opposite sides of the screen and you 
must fly through all of them in order to 
warp to the secret stage. 

200 

YOUR PRIZE 
Get a medal on all 15 planets and you will be 
rewarded with a graphic equalizer on the sound 
test, tanks in the four player Vs mode, and a more 
difficult ‘Extra’ mode of play. Complete the game 
on the hardest route in Extra mode and you’ll be 
rewarded with characters on foot in the Vs mode!! 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



SAGE RACER 
4Ë ^ Mirror, Mirror* •, 

After selecting "Race 

Start," press and hold 

LI + Rl + Select + Start 

until the race begins 

nd the track will be 

mirrored. 

Pause the game at any 

time and press and hold 

then LI or Rl to tog- 

gle your rear view mir¬ 

ror on and off. 

Y7AR GODS 
Lotsa Cool Stuff! 

#" 

CHEAT MENU: 

On the screen where it 

says "Midway presents V?ar 

Gods," enter this 

sequence: Right, Right, 

Right, B, B, A, A, The 

screen should flash if 

done correctly, Now 

under Options there 

should be a .new option: 

Cheat Menu, 

- F REE PLAY: 

At title screen enter: 

Left C, Left C, Right (d- 

w pad), A, B, Up C, Right, C 

PLAY AS GROX: 

At the character select 

screen press: Down, Right, 

Left, Left, Up, Down, 

Right, Up, Left, Left, and 

choose any character, 

PLAY AS EXOR: 

At the character select 

press: Left, Down, Down, 

Right, Left, Up, Left, Up, 

Right, Down, and choose 

any character. 

SONIC 3D BLAST 
Cheat Mode 

Are you very bad? Would 
you like to skip through 
levels of Sonic 3D Blast 
all willy nilly? Here's 
all you have to do, Hold . 
C as you press Start for a 
new game, During the 
game, pause and press A 
to skip acts, B to skip 
stages, and C to go 
straight to the last 
level, Press Y for 

_ medals, X for extra guys, 
and Z for continues, 
Shame on you. 

MECH Y7ARRI0R 2 
J^Numerous Codes 

j Enter Password 

Enter these codes at the 
Password screen: 
Extra Heat Sinks: 
#XXO/A4>Y + 
Jump Jets: 
#YXO/A>Y OL 
Cruise Throttle: 
#AXO/A4YYA 
Unlock Missions: 
T<XO/AXA< = 
Overweight 'Mechs: 
#0X0/A>>0/ 
Extra Variance: 
T#XO/<AX<< 
More Ammo: 
TOXO/AX>TU 
Invincibility: 
##XO/A><UZ 
New "Elemental" Chassis: 
T/XO/AZ<#* 
New "Tarantula" Chassis: 
#/XO/A4<LY 

A diabolical 
product from 

RATING PENDING 

Playstation 
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Legend 
©raphics 
Control 

Play mechanics 
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Originality E. STORM REUBUS knightmare SHIDOSHI hambleton GLITCH EVILROX substanced SHINROX ORION 

POY POY 
Playstation 

Konami 
Pounding Others 

It’s been too long since l’ve experi- 
enced a game of this type... way 
too long. I didn’t even realize how 
much I missed the genre, n t 
Swagman basically takes a very . 
16-bit gameplay engine and injects 
it with gorgeous, modern CG 
graphics, incredible shadow effects and coo 
rendered cinemas. If you’re an old-schoo 
gamer like many here at the GF offices, you ma' 
want to get an (hmm, can’t think of any othe 
way to put this) artificial “blast trom the past' 
with Swagman's gameplay. 

This is Bomberman in 3D with the 
walls missing! Yes, indeedly doodly 
my mutant gaming friends, I too haveW* ° 
sampled the delights of molesting * 
three other GameFan editors in ar^ ^ ^ 
smalt arena (er, but we won’t go[ 
there), but l’d much rather be playing————“ 
PoyPoy\ And that’s what l’d recommend you doing. 
Find three friends. Buy that multi-tap and gel 
throwing polygon rocks and bombs at each other! 
Fine, fine fun for gamers with chums, but tor those 
lonely freakish weirdos lacking social activity 
should pass. Shidoshi hates this title... 

Poy Poy, a surprising import i 
release thrust upon us in record \ 
time is about as much fun as four A V 
people can legally have. I play as V 
“Kool” and I recommend you do the y 
same. I made Gary whimper like al-—— 
small farm animal as he feil again and again to 
my superior skills. The game’s loaded with strat- 
egy, level specific items of destruction and has a 
cool gouraud shaded look. Humiliation’s what 
it’s all about. This game’s a kick! 

Who’d’ve thought a game where 
you chuck stuff around could be so 
much fun? Konami, that’s who. 
There’s something deeply primeval 
about bashing the heil out of all 
your friends with heavy objects. 
The different-themed arenas are 
cool, and there’s even a little strategy in there 
(emphasis on little). Be forewarned however, 
like Bomberman, the Joy of Poy can only be 
appreciated with three other victims, er, friends. 
Single players need not apply. 

From the B-Movie kingdom comes[T 
Gamera. It may be a Panzer rip-off ,1 ^ 

all the way but it is one spectacular A ' 
ride. SEE! Cheesy FMV the likes of V 
Sewer Shark and Night Trap\ EXPE- \ 
RIENCE! Gamera flying above you>-- - ■ -1 
attacking enemies by your side! Spectacular light- 
ing, great ievel design and one burnin’ speed bike 
sequence bring home the bacon in this must-have 
import release. Especially if you haven’t played 
Panzer... anyone?? 

<3 
THE BANK BOBBEBY 

F* üaSs 
Lethal Enforcers 

Playstation 
Konami 

Shooting 

Well here’s my take on the whole 
Namco Museum thing. It’scoolto 
have arcade perfect translations 
of all these coin-ops, but unless 
you’re a serious collector or hap¬ 
pen to have a ‘thing’ for The Genji 
& Heike Clans I can’t really see a reason for 
getting Vol. “C.” I mean, most of you probably 
haven’t have even heardoi these games. Still, 
the Namco Museum is what it is, and at least 
you know exactly what you’re getting. 

lol lek [Pk [Mk |Ök [fiOl 

It’s the big “C” in Namco’s Museum 
collection, Volume 4, and it contains 
“some of the most advanced classics 
yet.” I like Assault (compatible with 
Sony’s big dual stick) and Ordyne, but 
the rest of the games failed to elicit 
any kind of tangible response from I__ 
me. Probably because I didn’t really play any of the 
other games when they were new—part of the 
biggest draw of Museum games, the nostalgia, is 
lost on me. I don’t necessarily even know how to 
numerically rate this collection. I mean, it’s just 
some old games, they are what they are. Ah heil, all 
seven lever it is. 

Gk |CL [Pk [ML \Ö 
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With Crypt Killers and now Lethall^ . 
Enforcers, Konami is fast earning 
themselves a reputation for being 
the purveyors of bad gun games. It r':’ ♦ 
remember getting a kick out of the j 

priginal LE coin-op when it first|_£_lSMJ 
came out, but that was over a decade ago. These 
days shooting inanimate cardboard cut-outs just 
doesn’t pass muster. Also, no matter what light 
gun or TV we tried, the game seemed frustrating- 
ly inaccurate, ruining what little fun there was. 
Wait for Time Crisis. 

Lethal Enforcers just won’t go awayl *7^. 
as we are presented with not only the 7 
original LE but its sequel, the old 
west flavored LE2. If these games && 
are the key to some long lost child- * 
hood bliss, then by all means check 
them out; they are arcade perfect. Inl_ 
today’s polygonal environment however, these dig- 
itized games from a bygone era comë close to 
being jokes. I suppose both games do have some 
merit as fast-paced light gun games, but there is 
simply so much out there that is so much better. 
This LE collection is for die hard fans only. If you 
haven’t played LE yet, don’t bother. 

Back in the heyday of digitization, 
Lethal Enforcers was pretty amazing. 
You were shooting real, “live” people! 
The 16-bit home versions that fol- ■* 
lowed were great, timely translations, 1 -r 
and sold very well. In 1997 however, - • \ 
it’s quite the chore to play Lethal Enforcers I and II. 
The graphics are, of course, absolutely perfect. Do I 
care? No. The enemy patterns, graphics, and accu- 
racy of gun games has progressed so far since Letha 
Enforcers that going back to it is nearly impossible. 
It’s just one of those genres that gets better with time. 

Core takes a turn for the weird with 
this surreal top down 
action/adventure. I love the twin 
world premise (like NiGHTS on 
acid) and the game’s special 
effects laden graphics perfectly 
convey Swagman’s twisted dream- 
scape. The duel character control (Lost Vikings- 
style) is a nice addition to the ZAMN-s\y\e 
gameplay, while the music and FX are suitably 
creepy. Swagman may just be 16-bit gameplay 
dressed up in 32-bit clothes, but it’s still an 
absorbing and unique adventure. 

Mixing old style top down game- | 
play with nifty CG cinemas, hot 1 
lighting and both rendered and A 
polygonal graphics, Core’s Ai; 
Swagman hits the spot if you’re in \ 
the mood for some haunted ouzzlel ' 
solving, boss killing, and exploration game¬ 
play. An inspired moody soundtrack is in tow 
which lends itself nicely to the surroundings 
and the game play is engaging and well 
thought out. Not a next generation break- 
through, but a fun romp indeed. 

|Gk |CU [Pk [ML lok lÖAl 

Hah! Free from the internet! I’m 
going back, NEVER! Well, maybe tomor- 
row.. Anyway, Gamera! Now this is one 
hot little title. Sure, many will claim it’s 
nothing more than a Panzer Dragoon rip- 
off (I will certainly agree that many ele- 
ments are almost identical), but besides 
me idüK ui rus uuui leuiiiu/uryamu 

theme and beautiful music, Gamera is actually superior 
inmanyways! No, really! The graphics are amazing, the 
bosses are hot, the music is great, the FMV is beyond 
campy, the level design is outstanding and... well, it fea¬ 
tures a large fire-breathing turtle! What can beat that? I 
still enjoy the experience of playing Panzer more, but 
Gamera is certainly a worthy Playstation alternative... 

GL CL PL ML O 
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Gamera is superhep! Just when the next 
Panzer sequel should logically, chrono- 
logically come, we get Gamera 200ffl.\ 
Yoshhaa! Panzer Dragoon Dreil Well... Yoshhaa! Panzer Dragoon Drei'. Well... 
almost. If you’re a shooter fan, you 
should definitely look into Gamera. The 
graphics, level design and sound are alll 
superb, and you NEED to see the FMV... It represents 
new levels of mad skill in the acting profession. Be or 
the lookout for Harry Linback’s smashed dialogue, espe¬ 
cially. Try this choice selection which makes less thar 
no sense in the part of the game it appears in: “Ar 
ancient ruler will be sealed from another space and time 
has been found missing, again!” 

Volume 4...where else are you going 
to play The Genji & Heike Clans, huh? 
At your local arcade? On another otö 
home console? Huh? That’s right, 
only the “C” Iets you dive into the ;v‘ ;> 
obscurity of TG & HC, that wacky \ 
side-scrolling slasher. Or how 'bout1-k— 
The Return of Ishtar? Hey hey, that’s good stuff. 
Heek, you know you can’t go wrong with Assault oi 
Pac-Land, and Ordyne stands the test of time. Until 
the big “O” shows-up (as in,”0-my god, like, it’s the 
best one, you know?”), this is the coolest classic 
collection around. Now about those scores... 
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NetLink Virtual On 
Saturn NetLink 

Sega 
Fighting 

NetLink owners have been cryingjjr 
out tor games since the peripher-r 
als release last Christmas jwhatfc’' 
was Sega thinking?!) and finallyB 
the wait is over. Has it beenF^^ %. £ 
worth it? In a word: YES! To playj J 
Virtual On (or Sega Rally) NetLink1---"i 
is to experience tuil screen, full speed (ie. no 
slow down) two player action that up until now 
was the sole privilege of PC owners. Virtual 
On is a great game, but with NetLink support it 
enters the stratosphere. I can’t wait tor Duke 
Nukem 3D\ ril take you all on! 

Take a lirst rate Saturn arcade trans- 
lation and add two player, full screen 
modem play with the NetLink and you IjjjL 
end up with a game so nice, we’re }“ 1 
reviewing it twice. After exlensive * 
play sessions against Glitch trom our 
respective hovels, I can attest to thel : A 
quality of the experience. Basically, it’s flawless. 
There is virtually no lag, and playing against some- 
one hundreds of miles away is as seamless and 
fast as playing a one player match against the com¬ 
puter. Also new in this version is an option allow- 
ing you to alter the color scheme of your mech. 
NetLink owners better be happy. 

[GL [CL [PL ML [ÖL föAl 
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Bear in mind that every editor 
Reviewing a NetLink game will base 

; their GCPMO numbers on how well the ÖJJ) 
game performs as a NetLink game, n V 
O.K.? Damn, that disclaimer killed my { ;# 
space, so let me ask you one simple \ 
question: How would you like a polygon1-—-h 
perfect full-screen two-player Virtual On, running silky- 
smooth at 30fps, with no lag times, available for your 
NetLink RIGHT NOW? Yeah.metoo. The NetLink has 
been a very slow starter, but with perfect versions of 
Sega Rally, Virtual On, and Duke 3D (yes!) coming this 
summer, it finally looks like a viable peripheral. 

[gl èl En ml [öl [qo 
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Herc’s Adventure 
Saturn 

Lucasarts 
Top-Down Action 

* ' 

Game of the 
Month 

Shining the Holy Ark 
Saturn 

Sonic Software Planning 
Role-Playing 

Herc’s may seem a little basic at T 
first, but dig deeper and you’ll . ’ 
soon discover there’s more to it jj • * 
than just Zombies Ate Myl 
Neighbors \n Greece. The whole i 
RPG structure gives the game anL_ 
extra dimension, while the impressive 
soundtrack and trademark Lucasarts humor 
keeps things bubbling along. It’s definitely 
not perfect, but if you’re in the market for a 
wacky action/RPG with the emphasis on 
action then check it out. 

[GL [CL FL ML [ÖL [QÏl 
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After a wait that seemed like anrT 
eternity since Shining in the \ -<* 
Darkness, Shining the Holy Ark A ; 
couldn’tcome at a better time. One \\ 
of the most inspired corridor-based / JVv , 
RPGs ever devised will no doubt'--- 
rekindle each and every Saturn owner’s spirit as 
they await the joy that is coming (Panzer Azel, 
Bronx, Rayearth, Silhouette Mirage, Grand ia, and 
Sonic). Graphics, music, story, length... all 
excellent. A must-buy SS experience. 

Gin [CL FL [ML Ö 
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Fans of Lucasarts’ 16-bit Zombies Ate 
My Neighbors are in for an evolutionary 
treat with Herc’s Adventure. Featuring 
incredibly similar play mechanics and * T 
even the exact same flying saucers as 
ZAMN, Herc’s is old school overhead 
action. It also retains that basic but nice-— 
hand drawn look. Unfortunately, it also shares ZAMNs 
slightly frustrating collision. I had a pretty decent time 
with Herc’s Adventure, just not a great time. There are 
some funny moments in Herc’s and quite a few funny 
things to do like chuck inflatable cows. In the end, it 
simply failed to really excite. Oh well. 

Gn c Pi M O 
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I can’t teil you how happy I am to 
see this game. Sega has worked 
rather quickly translating StHA and 
deserves appreciation for doing 
so. Let’s hope the same rings true 
for the likes of Grandia, Slayers, 1 
and Evangelion: 2nd Impression-— 
(whom ever brings them out). Shining exhibits 
everything a corridor RPG should: a brilliant 
menu system, excellent character design, an 
engaging story, diverse and unique labyrinths, 
spectacular spells, and a great soundtrack. 
Highly recommended. 

GL [CL FL [ML [O 
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This one’s tough. I really love the[ 
theme, I think the humor is awesome, ,*,7. 
and there’s no denying the depth and £1^ 
size of the quest, but (here it 
bomes)... the graphics and play ; ''i' 
mechanics are way too 16-bit. Let me \ 
re-iterate... the graphics and play-1—:---“■ 
mechanics are way too Zombies Ate My Neighbors. 
The strange collision detection, those bland colors, 
and that odd control that I remember from ZAMN 
makes an unwanted return in Herc’s. Don’t get me 
wrong though, it’s a great two-player game with 
loads of gameplay, cool music, and a ton of charm. 

Gl CL PI ML [O 
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This is a great, great RPG. I’m a hugel 
fan of all Climax/Sonic adventures, and 
Shining the Holy Ark only confirms their ö\ój 
incredible talent. Picture Shining in the n 
Darkness, but with real-time polygonal •*7 
environments, hyper-detailed rendered ‘ ♦ 
characters and enemies, and excellent! \ • 
quest elements. “Rendered?” you say. 
Yeah, I had issues with the renders at first too, but they 
animate so well, and they look so much like Shining 
characters, that I yield and accept. Besides, the sheer 
magnitude of this 30+ hour quest, the fundamental qual¬ 
ity, class, and charm of this profoundly superior game... 
all is moot ’cause l m having a great time. 

Gj ICL \Pl [ML ÏÖ 
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Deep Sea Adventure 
Playstation (Import) 

Takara 
Role-Playing 

Visual shock! Sound shock! JT 
Gameplay shock!... and just plain \ 
shock! Tobal2, possibly the mostgor- A 
geous and deep fighter currently avail- Vy 
able, is not coming to the States! It’s V 
understood why Tobal didn’t sell all [__ 
that well, but 2 is just so much better. The graphics 
defy the hardware, the quest mode is massive and 
again the music is memorable. The two new charac¬ 
ters are grand and all return with over twice the fire 
power, insane combos and juggles, and all new pro- 
jectiles. But who needs it? 

GL CL PL ML O 
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Well, it seems no one likes this little 
game... While I understand the 
gripes, the game isn’t as bad as 
these guys make out. Yes, the music J . 
is pretty dire, the 2D graphics are 
clearly dated and the gameplay in La 
the 3D sections is lacking pace but1-- 
the game has a certain charm that manages to dis- 
tract you from these problem areas. The theme is 
its saving grace and should you pass this game by 
(and l’m sure you will) maybe Takara will produce 
a sequel that solves these issues. I’m just a bit 
more forgiving ’cause I loved Choro Q2. 

GL CL FL ML ö 
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Yeah, screw this game. We don’t 
need tripe like this polluting our pris- jj d ■ 
tineshores. Can’t let those foreigners va» 
get a foothold by poisoning our chil- 1 i 
dren with bizarre products like this. * “ f 
Who needs ’em, anyway, when we - v _ J 
already have the might that is War 
Gods? Urn... really, though, Tobal 2 is surely the 
pinnacle of Playstation fighting games... it is the 
SKILL. Nearly 200 characters. Graphics that should 
not, cannot exist... but do. The most hardcore bonus 
feature ever seen in a fighting game, the Quest 
Mode. Reckonize, and buy this import right now. 

GL [CL [PL ML lö 
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Let it be known: Shin Rox DESTROYS 
the games he does not like. Thus Shin f) Jv f. 
Rox has thoroughly smashed and 
shattered his copy of Deep Sea 
Adventure, one of the poorest 
“games” ever introduced to an 
unsuspecting public. Surely Takara is!—:- 
beta-testing some advanced form of mind control by 
releasing this game: All who play it will be reduced 
to gibbering vegetables. One day they’ll perfect it to 
the point where those who come into contact with 
their games will be left mindless, ready to be col- 
lected and shipped to Southeast Asia for organ har- 
vesting, or something... you heard it here first. 

GL CL PL ML o 

A fighting game with just under 200 dif¬ 
ferent characters. A strategy that rivals 
the depth of Tekken. Supremely bal- 
anced characters, oodles of special 
moves and a quest mode to die for. The f 
best Playstation beat-’em-up of the year 
so far in terms of technical achievement.-® 
Did I mention some of the finest CG cut scenes EVER 
SEEN? Did I mention the lack of polygon glitching? Did 
I mention the supremely detailed backdrops? Did I men¬ 
tion that Sony isn’t releasing this in the States? Did I 
mention l’m off to Sony HQ with a large pointy stick? 
SORT IT OUT, PEOPLEÜ WE NEED TOBAL 2V\ 

IGLfcL FL ML [ÖL föol 
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Wow, this game is poor. I have to 
give Takara some credit for their 
unique idea, but the tact that this 
RPG has underwater elements 
doesn’t even come close to saving 
it. Why? Well, Iets see... TheIV ’S?. j 
graphics suck, the music is horrid, LJÊ-‘- 
there’s extensive loading and the submarine 
parts are only mildly fun. POOR! The theme is 
cool though, and if Takara ever does create an 
improved sequel, it’ll definitely be worth 
checking out. For now though, l’ll stick to land- 
based titles for my RPG enjoyment... 

[GL fÖL F^ ML [ÖL fÖAl 
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Groove on Fight 
Saturn^lmport) 

Fighting (Ram Cart) 

Groove on Fight definitely has hot artnr 
but it moves like a silent movie. \ 
Sad, given the game’s graphic A fe 
appeal and engaging cast of charac- \v 
ters. If you can overlook the frame \ 
rate hoWever, the speed setting is!-— 
good and the gameplay, not bad. If nothing else, 
it’s an extremely well art directed game that won’t 
likely see the light of day in the US. If you don’t 
have a RAM cart, be sure and purchase the box set 
or you’ll be stuck with only a cool lookin’ manual. 

[QL [cl-, [Pl-, [ML [ÖL [7Al 
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While Capcom and SNK have nothing [ ~~ “ 
to fear from Atlus’ new fighting game L? 
title, Groove On Fight is a cool little . : 
game. Okay, so it’s a bit lacking in r " 
the character animation department ^ 'V 
(everything can’t be SF3, you know), ... 
and it’s super-move system is FAR1- 
too abuse-able. But it’s got stunningly beautiful 
character designs (Solis’ outfit... ouch), solid yet 
wacky gameplay, a truly insane intro, and best of 
all, it’s four player simul.! If you already own the 
required fighting games, such as SFA2and KOF’96, 
give GOFa go. It’s groooooovy. 

[GL ^L [PL [ML [ÖL IoaI 
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Whew, look at that cover! Youl 
know this game is the hot stuff... 
Jeeyah, throw down that mad RAM 
cart... Uh... Urn... huh?? Non-stop 
problems. Sure, we know that four 
characters have to be in RAM atl 
once, but THREE MEGABYTES of storage space 
gets us this?? These characters are animated 
as poorly as the original SNES SFII, and the 
game constantly loads. Always. For long 
amounts of time. Idea: Trick a friend into buying 
it, then get a color xerox of the cover. 

[ÖL [CL [PL ML [ÖL [cël 
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Introducing a new dimension in shooters - Xevious 3D/G+ A spectacular 3D 

shoot-fest, where it’s you and all your new, imprbved interstellar weaponry 

against an entire galaxy of tough, nasty aliens. You gef Xevious 3D/G, plus 

three othef classic Xevious games. 

Playstation 

XEVIOUS 1M 3D/G+ © 1997 Namco Ltd. All rights reserved. Playstation and the Playstation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. The ratings icon is a registered trademaik of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 



I am workinq on new monsters for the American version of FFVII. 
There wil! be at least two new 'Weapons' (monsters)." 

meaning to you? 

HS: Well, there really isn't any deep meaning to it, 

we just wanted to make a character that wou ld 

appear in various forms in all the games. I guess 

l've always had a soft spot for that type of charac- 

ter. Cid is like Yoda from the Star Wars series-very 

intelligent and wise. 

6F: When will FFV1II be finished? 
HS: Sometime next year. 

GF: Have any Hollywood studios approached you 

about making a major motion picture based on the 

Final Fantasy series? 
HS: I am actually in negotiations with several stu¬ 

dios right now, but I can't disclose any information 

at this time. 

GF: Can you teil us anything about the movie at all? 

HS: It will be a full computer graphic motion picture 

along the lines of Toy Story-we've even recruited 

some of the staff who worked on Toy Story. The next 

phase is to make an amalgamation between the game 

and the movie. Hopefully, we'll be able to achieve this 

on the next generation of console systems, so it will 

be about 4 years before we actually start realizing 

some of our long time goals. 
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GF: What was your reason behind opening up an 

office in LA and Honolulu? 

HS: As you know from looking at FFVII, we use quite 

a lot of high end computer graphics, and most of the 

talent pool for that field is in the United States, par- 
ti/sMorlx/ Hollywood. 

There were some rumors about an extra quest on 

third disk planned concerning the resurrection of 

ertain character, and that it never happened due to 

ie constraints. Do you have any comments regard- 

ing this rumor? 

HS: I am familiar with that rumor, and Tm afraid that 

it's hot true (laughs...) I thought you were going to 

ask about the N64 version of FFVII, which is another 

rumor that I hear often. 

GF: Are there any future plans for a version of Final 

Fantasy on any Nintendo platform? Maybe the 64DD? 
HS: No. 

GF: Are you completely satisfïed with the way FFVII 
turned out? 

HS: In retrospect, I think everyone looks back at 

placès where the game could have been improved, but 

overall I am happy with the way it turned out. 

However, with the release of the America version I 

battles are more balanced. Also at certain points 

you'll have bosses with weaknesses that are hard to 

work out, and we've added hint messages to aid the 

player. ® 

GF: How do you vieW the American gaming scene 

with regards to RPGs? 

HS: Up till now RPGs have been considered as too 

complicated for the American audience. I think 

that their complexity has affected their popularity. 

But there have been significant visual developments 

in games, and 1 hope tfifs will help FFVII rto grab the 

attention of the American audience, maybe even 

those who aren't predisposed towards RPGs. Then, 

once they take a look at the game, they willsee its 

merits and hopefully be drawn jnto its world. I 

think FFVII could well be the game to help build the 

rnarket for RPGs. 

GF: Are there any plans to make a PC version of FFVII? 

HS: Yes, we plan to make PC versions of FFV, FFVI,] 

and FFVII. Of course, porting takes a long time, sol 

it will be approximately a year until the PC versjons 

are available, 

GF: You have spent a lot of time building this game 

series on various gaming platforms. What drew you 

Fm 

BEHIND THE 
GameFan recently visited Square's newly opened 

Honolulu office to discuss Final Fantasy VU with five 

of the game's key creators. 

INTERVIEW Hl 
Hironobu Sakaguchi 
President of Square USA, Ine 
Brief Profile: Since the establishment of Square (pre- 

viously Denyu Co. Ltd.) Mr. Sakaguchi has been 

involved in game production, and in 1987, he released 

the first title of the Final Fantasy series. Mr. 

Sakaguchi was the producer for all the Final Fantasy 

games that followed and he now works as the Senior 

Chief Executive of all game development. 
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think we have been able to make substantial improve- 

ments in the game. 

GF: Teil us about the American version? 

HS: One of our main goals with FFVII was to make 

sure that is was a success in the United States. I was 

surprised at how many Americans liked FFVI, and I 

wanted to make FFVII even more popular. So it 

wouldn't suffice just to convert the game, we actual¬ 

ly had to make substantial improvements. 

GF: What improvements? 

HS: We added two more bosses toward the end of 

the game and the Materia System has been changed 

to make it more user friendly. The enemy encounter 

rates have also been adjusted so the story line and 

to make FFVII on Sony Playstation? 

HS: I think the major consideration was the stor- 

age capacity of the hardware. The total capacity of 

FFVII is 1800MB. If you’re familiar with the capac¬ 

ity of a single cartridge, it's only 8MB-so we were 

severely hampered by what we could do on that 

medium. We chose to go with the technology that 

allowed us 600MB per CD. Also, we were interest- 

ed in going'with a platform that already had a 

large installation base. 

GF: Do you know what platform the next Final 

Fantasy game will be made on? Will they be released 

on the Playstation or a new hardware system? 

HS: Final Fantasy VIII will be on the Playstation. 

GF: Will FFVIIl continue from the point where FFVII 

ended, or will it be different? 
HS: FFVIIl will be a completely new story based on 

completely different characters.. 

GF: Will there be any returning characters from any 

previous Final Fantasy games? 
HS: The character Cid will reappear in a different ., 

form... and Chocobo will also appear. 

GF: Since Cid has made an appearance in every Final 

Fantasy game since FFII, does he have a special 

HIRONOBU SAKAGUCHI President of Square USA, Ine. 

"...I wanted to make FFVII even more popular. So it wouldn't suffice just to 
convert the game, we actually had to make substantial improvements." 

"I am currently working on the Final 
Fantasy film project..." 

FFVIIl will be a completely new story 
based on completely different characters." 

Kazuyuki Jfaslïïnwiö _ 

Planning and Character Design TETSUYA NOMURA 



INTERVIEW #2 
Kazuyuki Hashimoto 
Vice President of Research & Development 
Brief Profile: Mr. Hashimoto was the CG Programmer 

for Final Fantasy VII, responsible for the development 

of the 3D CG system programming tools for the 

Playstation, and also the animation data conversion. 

GF: Have you been involved in any of the other Final 
Fantasy games? 

KH: No, I joined the Square team about two years ago. 

GF: What about éie current and future Final Fantasy 

projects, will you be involved with those? 

KH: I am currently working on the Final Fantasy 

film project, which will probably take us two or 

three years to complete. 

GF: Wil! it contain any characters from Final Fantasy 
VII? 

KH: No, it will be totally different from Final 

Fantasy VII. It will be a totally new design. 

GF: Will the movie be based on the new Final Fantasy 

game that is currently in the works? 

KH: We haven't reached that stage of planning yet. 

We're still just trying to make a truly reaüstic 3D 

‘ 1 

YN: For the city of Midgar, I worked with five 

artists total-two manual designers and three com¬ 

puter graphic designers. For Junon, I worked with 

one other person. 

GF: Do you come from a background of manual art or 

computer generated art? 

YN: My specialty is in manual art. 

GF: Are there any artists, specifically Japanese artists, 

that influence your work? 

YN: There is one Japanese artist that has influenced 

my work-Katsuhiro Otomo. 

GF: What other video games have you worked on? 

YN: I worked on FFVI and I also did a little work on 

Chrono Trigger. 

GF: How long did it take to complete FFVII from 

start to finish? 

YN: From the initial brainstorm, it took about three 

years to complete. 

INTERVIEW it4 
Tetsuya Nomura 
Planning and Character Design 
Brief Profile: After overseeing the monster designs 

for Final Fantasy V, Mr. Nomura was responsible for 

TN: As long as there is paper, a mechanical pencil and 

an eraser, Pil be fine. 

GF: What is your favorite character in FFVII? 

TN: Cloud and Sephiros. 

GF: Do you tajöw why Vincent or Yuffie were not in 

the ending CG? 

TN: Because to have included both of them, we 

would have to make four different endings and we 

were constrained by the space on the CD, so we 

decided not to include them. 

INTERVIEW #5 
Nobuo Uematsu 
Music Composer 
Brief Profile: Mr. Uematsu joined Square after work¬ 

ing as a freelance composer, where he composed 

tunes for many television commercials. He has since 

composed and directed all the, music for the Final 

Fantasy series. In addition, Mr. Uematsu continues to 

compose and produce game music CDs. 

GF: Has the FFVII soundtrack been selling well in 

Japan since the release? 
NU: Yes, it hit #3 in the Japanese music charts for all 

a phrase from the director or charac 
ther designers to create the worlds." 

quare headquartersr Hawan 

NOBUO UEMATSU Music Composer 

This is the first time that music from a game has placed 
in the hit charts, so I am very proud of that." 

character in CG! 

GF: What games have you worked on besides Final 
Fantasy VII? 

KH: Recently 1 worked for a company making the 

computer graphics for a game called Motor Toon GP. 

The game has deformation graphics; I made the tooi 

that allowed for the deformation of the cars. 

INTERVIEW ft3 
Yusuke Naora 
Graphics 
Brief Profile: Mr. Naora acted as Chief of Graphics 

for FFVII, directing the whole process but mainly 

overseeing the background graphics. He created 

unique "new worlds" such as the City of Midgar 

and Junon in Final Fantasy VII. 

GF; Where did you get your inspiration for the new 

worlds in FFVII? 
YN: The initial idea might be a woraor a phrase from 

the director or character designer, and from that 

work with The other designers to create the worlds. | 

GF: How ipany other artists or graphic designers did 
you i 

the creation of several new characters in Final Fantasy 

VI. In Final Fantasy VII, Mr. Nomura was both in 

charge of character design and the game's ending. 

GF: Who are your influences? 

TN: There is not just one influence, my work is most- 

ly based on my past experiences. 

GF: What is your favorite monster in FFVil? 
TN: It's Yin and Yang in the Shin-Ra mansion. 

GF: How do you come up with the monsters in FF? 
TN: First I think about the attacks of the monsters, 

then I base it on relationships with living things. 

GF: Are you working on the next Final Fantasy game? 
TN: Not right now, I am working on the new monsters 

for the American version of FFVII. 

GF: How many new monsters are there going to be? 
TN: There will be at least two new ‘Weapons’ (monsters). 

GF: Did you work with Yoshitaka Amano at aii, or wili 

he be working on any future projects? 
TN: Yes, Mr. Amano contributed to FFVII and as 

long as Final Fantasy continues Mr. Amano will be 

involved. 

GF: Do you come from a background of manual art or 

computer generated art? 

types of music and it has soid over 200,000 copies. 

This is the first time that music from a game has 

placed in the hit charts, so I am very proud of that. 

GF: What was itlike switching from cartridge to CD? 

NU: lt became much easier for me. On the SNES we 

had only eight sound channels, but on Playstation we 

have twenty-four sound channels. The sound quali- 

ty is much better. 

GF: Are you working on both the new Final Fantasy 

game and the movie project? 
NU: I am unable to work on the movie project or the 

new Final Fantasy because I am working on a new 

project that I can't discuss at this time. 

GF: Do you have any musical influences that have 

inspired the music of FFVH? 
NU: I am inspired by all kinds of music all over 

the world. 

GF: Did you use any live Instruments when you were 

composing the music for FFVil or was the music syn- 

thesized? 
NU: When I began composing the music, I used 

both live instruments and synthesized music. 

Then, I put both types of music into the computer 

to create the game music. 
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With the next generation of next-generation consoles already looming 
on the horizon, the editors at GameFan feel it’s high time for certain 
game companies to get back to their roots and make 32/64 bit sequels to 
some of their 8/16 bit classics. We’re talking about games that thrived 
on gameplay: 

' 1.20 Contra: 
Some may be 

. confused by my 

vP’ f numberone 
choice. I know 
that a 32-bit 
Contra already 
exists, but it’s 

difficult for me to accept the 
non-Konami developed, 3D 
Contra: LOVJ as a true update 
of one of the bona fide classics 
of 8bit. In fact, the disap- 
pointing 3D version only 
increased my desire for an 
intense 32-bit 2D version that 
much more. Imagine a new 
Contra as ambitious as their 
PS Castlevania. That I would 
like to see very, very much. 
2. Bionic Commando: An old 
fave, I would love to see BC 

and its swinging mechanic 
updated in 32-bit 2D glory. 
3. Phantasy Star: This mile- 
stone of the SMS and indeed, 
Sega themselves, sorely need 
a new sequel. 
4. Gradius: Konami’s classic 
2D shooter should not be for- 
gotten. Possibly a 3D update? 
5. Gunstar Heroes: How could 
anyone not want to see 
Treasure’s brilliant Gunstar 

with insane hand drawn 
graphics and thousands of col- 
ors. 
6. Ninja Gaiden? A blast from 
Tecmo’s past, this deserves 
the next generation treatment. 
7. Outrun: I must see a polygo- 
nal Ferrari with my girlfriend 
being thrown clear. 
8. ThunderBlade: Make it real 
time on Model 3. There aren’t 
nearly enough Blue Thunder 

rips these days. 
9. Golgo 13: This 
“Professional” style game 
from back in the day would be 
amazing with state-of-the-art 
sound and graphics. 
ïo.Miner 2049er: Just for 
laughs. 

GRAVEYARD SPECIAL FEATURE:^ 

GAMES THAT NmM 
r» iiPi /• 1 

1. Phantasy Star: • , j*’ Dynamite 
% Headdy: A testa- 

Mjgt; ment to ingenious 

\ level design and 

\i play mechanics! 

Do it 2D and com- 

Pv pletely rendered. 

Headdy and the 

cast of marionettes 

would lend them¬ 

selves perfectly to SGI rendered 

graphics. Imagine the walls falling 

in and out as the scenes changed 

and the insanity of Headdy’s bosses, 

SGI rendered in 3D! The Japanese 

box art actually depicts such a 

scene. I know l’m dreaming, but 

wouldn’t it be grand!? 

2. Gunstar Heroes: 

2D Hand drawn SS! 

3. Strider: Do it like Pandemonium 
on the PS and they will come! 

4. Bonk’s Adventure.- Gotta be N6q 
ala SM 64 all the way! Imagine 

chomping up cliffs and trees in 3D! 

5. Hanger X: 2D ala Clockwork 
Knight all the way. Multl-jointed 

rendered lead and enemy characters 

blended with lush, hand drawn 

scenery, rich with parallax, and all 

the FX you can muster. ItTl fly off 

the shelves! 

6. Ninja Gaiden: 2D hand drawn. 

Same small character and big levels 

filled with paramount challenge. 

Imagine what real weather effects 

and light sourcing would bring to 

this epic platformer! 

7. Splatterhouse: Make it 3D ala 

Crash (so you can slice and dice in 

both directions) while retaining 

super high quality textures. Don’t 

forget the chainsaw, and keep it 

bloody! 

8. Act Raiser: 2D hand drawn, of 

course, in the vein of Castlevania X. 

Find Yuzo, knock him back to his 

senses and have him craft the joy 

soundtrack. 

9. Battletoads: I don’t care how you 

make it, just make it. 

10. Atomic Robo Kid: Gotta go with 

the Crash Engine on this one too. 

Just make the tubes wider and 

taller, and add the ability climb and 

ascend within them. As he rises (or 

ascends) have the area behind him 

go transparent to view the action. 

Sequels l’m happy about so far: 

Castlevania X SotN, the new 3D 

Sonic (whatever it’s called), Yoshi 
64, SM64, Street Fighter EX Plus 

-ia-ggga Alpha, Darius 
Golden, Met al 

® Jt* Gear, Zelda, 

Sequels l’m happy about so far: 

Dracula X, Street Fighter II, Final 

Fantasy VI, Lunar (kind of... where’s 

III?) Tengai Makyo, Dragon Quest VI 

(W/’s comin’, baby...) MegaMan 7, 

and so many more... no more spaceü 

Sequels l’m happy about so far: 

Assault Suit Leynos, 

Castlevania, Metal Gear, FF, 

Thunderforce, Mario, Zelda, 

StarFox 

Sequels l’m happy about so 
far: 
StarFox, Castlevania, 
Thunderforce, Mario 
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GAME F AM BOOKS ORDER FORM 

Name. 

Address. 

City. State_Zip_ 

Make checks (US lunds) payable to: GameFan. 
5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301. 

Nmht Warriors. @ $8.95. ..$ 
Darkstalkers. @ $8.95. ..$ 
Street Fighter 3. @ $9.95. ..$ 
Super Mario 64. @ $9.95. ..$ 
MK Trilogy.. @ $9.95. ..$ 
SoulBlade. @ $9.95. ..$ 
Persona. @ $9.95. ..$ 

Die Hard Trilonv.. @ $9.95. ..$ 

Independance Day.. @ $9.95. 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter... @ $9.95. ..$ 
Shipping & Handling. @ $1.50 63...1 ..$ 

(Foreign add $3 ea.) TOTAL $ 



ELECTRONIC ARTS SHOOTS HOT FMV FOOTAGf 
SÜCCESSFUL SOVIET STRIKE ON THE PLAY 

Up at the rare crack of dawn, I trekked on down to 
Bronson Cave (used in the campy Batman series of & 
the 60’s, starring Adam West) to watch the taping kL 
of a tiger attack which wilt be featured in the FMV i 

Amidst the de rigueur of EA’s Nuclear Strike 
catering and a potentiatly dangerous /etine, I sat down with Nuctear Strike’s 

producer, Michael Kosaka, and discussed sorne of the finer points of making the new "Strike” game 
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GF: For starters, how long have you been 

with EA, Michael? 

MK: Oh, since about '87. Prior to that I 
worked as a game designer and art director 
at Epyx. Before that I was at Atari, as most 
people in the area were. And before that 
even, I worked with a group called Penguin 
Software out of Illinois. But that's going 
way, way back. 

GF: So let's get right to it. What's the back¬ 
drop of Nuclear Strike? 
MK: Basically, there's a madman with a nuke 
who wants to do the world in. That's the 
basic storyline. Uh, we're set in five differ¬ 
ent locations ranging from Asian jungle to 
Siberia. We're all over the place. 

GF: How many people are working on 

Nuclear Strike? 

MK: The current count is about fifty at this 
point. It's a fairly good size team. 

GF: Has the engine been improved over 
Soviet Strike, and if so, to what extent? 
MK: Well, we went back and found a lot of 
places we could improve, which is one of 
the advantages of having such a good 
engine to start with and programmers who 
are well versed in their product. I think 
you'll be really impressed by the final 
result as it's been improved a lot. You're 
gonna see a huge increase in the frame 
rate and the smoothness of the motion. 
We also have better Al routines. We went 

back and basically polished it up and we 
were able to build off the base that we had 
in Soviet Strike. So we're real thrilled with 
what we came up with. There are some 
new views and you're gonna be able to play 
different vehicles as well. 

GF: In addition to the chopper? 
MK: Well we will have a wide variety of 
choppers but we also have ground and other 
air vehicles. 

GF: I saw a shot of a Harrier. 
MK: Yes, there's a Harrier involved. Urn, 
we've got a few other surprises too. 
Basically you're gonna be able to play as a lot 
of different stuff. And the views are, well, 
you're not gonna ever be in the cockpit, it's 

just not that kind of game. But you will be 
able to change camera angles. 

GF: Will NS offer a greater field of view than 
SS? Some complained that you couldn't see 
enough of the surrounding terrain and were 
constantly being bombarded by enemies that 
were off screen. 
MK: You're right. Urn, we're going to attack 
that problem a couple of different ways. 
One, the view will change slightly depending 
on what vehicle you're in. Two, we're going 
to give you a local tactical radar which will 
be on your HUD. So you'll be able to see dots 
around you, stuff that's shooting at you from 
behind and things like that. We're also going 
to have a new compass indicator which will 
sort of teil you where you're headed, where 
the next mission is. So you know, we really 
listened to what people were coming back 
with on SS and tried to fix it. 

GF: Besides the new vehicles, how does NS 
differ from SS? 
MK: Well there's a greater variety of mis- 
sions, and hopefully we've got the same mix 
of strategy and action that we had before, or 
even better. You know we took some hits for 
being too hard. Uh, we're looking at that 
really closely. 

GF: How have you addressed the difficulty 
issue? 
MK: Well, we're just looking at ways to 
make the game not necessarily easier for the 
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THE FIRST NÜCIEAR STRIKE SHOTS FOR THE PLAYSTATION! 

EA’s v#nerable “Strike” series cont/nues on with its latest 32bit incarnation, Nuctear Strike. Takinfl an almost 
cinematic approach with its storyline in which a lone madman bas possession of a nuctear weapon, EA is 

attempting to appeat to a broader audience with Nuctear Strike. 
Featuring a greatty eniianced version of the Soviet Strike engine, NS promises a mucii improved frame rate 

over the original. With new air and land based vebicles, a more intuitive and simpte interface, and easier tar¬ 
get management, Nuctear Strike does indeed seem to be headed down the road of mass acceptance. 

player, but just more accessible, easier to 

piek up and play. But we still wanna keep 

the core players who have stayed with us for 

the long run. 

GF: What have you implemented along those 

lines? 

MK: Well we've put in some clues, a lot 

more visual and audible cues. Urn, like I 

said, we'll be addressing the HUD so that all 

of your information will be right there. 

We've got the interface and we're gonna 

clean that up a little bit, make it look a lit- 

tle cleaner. We’ve improved it across the 

board. You know, it’s the same core group 

that worked on Soviet, so we’re building on 

their expertise. It's the same artists, pro- 

grammers, and designers. So these are guys 

who are veterans, so they can just jump on 

the next one and start adding even more 

stuff. A lot of the stuff we couldn’t fit in 

SS is going in this one. 

GF: Will NS feature the same level of 

detail in regards to the topography and 

terrain maps? 

MK: Oh, absolutely. And with the same 

artist, it looks even better. We have other 

stuff happening in the terrain as well, like 

we're going to be cratering the ground. 

We've already got it working and it's hot. 

Watcri old Softool stunt man Monty wrestle with 
the tiger, all in the name of exdting FMV. 

Some of you may remember Monty from his 
stuntwork in Franc/s Ford Coppola’s Bram 

Stoker’s Dracula. 

GF: How many different vehicles total? 

MK: The party line right now is five to 

seven just to be on the safe side. A lot of 

the stuff we've got in and running. We're 

tuning it and if it's not fun we're not going 

to leave it in. We may very well go over 

that number, but we're not going to put 

anything in that's not fun. 

GF: Outside of a Harrier, what other types of 

non VTOL aircraft can you feature? 

MK: You know that's one of the problems 

with the engine; fast moving jets are going 

to be a problem because you don’t have time 

to react. Stuff is on screen before you can 

do anything about it. Urban Strike had an 

F-117, and some people had fun with that. 

We're still tweaking it and I can't say what 

types of jets will make it into the final. 

We’re pre-alpha by a long way, so we’ll just 

have to see what works and what doesn't. 

But the Harrier is cool and will definitely 

work because it’s a VTOL. 

GF: How about the music. 

MK: The same composers are back. We've 

got a lot of rich material to draw from as far 

as the environments and stuff. 

GF: Still one player only? 
MK: It'll still be one player. We are coming 
out with a PC version which will be multi- 
player. 

GF: Are there any plans for a Saturn or N64 

version? 

MK: Not at this time, it's sort of up in the 
air. For now, it'll be PS and PC only. 

GF: Thank you very much for your time. Now 
get back to work. 
MK: Thank you, and I will. 

EA's venerable "Strike" series continues 

forward with Nuclear Strike, the second 32- 

bit "Strike" game to be released for home 

consoles. 

Answering criticisms leveled by some 

towards Soviet Strike, NS is designed to be 

smoother and easier to piek up and play than 

its predecessor. 

Though only about 10 percent complete at 

this point and further weeks of shooting for 

the FMV (even traveling to exotic Thailand 

for some authenticity) remaining, NS should 

shape up quite well. Keep reading GameFan 

for the latest on EA's newest "Strike." 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 23 
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!P9HranM|Hn| With traditional animation on the 
|f endangered games list, along with 

heart stopping 2D, the Neverhood, a 
band of dedicated ultra-talented 

S ® designers, animators, and program- 
Hp & mers, is indeed a warm and fuzzy sight 

II '■ on the horizon. Their first PS plat¬ 
formen “Skullmonkeys” features over 

* 00 levels (yep, 100!) and, er, lots of 
Skullmonkeys! Of course there’s bil- 

lions of frames of traditional animation wrapped in clay, huge joy filled lev¬ 
els crafted by hand, precision gameplay, and burnin puppet animations 
between levels, but really, it’s all about Skullmonkeys! From the mind that 
brought us Earthworm Jimithe grooviest Lumbricus terrestris to ever grace 
a screen, comes characters like Klaymen.a head bouncin,’ clay shootin.’ uh, 
thing; WjllieTrombone, Klaymen’s retarded helper and guide (hey! just like 
Crackhead Bob!); Klogg, Klaymens evil twin; and Jerry-O, the last good 
Skullmonkey... We’ll have a BIG feature in thö August GF! Don’t miss it! 
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A lot of people 
have a problem with the 

We, for example, feel it 
hasn't been realistic enough 

An evil Corporation is threatening to kill off humankind, and it's up 

to you as Tenka, a war-hardened resistance fighter, to stop thein. 

The first sftooter that Iets 
you look up & down, jumj 
and crouch while moving. for targeted sea miess envirom 

Check out exdusive previews on 
our website: www.psygnosis.com 

Ga me Pro Trigger-happy fun 

Non-stop action and excellent graphics ame Informer 

PSYGNOSIS Playstation 
----U ESRB 

ol Sony Computer Entertaiffl§ilnc. The ratings icon is n tradomniK of the Interactive Digital Software Associalion. Psygnosis. the Psygnosis logo and Codename;Tejika are tfadenKiiks ot PsygnosiS Ltd.p1997 Psygnosis Lid. AU rights reserved aySötion and the Pf badeüSaj 

1 
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& THE FIRST M2 GAME REVEALED! 
The game features analog con- 

I trol, four different perspectives, 
I four pantaloon-soilingly realistic 

® tracks (such as Laguna Seca, 
1 Suzuki Raceway, New Orleans and 

I an oval raceway), extra ‘Easter 
I eggs’ which lead to special fantasy : 

tracks, and those real-time physics 
which everyone’s getting very 
excited about. What this means to 
you and me is cool track damage, 
pixel-accurate shadows, dust 
thrown up by wheels and tire skids 
which remain on the track. Just for l 
those craving the ultimate racing 
battle, there’s six different com¬ 

puter Als which react to your position and 
actions. 

Finally (as l’m rapidly running out of space), 
there’s car damage, a cool Daytona USA-style 
proximity map, a crazed Pit Radio teammate who 
coaches you throughout the race (no announcers 
here!), the obligatory rear-view mirror, auto- 
brakes (should you need them), and just about 
every moving part in your car is tweakable. Pure 
unadulterated racing fun is promised. And by the 
demo we viewed, we’re gagging for a final copy. 
Watch this space... CH 

Studio 3DO has emerged 
(phoenix-like) from the flames 
of the burning dodo console 

and are scorching a new name for — - ———— 

P themselves with a truly mind-bog- 
jLi gling release for the M2. Should the M2 ||t gling release for the M2, 
L| ever actually appear, you’ll be pleased to 

know that there’ll be a phenomenal racing 
P game waiting to be released with it. Of 
P^ course, further proof is needed, so let us 
P* delve deeper into the mysterious world of 
L1 World Championship Racing. [Note that all 
PI shots are actual shots running on M2 devel- 
p opment hardware, and although we weren’t 
P® allowed to see the system (it was covered in 

true David Copperfield tradition with a black 
I silk cloth) we saw no evidence of closet- 
jl sized super-computers helping out] 

Okay, here’s the beef! This is a one player 
* arcade racer featuring a real-time rendered 
l® 3D world, employing mip mapping, gouraud 

shading, alpha channeling and z-buffering 
m capabilities. Cool jargon, eh? This means 
I you’ll have almost rendered-intro quality 
r graphics throughout the entire experience. Vj - I- --o-~ --~ -1- 

P: And I write ‘experience’ because this certain- 
pi ly looks visually more impressive than any- 

f-hincr n tho morl/ot n\i I o+V nrot thing on the market today. Let’s get to the 
most important point: pop-up. There isn’t 
any. Really. None. No, really. After that 

P shock, I viewed the cars during the game; 
pi they’re between 700 and 900 polygons (less 
% Ih. lA/hon rl icf on t n rl Innl/ Mnt /^iiï4-/-» when distant) and look amazing. Not quite 

as amazing as the showroom cars which 
weigh in at 2500 polygons and look real. No, 
really real. These cars form the mammoth 
MPEG video sequences which the game is 
packed with (showing cars, cool scenes and 
astounding fly-bys of the courses), coupled 
with outstanding red book audio with 
Doppler effects (crescendos on incoming 
cars). Take note, cartridge lovers: This is 
what a four-speed CD system with 8 MB of 
RAM can accomplish! 
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In the quest tor marketable product, whether it’s a game, 
movie, or TV show, Creative minds often mine the past tor 
ideas and concepts. Like so many other 2D games that ( 

have come before, Pitfall is about to receive the treatment du j 
jour—a 3D version. Not that there haven’t already been 
updates of Pitfall. Does anyone remember the FCI Super 
Pitfall on NES? Maybe not, but l’m sure most wili recall The | 
Mayan Adventure, which appeared on (of all systems) 
Jaguar, 32X, Sega CD, SNES, and Genesis. Pitfall 3D for 
Playstation, however, looks to be the most ambitious yet. 

The demo we received had but one playable level, but ü 
that was enough to get a rough sense of what Activision is 
going for. If anything, this game s Harry bears more of a J 
resemblance to Indiana Jones than past incarnations. 
Can’t say that’s a bad thing. 

Pitfalfs new 3D world looks pretty good so far, with a 
smoothly animated Harry running and swinging through a > 

solid, real time world. With a former member of AM2 work- 
ing on the game, that’s not too surprising. In addition, a | 
moving camera should facilitate some cinematic 
moments, all the rage these days. 

I didn’t see any crocodiles in this version, but these classic I 
enemies must surely make an appearance somewhere. What 
I did encounter were bottomless pits, scorpions, and big rock 
monsters. As for the classic Harry swing, rest assured, (j 
there’s plenty of vine swinging to be done in this game. Only 
this time, you are allowed to swing into or out of the screen. 
Hey, they don’t call this Pitfall 3D for nothing. jjl 

As I said, we had a very early version, and there is much ll 
work to be done. I didn’t see anything dreadfully wrong with 
what they have already, so let’s hope that they can deliver a | 
fun game. That is the point, after all. As always, we’ll keep f 
you abreast of this game s progress. S 
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EXCLUSIVE HANDS-ON PREVIEW OF THE PLAYSTATION’S 
NEXT GREAT PLATFORMING SUPERSTAR- 

(rarely fly. Soaring thou- 
sands of feet above the 
planet in a glorified poster tube with wings 

just doesn't sit wetl witii me. I've got too many 
games to play to risk smasiiing into tiie EartiVs 
crust because Bob t/ie pilot had an attercation witii 
the Mrs. last night. But today l’m making an excep- 
tion. The opportunity to play a revolutionary new 
3D platform adventure has arisen and the lure of 
a new gaming experience is just to enticing to 
pass up, especially 
when it's trom Crystal 
Dynamics, a company I 
feel especially comfort- 
able witii 

Gex is the perfect 3D character! We 
give the player a completely unique 

gameplay experience.” So fly I witl. 
i board the riveted tin 
cylinder witii apprehension, gaze at the pilot... 
seems chipper enough, and away we go ... 

The moment you walk into Crystat Dynamics 
you know you’re in a place where they make 
video games. There’s no parking structure, no 
elevator, no stuffy lobby. Beyond the Surnrner 
Lodge like game room Cfilled with worn bean-bag 
chairs and game memorabilia) and past half a 
mountain goat protruding frorn a hallway wall, I 

reach my first destina- 
tion: a bean bag chair 
(coincidence? I don't -—r—- 
think so), Chip, Steve, 3im... and Qex. But this is 
not the Qex | once knew. This one is a seamless 
3D rnodet, and he’s irnpatiently staring right at me 
as if to say, go on, give it a try. 

Picking up the analog joystick I immediatety 
realize that waking up at 5:30 and boarding a jet 

GEX IS AN ALL-NEW JD CHARACTER, FEATURING LIZARD SKIN TEXTURING, 
+ 3,A00 FRAMES OF INCREDIBLE SGI-RENDERED CHARACTER ANIMATION! 
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was well worti\ it. 
Gex feels amazing, 
atmost real, as 
Mario did the lirst 
time I played SM64, 
in fact, the feeting 
is much the sa me. The Gex model (constructed of 

“We believe that we have the best digital and analog arr^amazed™10 it’s 
Controls. We give thég|jj§W free roaming control 
over every angle, not'juist the eight direct^ns/ 

Dan Arey - Lead Designer 

over six hundred polygons and wrapped in skin) 
appears extremely tife-like. There's no break-up 
around the joints (knees, eibows, etc.) and he’s col- 
ored and shaded astoundingly weil... not to mention 
that he’s winking at me. I’m standing in a tevel 
that’s far trom being buttoned up, however; as I 

huge, the textures 
are crisp and it's 
free roaming. Not 
oniy are these 

ptaygrounds massive, but they are fitled with jaw 
dropping effects, engaging enemies, and genius 
play meciianics. Before being wrestled away tor 
a sit down with each team member, l’ve already 
arrived at the conclusion tnat Gex 2; Enter the 
Gecko will be one of the finest 3D games ever 
produced. Now it's time to go find out why... lm 

ISTM 

HUGE AND UNIQUE BOSSES, BONUS ROUNDS, AND SECRET HIDDEN AREAS + 
HILARIOUS MULTIPLE HIT ENEMIES THAT CHALLENGE ALL LEVELS OF GAMERS Let's start with Gex himself. He is the star 

of tne show after all. One of the few games 
to feature a celebrity voice that actually 

adds to tne game's appeal, Gex is once again 
brought to life by comedian Dana Gould. With 
over 500 one-liners and celebrity impressions, 
Gex wilt seem more alive than ever as he par¬ 
odies pop culture, TV, and HoUywood's finest, in 
a Ferris Bueller sort of way. Wnat brings ibis 
to l*grit more than ever is that Gex’s jaws are 
an assembiy of actual bones wrapped in skin, 
so he not only says it, he lip synchs it perfect- 
ly. Gex nas over 125 unique moves/manner- 
isms, and 3400 
frames of SGl-ren- 
dered animation. 
By looking at him, 
you'd think the P5 

had hardware mip-mapping capabilities. He 
appears seamless even in the most twisted ani- 
mations. "Flex Gex" real-time collision technol- 
ogy allows Gex to bend around corners and 
—--1 mold to bis envi- 

“We have ‘Triple A’ animators working furiously to 
make our characterf meern alive and kicking.” 

Glen Schofield - Director 

ronment with stun- 
ning realism. He 
looks Mauvelous. 
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ALL-NEW GAME ENGINE PROVIDES BE AUTIFULLY TEXTURED POLYGONS AND 
360“ CHARACTER CONTROL-ALL AT A CONSTANT 30FPS GAME SPEED! 
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REZ IS BACK AND ONLY GEX CAN STOP HIM! YOU MUST TRAVEL BACK TO 
THE MEDIA DIMENSION AND SAVE THE WORLD’S TVII 

Designer; Eric Eiliot, Lead Animator; Mark Miller, 

For Gex, spending his inheritance on a new dig¬ 
ital satellite System was the ultimate dream 
come true. However, locking onto 200 chan- 

nels of reruns, insect mating rituals (what ciiannel 
is that onV) and psychic home shopping clubs was 
not. Stitl, Gex would not leave his well-worn 
barka-lounger. that is, until his “must-see TV” 
faves turned into static. Literally. static. 

Suddenly, right out of the movie, these goons in 
black fiats siiow up from some clandestine federat 
government agency. It appears that Rez, Gex’$ 
arch enemy, has returned, and knocked out the 
world’s TV channels... again! The dudes in the 

black hats want Gex to return once again into the 
Media Dimension... guess tiiey really like TV. 

Once deputized into this secret government 
agency (and rewarded with a ciieap tin badge and, 
of course, a decoder ring), this lab guy, clipboard 
in tow, shows up with a hot femate sidekick by his 
side. Af ter a series of tests (anal probe not 
included) Gex is put on a high tech treadmilt (sorry 
Jane, it’s motorized). It begins to franticatty piek 
up speed. lOmph... 20mph... 30 mph... then sud- 
denty just as Gex is about to lose it he sees it! 
Reaching out of the monitor.... Metal. Cold. Sharp! 
Steel. REZ! Bigger. Badder. Tougher. 

Some of the Gex Guys (L to R): Adrian Longland, Lead Programmer; Evan Wells, Senior Game 

S! 
ticking with the original premise, as all 
good sequels do, Gex 2 is set in 8 media 
theme worlds: Prehistorie, Horror, Circuit 

Central, Space, Twisted Toons, Secret Agent, 
Kung Foo, and of course Rezopolis... (but you 
should see Rez now!). 

Once you begin to explore these cavernous 
environments (both open and enclosed), you imme- 
diately realize that Gex was made for the 3D 
genre. Those infa- 
mous suction cup 
feet of his provide 
many sparkling 
moments as you 
turn and twist huge polygonal worlds white stuck 
to the side of a precipice. The roundhouse tait 
whip is right at home as wetl. 

Each levet features a three-tiered collectable 
System. Level specific tidbits are sprinkted clev- 
erty throughout each. Find alt 25 of the Ist tier 
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“We approach each enemy as a mim-boss with multi¬ 
ple States of interaetfeii attacks and behav^rs.” 

Dan Arey - Lead Designer 

4^. 

and a 2nd wilt 
appear. Ctear 
those and a 3rd wilt 
appear. These tead 
to both secret 

tocates and one of each levers multiple endings. 
Even Gex* power-ups have been suitably taitored 
for your 3D pleasure. For instance, when Gex’ 
firepower is present (which produces mind blow- 
ing fx), he fries his foe by circting them, creating 
an inner plume of fire... you can imagine the rest... 



«yhe enemies themselves are 
meticulously thought out as 
each requires multiple hits to 

defeat. Chuckie, a resident of the 
horror stage, cornes at you 
(chuckling hideously), knife in 
hand. Whack him once and r<is 
iiead pops off... now you've got 
two problems. Chuckie's body 
stays alive until the head is kitled. 
And so it goes throughout the 
adventure. Literally every facet 

of gameplay is getting sirnilar attention. This is a tightly knit team 
with one goal in mind: an unforgettable, totally unique 3D adventure 
for your enjoyment. The Creative friendly environment at Crystal 
lends itself to such an end extremely welt; in fact it reminds me a 
lot of our setup, 'cept it’s a lot bigger. 

An integral part of making all this Work, the cameras (which weren't 
final for rny viewing), are going to be quite revolutionary. The way 
they're planned to operate is beyond those found in the game Gex will 
inevitably be compared to, 5M64. Hey, all I know is that I saw the P5 
doing stuff the N64 has not yet accomplished. How they're doing it, 
well, Iet s just say that Crystal's always been about quality, but now 

~ they want to win! And with 
this engine (which took 
over a year to develop) 
they are certainly headed for victory lane 

IVS ALL ABOUT 
MÜSIC 

Gex’ soundtrack, fm happy to report, 

is getting as much attention as the 

game. Mike Miller, Crystals resident 

sound guru, tucked away in a huge 

dimly lit sound proof room amidst a 

quwer of musical instrumentation, is 

crafting an inspired soundtrack that 

heightens as the game becomes more 

perilous. It’s midi, but it sounds red- 

book. We started to get into how he*s 

doing it and I just couldn’t assimilate 

the info in the allotted time. After a 

couple of minutes we decided his vast 

knowledge about game music (and 

some deal he’s got with like, Thomas 

Dolby) needs to be made public, so weTl 

feature an interview with Mike next 

month. ItTl be a great read I can 

assure you. 

Texture warp- 
ing/break-up, a fatat flaw exhibited in the majority of 3D PS 
games, has been banished, the peripherai Vision is incredibty 
vast, and even in the absence of hardware z-buffering, the 
textures look almost as good when you’re right on top of them 
as they do far away. 

We are using a DXF model from 3D Studio around a 
skeleton from Alias to ereate characters.” 

Glen Schofield - Art Director 

(f I seern enthused, welt, it's because t am. 
Extremely. As one that lives by the platform 
creed, games like Enter the Gecko keep me 

glued to gaming. Last year, Crash, Mario, and Lara 
thrilled me. I considered '96 a very good year. '97, 
however is shaping up to be a banner year for 

gaming. Besides most of those mentioned return- 
ing, quality 2D gaming has risen again and 3D 
gaming continues to progress to a level of playa- 
bility equal to that of 2D as is exhibited herein. As 
we usher in the third wave of P5 software, devel- 
opers as committed to excellence as the ones at 
Crystal are a valuable commodity. I truly believe 
that Gex Z: Enter the Gecko will be one of, it not the 
years finest. WeTl of course bring you updates 
and new Information leading Up to the release of 
Gex 2 this Winter. Oh, by the way, the pilot botched 
the landing during our approach to the dinky 
Burbank Airport and then circled like he was play- 
ing Ace Combat before finally touching down. 
Video conferencing needs to reach the next level... 
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iVIKKI AND FARGFS RETUKVEV A NEW, W&CKY QUEST 
FOR THE COMET OF INFIMTE FOSSniJlfflEStk^,,^:,,^ 

Throughout the day as weve traveled back 
and forth from office to office, cube to cube, 

we ue been passing by the peculiar netled area 
where pandemonium 2 is being pro- 

fr. duced and I keep wondering; ivhat 
could possibly be in there? When 

the time arises. we pass rinally 
* pass through the renaissance 

like curtains. Manned computers 
line the corral with a huge table 

(atop a Persian rug) in the center of 
the fort. Hey. it reminded me of a 

i&ss&bxi 

fort. Posters, action 
figures. you name it... 

stuff s everywhere. 
These guys must live 
here. I t hink to 

myself. and again. I 
flash back to GF where _ 

things are much the same. They park me next to Zack Krefting. a Dtveezil Zappa like ^ 
character tvho wastes no time. He immediately starts demo ing the game on a devel- :j i 

opment system and again. I am amazed. 
They ue essentially taken Pandemonium s most vivid points (heavy camera worfe and | 

psychedelic landscapes) and injected them with burning ferocity. The textures are -j 
insane. not only in detail, but in shape and color. The gameplay can only be 

described as frenetic. Vertical. horizontal, down. up. in. and around. fj 
Pandemonium 2 is an exercise in extreme motton. Zack quickly explains... The 

designer beh/nd the first game was apprehensive. He thought we may induce vomi- 

34 



GIGANTIC BOSSES TR4T STRETCH THE IMAGENATIOM THIS DRAGON WEL ASTOEND YOEÜ 

A<«V'W I-Nfuyr \noujs 
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Team Pandemonium 

,* **■' ^ 't 

tus erectus (u>ell, he 
didn t say that exact- 
ly). but nou;, hes 
gone. and so u»e re 
juicing things up a 
bit. Uh. yeah. I d 
say that sums it up. 

>V-1g 
©0 

TH GiUlfKlY AT 
TRAYTIC PACT! 

Nikki. once a cute li I 
chick, has grotvn up 
to become a com¬ 
plete hotty-pot. 

She s. uh. developed! And she has the outfit to proue 
it. After Pandemonium 2s opening CG is out Nikki 
tuill probably have her ou»n u»eb page. As for 
Fargus. tvell. his happy-go- 
lucky. pseudo-dorkish demeanor 
has been tvashed au»ay. The 
neu» Fargus is diabolical. trou- 
bled... mad. He nou» beats ene- 
mies ivith Sid u»hos become a 
living boomerang and looks like 
a cross betu»een an Eluis imper- 
sonator. Liberace. and the Joker. 

Changes in the play mechan- 
ics have taken place as tvell. 
Nikki and Fargus can nou» 
siuim, fly. dimb. and grapple. 
And in this environment, trust 
me. these play mechanics take 
on a u'hole neu» meaning. The 
method of attack in P2 has als o 
undergone changes. Ifpumping 
up enemies until they explode 
isn tcool enough. grab a poiuer- 

up and fry them to a crisp. Many such fïne 
methods of disposal are available. 

The levels themselves are longer and 
et»en more (u»ay more) surrealistic com- 
pared to the original. and because they dis¬ 
play more geometry there s also more stuff 
in em. The enemy Al is juiced up respec- 

tively. leading to more uariety 
in movement and behaaior (but 
don t tuorry they still go. 
Duh.). A total of 21 levels tvill 
make the final cut including 
castles, alien landscapes, and 
even Fargus brain! 

Keeping in line with the 
original s stunning CG and 
i»oice oi»er. P2 tvill feature pro¬ 
fessional voice talent to bring 
the tivisted tale to life. and a 
double-heavy drum-centric jungle techno soundtrack by the 
fine composers of the original. I sau» one boss and it u»as 
freakin unbelievable. Sadly. the game could not be grabbed the 
GF u»ay so the shots do it littlejustice. but the dragon on th is page 
attacks with a level of fury and surprise that cannot be 
explained. Bottom line. tuhether or not you dug the original 
(though I msuremostdid). Pandemonium 2 tvill amazeyou. lts 
everything a good sequel should be. and then some. ES 

Thanks to eueryone at 
Crystal for making our 
visit as entertaining as it 
u»as informative. 
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Croc (for an hour or so until they wrestled it away), I can teil you first hand that 
this is a 3D piatformer to be reckoned with. Whiie it does borrow from the best 
in the category, it’s got a look and feel all its own, not to mention some of the 
most Creative level design Tve seen in some time. 

How much Croc resembles a Japanese-bred piatformer must be commended 
as well. If 1 hadn t been briefed, i’d have sworn i was piaying an import. The 
music is a distinctly (apanese sounding mix and Croc himself is bursting with 
japanese overtones. 

Argonaut is crafting what is sure to become an international success and one of 
this year’s most memorable platform experiences. A further testament to the PS’s 
polygon processing power (when it’s in capable hands) is at hand. 

1 Rescue the 
peace loving 

Gobbo 
Islanders 

from the evil 
elutches of 

Baron Dante! 
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Y6T ANOTHGR „HARDCORE PRODUC.TI0N, 

ON FLIGHT SIMULATION... 
TAKE TO THE SKIESJN OVER:TVWENTY BURNING TOP GUN A55IGNMENT5! 

nyone remembering 
,back to the second 
kwave of classic 

Playstation software should 
look back on Ace Combat 
with fond affection. ’Twas 
the time when the world 
was still salivating on the 
likes of Ridge Racer and 
Tekken, and then Namco 
delivered a cool arcade 
flight sim. Sure, there was 

some major pop-up going on, a plum-throated 
Brit narrator obviously trained by the SNK 
school of announcers and a frightful two-play- 
er mode, but Ace Combat sure played a mean 
one-player dogfight. And now, over two years 
later, comes the much anticipated sequel, 
headed for American shores this August. Chief 
Hambleton launches into a Highway to the 
Danger Zone and tries wipe a bogey from his 
six. Let’s see if he was successful... 

The entire Ace Combat 2 experience simply 
oozes quality. From our complete Japanese 
version of the game, I experienced a frighten- 
ingly realistic rendered intro (of exceptional 
quality like the original) before my green wire- 
frame Ace Combat 2 logo slammed into view. 
Time to try my options first, where I find every- 
thing from screen size adjustments to control 
options. Flicking my joypad to the expert set¬ 
ting (exactly the size button configuration as 

the first but with L2 and R2 for left and right 
yaw), I began my initial training assignment. 

Instead of a fruity and stilted announcer 
bugging the heil out of me (as in the first Ace 
Combat), I was treated to a real-time pan 
around of the rebel base center of operations 
while a gruff no-nonsense commander rat- 
tled off my mission objectives. “Roger that!” 
The grizzled tough-talker explained the situ- 
ation as military ‘mood’ music drummed 
away in the background, and I watched the 
stunning wire-frame of the mission area 
rotating about fluidly in front of me. Every 
piece of mission data was immediately avail- 
able at my fingertips. Flicking my helmet 
visor down, I headed for the hangar. 
Clambering into my trusty F4, I cleared the 
hanger bay (where fully rotating real-time 
planes can be viewed) and took to the skies. 

And that’s where l’ve been ever since. This 
classic arcade dogfighting flight simulation 
has me hooked in exactly the same way as 
the first. However, there’s a whole bundle of 
improvements you can look forward to this 
time around. There’s the crackling comments 
coming in from your co-pilots and wingmen, 
smooth and constant 30 fps action, amazing 
in-flight movement and doublé the number of 
missions to fly (apparently over 30!). The 
very fact that the action doesn’t ever (and I 
mean EVER) slow down is obviously due to 
the supreme 3D graphics engine Namco 

© 1997 Namco 
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developers have honed over the intervening 
years. This has now reached almost perfection 
with a re-draw rate rivaling that of Pilotwings 
64 (however, some hills still look very polygo- 
nal and there’s some pixelly ground textures). 
You simply don’t need to see further than the re- 
draw rate, and those grumbling about the 
ground textures moving slower — 
than they’re supposed to when 
you’re skimming the turf are 
in for a shock; everything / 
moves at a rocketing and 's—\ 
utterly believable speed! \ 

increased cash (enabling the purchase of more 
expensive and even cooler planes). Some of 
these enemy targets are actual flying aces with 
suitably unfortunate names (“Maverick!”, 
“Goos?!”, “Ace Gunner!”, “Pantaloon King!”, 
“Ernest!”... that sort of caper); bag one and 

you’ll receive a special medal (and sometimes 
^ a new plane!). Kill all these flying 

aces to complete your trophy col- 
lection and... well, you’ll have to 

\ \ wait and see, won’t you? 
\ What we can teil you is the 

Nv \\ \ grading system (you’ll be 

N THG WAR! 
EXPERT AERIAl COMBAT TACTICS MUST BE EMPLOYED TO PREVENT A REBEL VICTORY! 

This graphics engine 
was what instantly 
impressed the GameFan 
posse (look at the screen¬ 
shots for evidence of the 
depth of Vision, huge skyscrap- V__ 
ers on many stages, the ability to 
fly up through the cloud line to dogfight at 
insane heights and planes hurtling out of con- 
trol when they’re hit!), but Ace Combat 2 looks 
to be a lot more complete experience than that. 
Sure, there’s no two-player option this time 
around (perhaps a wise move after the tragic 
‘dogfight in a texture-mapped square’ of the 
first game), but the one player challenge more 
than makes up for that. Now the sorties you’ll 
be launching are a lot more interesting and 
complex, involving the finest wingmen (code- 
named ‘Slash’ or ‘Edge’—obviously AC2 devel¬ 
opers are rock guitarist fans) who actually take 
care of business and have more available com- 
mands and are therefore of greater use. Also, 
there’s increased artificial intelligence for the 
enemy pilots. Of course, some of the enemy 
AWACs and B2 planes are sitting ducks (circle 
behind these fools and pound away with 
machine gun fire), but try overstretching your 
piloting skills and you’ll soon be facing whole 
squadrons of MiGs or F-22S flying insanely 
acrobatie loops and weaving maneuvers with 
one target in mind... your sorry rear! 

Also present on all of the levels are many 
optional targets for destruction; these give you 

after every 
/// | sortie) gives 
f you numerous - ;r 

cool-looking badges 
and new-found respect 
among your flying bud- 
dies. But, complete 
some levels in record 
time or by killing every 
single target out there, I 
and you'll be granted a L „.ff 
super secret mission... 
As you can teil, there’s a whole load more 
flying action on offer this time around. 

So, you’ve got convincing environments, 
planes with rudders that actually move 
when you’re turning, an abundance of ‘air- 
borne combat’ tunes [ranging from the ultra 
cheese-ridden Kenny Loggins rock 
tragedies to some pretty cool Drum and 
Bass (er, and even Latino guitar) experi- 
ences], simply tons of missions and secrets, 
some ultra-secret ‘military* aircraft to 
investigate (time to get Fox Mulder on the 
phone!) and a compatibility with analog 
and flight-stick joypads. Just what, exactly, 
could go wrong? This looks to be the most 
insane dogfighting experience you’ll ever 
play! Find out if l’m dead-on (or completely 
off target) in the next issue! CH 

Playstation 

SUPGRB PRGSGNTATION THROUGHOUT! 

CHIEF HAMBLETON 
AC2 siy\e... in effect!! 

Namco’s airborne 
antics ROCK!! 

Pursult of recoonaissance unit 
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rhe President's daughter has been kidnapped by an infamous criminal mastermind called Serudo Garo and bis army of devoted (read 
psychotic) henchmen, headed up by the scheming Wild Dog. The ransom for her safe return is the right to the throne of a small 

I third world country, and should the government refuse to comply within 24 hours, Garo will send Rachel back to the President 
(dramatic pause) piece by piece! Gasp! You play the part of Richard Miller, a special agent assigned to res- 
cue Rachel from Garo's evil clutches, and put a stop to his dastardly plans before anarchy ensues. Use 

of deadly force has been authorized. y y " Tl ' 
Although at first glance Time Crisis appears to be JSmum m uw m 

yet another Virtua Cop rip off, dig a bit deeper and ÉM M m . Er ' M A 
you'll soon discover that nothing could be further from M A ■ w M & 
the truth. Yes, Time Crisis is a polygonal, on- // g M M m 
rails 'gun' game, but Namco has added 
enough unique features to distance their Y gg Y /ff 
effort from AM2's homicidal classic. // m ffl 

Probably the most innovative feature of || LLJ 
Time Crisis is the ability to duck behind M IjPT _ 
cover. In the arcade this is achieved with a m iM&j HK . 
special pedal, but in the PS version you have Mij 
the option to use either a button on the side ¥{ I 
of the Guncon, or (and Namco doesn't ree- ff 
ommend this) plug a d-pad into the second 
port and step on it! Ducking serves to both 
reload your gun (a non-upgradable six-shot special) and protect you 
from enemy fire. A strict time limit ensures that you can't just duck 
forever (hence 'Time' Crisis), and you must also duck to avoid envi- 
ronmental hazards such as swinging hooks and rolling crates. 
Ducking adds a much needed element of strategy to the usual blast- 

40 "© Namco 19! 
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ing formula, and really gives Time Crisis a different flavor than VCop. 
The second major innovation of Time Crisis is the importance of time. 

Although you do take damage in Time Crisis and can be shot to death (indeed when you 
first play through the game that's your main concern) as you get better time becomes the ^ 
primary consideration. Time is more important than accuracy, and getting the best possible V 
score involves finding the quickest possible way to clear an area. « 

The PS conversion is shaping up just fine, with Sony's 3D powerhouse doing a decent job of v 
replicating the System 22's amazing visuals. The version I played was pretty much complete (only ^ 
the translation was left) and looked great. But best of all, in keeping with Namco's tradition of 

beefing up their coin-op conversions, they've included an all new 'Original' story mode exclusive to 

fg the PS version. It's not just an 
extra it's a whole new mission 

with five different levels, multiple routes and multiple endings! We'll be back next month with 

a full review and more info. Stay tuned... K 

Packed with Time Crisis is Namco's very own light gun, the Guncon. The Guncon con- 
nects to the video output of your Playstation and actually stores the screen image 
in the gun for accuracy up to one pixel!! It may not recoil like the arcade gun, but 
it's the most accurate home light gun ever made. Unfortunately, the Guncon only / 
works with Namco compatible games, the next one being Point Blank. ^ 

HGNCHMAN 

KNIGHTMARE 
Guncon: Even with¬ 
out recoil, it’s still 
a kick! DUCK! ^ 

Playstation 
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clumsy henchman). Collected bugs are unleashed to form a 
path to each of the Swagman's prisoners. 

After unlocking the first two tutor- 
ial puzzles, Zack is joined by Hanna, 

and cooperative gameplay ensues. This 
is when Swagman begins to take shape. The 

first hour or so is spent swatting demons with Zack’s 
^ flashlight, bombing your way into hidden areas and get- 

ting accustomed to the games many nuances (chests, 
weapon usage etc.). Once Hanna is freed however (after 
defeating Master Pumpskin) one of the other siblings 

activates switches (and the like) while the 
suitable player takes care of business. For 

instance, Zack cannot reach Gloom 
once he’s set in the middle of his 

lair, while Hanna’s Yo-Yo can. 
So while Zack holds open 
the way to the warp, Hanna 
goes in for the kill. In the 

i nightmare worlds where 

CIIT YOU TO RIBBONS I WILL! THE BONEYARD... NO PLACE FOR CHIIDREN! 

doublé jumping must be performed Hanna once again must be called upon. While Zack’s dream monster has stronger attacks, Hanna s has better 
jumping capabilities. And so it goes as you traverse dank dungeons, gardens, bone yards, and other such creepy locales. Each level is quite large 
(many areas linked together), and once the boss is reached in each, you won’t be disappointed. Linked to the game s mainframe, joined by mirrors, 
are nightmare areas which Zack and Hanna must use to access parallel worlds. Here the duo takes the form of hideous creatures of their own 
design. Zack emits a breath of fïre in this darkest of modes and has a wicked head-butt, while Hanna dons laser Vision and doublé jumping. 
Weaving through these action-oriented levels adds further to the game’s overall appeal. 

Swagman’s rendered graphics (sprinkled with polygonal objects) are rich in design and detail as are the effects such as light sourcing, transparen- 
cies and just about everything else in the PS’s war chest. The music too, is first rate and fits the drudgery of the situation perfectly. Haunting 
melodies accompanied by somber choruses make up much of the soundtrack. 

It all adds up to yet another game in which a classic genre has received a suitable 32-bit overhaul. While breakthrough 3D ' 
adventures will always be a welcome commodity, so will the old school games dressed up in shiny new guise. If you agree, I 

highly recommend Core’s latest. -ES 

POPCLAT 

ohsters aren't real...Well kiddies, look* like mommy lied! Moimny said 



ONE ]\Ian. ONE solution. ONE state of mimi 

ASC has done a few good games in the past, but nothing that really distinguishes them as a major league 
player. Let’s face it: Capcom and Namco are hardly quaking in their boots. Which is what makes One all 
the more shocking. Developed by Visual Concepts, One is a 3D action/adventure (emphasis on action) 

# OF PLAYERS -1-2 

PUBLISHER-ASC GAMES 

that has the potential to become something truly special. Admittedly, the 
game is currently at a very early stage of development (the bèta we 
played was only 15% complete), but the framework is in place for an epic 
action experience the likes of which "'"«i'W'n ji. 
has never been seen before. -*— 

One is set 40 years in the future, M _ __ 

" f'UJI""T PlaYer taking control of John 
| I Ji: Cain, an ordinary man transformed 

_I * into a lethal killing machine by a top 
ll., secret bio-genetics experiment. Cain has had his left arm replaced with a 

—.u .1 ’ , _ _ [|||r |} |L|.I .;| l| state of the art multi-purpose assault weapon, and now thrives on one emo- 
tion—rage. The story hasn’t been finalized, but apparently Cain escapes the 

experiment and returns to his apartment, which is where the game starts. The parties responsible for the experiment 
want Cain back, and they send a force to his apartment to get him. Cain escapes to the rooftop and the action begins... 

The first time I saw One in motion it reminded me of Pandemonium. The 3D graphics, the large environments, 
the set paths, the sweeping j .,,,mp""""L p-—■- r--  .■’»  11 
camera movements all bear || W 

more than a passing resem- r ^BK#§pi , T 1 - Wm* ‘ r vf 1 
blance to Crystal 

KNIGHTMARE 
This One’s 

gonna be big! 

Playstation 
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SOOPER H/ 

Ahalf a century ago, a war broke out in 
which humans lost all of their land. In this 
time of upheaval, the ancient bureaucra- "W ' 

ey of the world’s governments crumbled as their 
administrative abilities failed one by one. With &§:■:.jJÉk ' | 
the prospect of losing their land staring them in 
the face, global conglomerates organized a federation of corporations, 
and in a last-ditch effort, planned to construct an underground city. 

The construction of the newly-christened Isaac City (does Ted Lange 

GARAGE 
69400C 

shop “SHOP AM 101 18Q00C 94500C 

AM-201 15300C 14500C 

BACK HEAPÖH 

GENERATOR ARM UEAPOM 

COMPUTER 

OPTION PARTS 

MONEY 327087C1 MONEY 327087C1 MONEY 327Q87C’ I ! dP 
UEIGHT 

This is where it all starts. Build your Armored Core from scratch with a measly 

100,000 credits. At this stage stick to the basic parts with a cheap and light 

machine gun. You won’t be able to start a mission until you have a complete 

Core which meets the energy and weight requirements. 

With the parts in tow, you need to enter the garage to assemble them. Equip 

each component and keep an eye on the numbers in the bottom right corner. 

These show the weight and energy limitations of your Armored Core. Choose 

carefully so that arms, legs and weapons don't go over the limit. 

46 © From Software. Logo is a trademark of From Software 1997 
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from a number of overall camo patterns and colorings. Finally, there's 
an emblem editor which allows you to design your own small insignia 
whieh then appears on your creation. 

Armored Core allows the player to save his or her meeh at any time 
to a memory eard, thus rendering the unique machine completely 
portable. You'll be able to take your personalized (and presumably 
powerful) mech over to a crony's abode and blow their non-com 
machine to smithereens. Imagine playing a slightly slower, more intri- 

cate version of Virtual On set in huge arenas. The two player split 

mqïinihj nsowHtedoos 

HHHHt nsoaavH m 

)ws pre- 
makes th< 

=d and v\ 
experient 

play. Un 
resources 

SUBSTANCE D 

Armored Core in 

development is 

hard core. 

Playstation 

After a Hard da/’s work, Colonel Mad jack McMad Hkes to 

|| relax with a bout of competitive Core froHcking with his | 

comrades. Photos courtesy of Link Cable Productions. , 

you bu ild your own n iech from 
scratch. From here, you a re allowed 
to tackl e missions in the : hopes of 

[PUBLISHER - SONY iDIFflCULTY - ADJUSTflBLE | 

GARAGE GARAGE GARAGE 
SERPEWT SCftLE 

(i-A RAGE 
GLi nn snsn PS33B 
TIGER STRIPE 

STANDARD 

STAINED BROMZF 
EERIE TISSUE 

OUIER BUSH 
POISOH FRUIT 

SERPEMT SCALE 
UULGER TOSTE 

TILE PflnFRU 
BASE COLOR 

CROSS STRIPES 

When you have decided on the color, complete your masterpiece with a cool- 

looking emblem that fits snugly onto your mecii’s shoulder. Choose from the 

sample library or design your own with a smart color palette complete with 

brush styles, shape fills and other painting tooi ;. 

Once assembled, the Core can receive a custom paint job. Choose from a vari- 

ety of styles which can be further edited to suit your own personal taste or 

more ideally, to match the terrain of your next mission. Forest, jungle, arctic 

and night patterns are just a few on offer. 
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Playstation 

Wm Coverage lias sprang 
wW to life rather early 

WW regarding the sequel to 
|Pr iiiy favorite platformer of 

^^'96, Crash Bandicoot. As 1’m 
r writing this Fve not played or 

even seen 
■ Crash 2 in 

motion (it isn’t 
due out for 

another 5 inonths or so) but the kind 
folks at Sony were nice enough to throvv 
me a bone or two. 

Among Crash’s new bag of tricks are 
a rocket, vvhich he motors down luige 
twisting corridors, and the ability to tra¬ 
verse over head grates. 

As for the levels, they are apparently 
wider and more cavernous then the 

previous ones, and now feature 
multiple paths. The most 

interesting new feature to 
come to light thus far 

though, has got to be the ser¬ 
pentine effect in which Crash 

goes from 2D to 3D within the 
same level, as exhibited in the 

rainy shot above. The mixing of 
play mechanics in these levels will be 
refreshing to say the least. Visually, 
well, for the second year in a row, you’11 
be hard pressed to find anything which 
exhibits this much visual prowess. 

As pure platformers go I still consid- 
er the original a flawless game (by ’96 
standards of course) and I expect 
Crash 2 to leave a similar impression. 
The competition will be much more 
prevalent this year however, so the 
design team’s got their work cut out for 
them. We’re told 8 levels will be 
playable at the by-now-past E3 so look 
for more comprehensive coverage in 
the August E3 spectacular. ES 

1 * 'mmHl! hiütscé r c n MÊRwrmlWm^^M 



jURASSic Park In light of seeing the movie, I can now 
report that The Lost World game actu- 
ally follows the story of The Lost 

World movie (what little there was) pret- 
ty closely. The action takes place on the 
island where InGen originally created the 
dinosaurs before shipping them to 
Jurassic Park, and revolves around 

InGen’s attempt to take dinosaurs off the 
island—‘The worst idea in the history of 

bad ideas,’ as Jeff ~ ii'hwii—i 
Goldblum puts it. k t 

Obviously the game I 
takes a few Creative lib- I 
erties (you get to see f 
the story from the 
dinosaurs’ point of 

hyper 
realistic look, especially 
when they move—their skin actually 
stretches! The models of the dinosaurs 
themselves are also excellent, and ani- 
mate so well (at a constant 30fps) that 
from a distance they look like 2D sprites. ^ 

This bèta is one of many we’ve 

received from DreamWorks, and shows 
the game in a near finished state. Nearly V 
all the levels are functioning, more ene- -*• 
mies have been added and the FMV is in / 
place (not taken from the movie, unfortu- 

PlayStation 

# OF PLAYERS -1 

Iformat - CD 
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KNIGHTMARE 
“Oh, sure, thats how it 

r starts. Then there’s run¬ 
ning, andscreaming...” 

-hWZÈÊ Cj 
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Given the success of Descent 
(and it’s superior sequel, 
Descent 2) it’s surprising 

that we haven’t seen more 
Descent clones in the past few 
years, especially in the console 
market. PS Descent was but a 
shadow of its former PC self, and 
Descent Maximum wasn’t much 
betten The fact is, the market is 
ripe for a decent 360-degree cor¬ 
ridor shooter right now, and Acclaim may have just the answer... 

After an uncontrollable fusion reaction devastates the planet sur- 
face, Earth becomes a lifeless husk, devoid of atmosphere and bathed 
in searing radiation from the sun. The dead system is classified as con- 
demned, meaning that every free-loading scum in the galaxy has the 
right to raid the planet and take anything of value. In Forsaken you 
play the part of one of these scavengers, a ruthless mercenary who 
pilots an anti-grav pioncycle into the now-abandoned Earth settle- 
ments in search of fame and fortune. Mostly fortune. 

Acclaim informed me that the Forsaken bèta they were touring with 
was extremely early, but they could have fooled me! Already the 
game runs at a near-constant 60 fps (yes, 60 fps!) with detailed polygon 
environments and some truly breathtaking lighting effects. Although 
there were only a few enemies present, most of the weapons were 
working (spectacularly), and Probe claims that they can keep this level 
of speed and fluidity even once all the enemies and Al are in place. 

At present, the control is set 
up nearly identically to Descent (definitely the best format for this type 
of game) but—thank the lord—the option to totally remap all the Con¬ 
trols is already in! In fact, if anything, the anti-grav cycles are even 
more maneuverable than the craft in Descent, boding very well for 
some fast-paced 360-degree combat in the final version. 

Probe plans to include at least 15 different single player levels 
in Forsaken, split over five different zones. There will be 15 dif¬ 
ferent cyber-bikes to ride and 15 characters to choose from, each 
with their own voice and personality. But perhaps best of all, 
Forsaken will include a split-screen (vertical or horizontal) two 
player mode, with eight custom designed multi-player levels. 
Forsaken has the words ‘potential’ and ‘hit’ stamped all over it. 
I’ll drop some more 
knowledge the mo¬ 
ment 1 get it. K 

KNIGHTMARE 
Descent at 60fps? [MMH3S3MRR 
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Fans of the awesome 
Capcom coin-ops (and |i|j| 

we know you’re out ‘ 
there!) should be drooling! 
The first game in the Saturn P JHpgtB 
D&D Collection, Tower of 
Doom, is coming along 
beautifully-obviously at 
home on the 2D king. Both * ~ssssw 
Tower of Doom (seen here) and its sequel Shadow 
Over Mystar ia will be on the D&D Collection disc, 
scheduled to appear on the Saturn this fall. Shadow 
Over Mystaria has been extremely camera shy, but 
—we have plenty of Tower of Doom to show in 

jA» this exclusive E3 é 
SKI preview. 

How accurate is M 
§§& Tower of Doom fl 

translating to the ll 
■ Saturn? Well, as I 

j|— Alpha 2 and 
. -% ^4" Cyherbots proved, 

Saturn just eats A 
up CPS 2 conversions. Whether it’s the ■ 
Saturn’s inherent abilities, its additional m 
RAM, or the cartridge RAM upgrade, 2D ^ 

titles just beg to be on 
^ the Saturn. Al 

The only reason D&D is a “preview” at this point is because Shadows Of Mystaria 
isn’t ready. Otherwise, Tower of Doom seems to be almost 100% completed. ^ 
Remember the Troll that must be burned to be destroyed? The multi-tentacled 
Hellhounds? Or how about the swamp outside of town, where the Cleric uses Turn Tjf^ 
Undead to destroy swarms of zombies, and a giant Black Dragon boils your skin 

i with hot acid? It’s all here, down to the pixel. And while the loading is frequent I 
\ (at least once per area), it’s acceptably short. The music is PCM, straight from the ij j 
4 arcade (no remixed arrange tuneage, thankfully) and the sound effects are lIA 
ll^t^ - . . arcade true (although still Japanese at this n 

i ^ point). Rounding out the accurate conversion f Jj 
gg| blitz is perfect control, made joyous by that jpi 
By lovely Saturn pad, and a hot two-player mode. fjH 

j v s Basically, let it be known that D&D Towers of Ag 
ï Doom is perfectly intact on the Saturn. 

Rl Til voluntarily jump the gun and form a solid B 
&PSfcj opinion on this one: D&D Towers of Doom will jjj 

gW ^ be a perfect, awesome conversion on the Saturn. 9^i 
B* _ ri I can’t say the saine for Shadow Over Mystaria, ' \L 

m=—==—8 because I haven’t played it, but TOD puts a lot of Ê 
' M\ MEM J5 faith in my heart. Fans should be very, very pleased | 

2=25=*=* with Capcom’s D&D Collection. G j [ 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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When all is said and done, will the Playstation be remembered 

as a racer’s system? Who knows, but there’s a fair number 

of racing games on the PS (a lot of them quite good) and the 

struggle for a gamer’s coveted attention (and dough) is survival of the 

fittest. Actually, maybe that’s not true now that I think of it. Look at the 

success of Need For Speed II. Alright, so l’ve just discredited my own 

point. Regardless, a racing game needs to be pretty decent to suc- 

ceed, at least critically, and Activision’s Grand Tour Racing ’98 looks 
like it might be well on its way to being just that: pretty decent. 

GTR’98 sends you on a globe trot as you race through exotic locales 

all around the world. Egypt, Easter Island, Moscow, Switzerland, 

Scotland, and Hong Kong serve as backdrops for your racing pleasure. 

Even better, each course has at least six alternate routes that can be 

selected at the start of each race. Not only does this alter the actual 

path you take around each track, but it can also change the weather 

conditions, time of day, or even the class of car that you drive. Let’s just 

take the Hong Kong track for example. Select route 1 and you race a 

sports car through sunny conditions. Select route 4 and you race an 

Indy car through the sunset. Pretty cool, wouldn’t you say? 

GTR’98, even in its alpha state, is a fine looking racing game. The 

courses approach zero pop up meaning you can see really far. In 

exchange for the expansive view, the frame rate chugs along a bit mak- 

ing the game play a little slowly at this stage, but l’d bet a few dollars 

that it’ll be sped up. Or it better be, let’s put it that way. Because as it 

stands, the slower speed makes traversing the track (especially with a 

NeGcon) a little too easy. Fun, but somewhat easy. I’ll trust them to 

rectify. Strangely enough, the two player split screen mode seems 
taster than one player. Hmmm. 

The alpha we received was devoid of any music and the sound 

effects have yet to be finalized. As is, the cars sound like buzzy gnats. 
I trust some meaty samples will be in place by the tme the game ships. 

And as I understand it, techno will probably be the block rockin’ beat of 

choice, and l’d say that's a pretty safe bet. Nothing like driving to some 
pumping tunes, eh? 

With a planned September release, GTR’98 is now 

in the tricky process of final tweaking, where, 

as in the editing of a film, a perfect syn- 

ergy must form between all the dis¬ 

parate pieces. I think they’ll be able 
to pull it off. Please look for a final 

review in the near future. SD 

ninety eight ÜBÜ 
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HOT LAST MINUTE ADDITION: 2 FLATER SRLIT-SCREEN ACTION, NO SLOW DOWN, 24 LTS! 

I’ve been consistently impressed by Eurocom’s 
progress with Machine Hunter, every new version we 
receive is a marked improvement over the previous. 

And now, with this last update before the final, Machine 
Hunter has been cured of all its ailments. 

Remember my big complaint in past previews? Right, 
no two-player option. Well, I made it very clear to MGM 
that I’d be scoring Machine Hunter lower if it didn’t 
offer a two-player mode. They said something like: “Uh, 

we didn’t plan on it, and it’s probably 
too late...but we’11 try.” Not too 
assuring. But like Farappa says, you 
gotta believe. And sure enough, in 
this latest rev, Eurocom squeezed in a 
fantastic two-player mode, split- 
screen no less, with zero sacrifices to 
the excellent 3D engine. Amazing. A 
simple commodity, and now Machine 
Hunter is a real contender. Other 
additions, or should I say refinements, 
include buttoned-up levels, finalized 
sound, a few more seconds of FMV, 
and additional enemies (check out the 
all-new tanks, camions, and huge 
bosses in our shots!). 

Machine Hunter is turning out to 
be a very cool game. The two-play¬ 
er mode is great (thumbs up to MGM 
for listening), and the 3D engine and 
techno tunes are top-quality. We 
will absolutely, positively review 
Machine Hunter next month, so 
check back with me before you whip 
out your wallet. G 

O 
GLITCH 
Machine Hunter is 
“host” to many a 
“droid hunter” 

Playstation 
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Playstation 

They said it couldn’t be done. A game that took 

advantage of hi-end PC Technology be converted to 

the PS? Impossible! Only a madman (or madmen) 

would try. Enter MeverSoft, who in an incredibly short 

amount of time have not only got the game tip and running 

on a PS', but running welf Obviously, they’ve had to make 

some compromises, particular with the graphics, but oth- 

erwise this is MDK on PS. And as anyone whos piayed 

MDK on PC will teil you, thats pretty exciting news. 

As the games producer - David Hoffman from PlayMates 

explains - MeverSoft are competent they can include all of 

the enemy animation, leve! architecture, and sub games 

(such as when Kurt turns into a snowboard) found in the 

PC version and stil! meet the intended 30 fps. 

Sony owners can also look forward to a few PS exclusive 

features such as analogcontrol using Sonys new pad (which 

actually shakes when Kurt gets hit), and a Redbook audio 

soundtrack from Tommy Tallarico. MeverSoft are currently 

toying with the idea of adding some extra lighting effects, 

though it depends on how much time they have. 

Whatever their intentions, MeverSoft certainly have their 

work cut out for them if they want to meet their 

August deadline. Theres stil! a long way to go, and 

as Hoffman points out, if the game doesnt meet 

with Dave Perrys personal satisfaction, he won’t 

sign off on it! What more of a quality guarantee 

could you ask for?!.K 

DEVELOPER - NEVERSOFT 

i 
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SNIPER MODE 

When Kurt attachés his 
gun to his face he enters 
Sniper Mode. In this mode 
you can zoom in on ene- 
mies up to a mile away 
(game distance!) and put a 
hullet through their eye 
without ever heing spot- 
ted. lts a technological 
feat, and although the PS 
version isn’t quite as accu¬ 
rate as the PC, it’s stil! 
mighty impressive. 
However, MeverSoft are 
having trouhle imple- 
menting the three hullet 
cameras (which track your 
hullet as it travels) and 
they may have to he left 
out. 
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E. STORM 
It’s all about Sony 
style. You gotta 

reckonize! 
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NAMCO MUSEUM VOLUME IV 
soooo 

ook, it’s another Museum 
from Namco. Featuring more classic 

ititles, Volume 4’s exhibits include 

Assault, Pac-Land, Ordyne, The Genji and 
Heike Clans, and The Return of Ishtar. 

Like other Museum releases, Volume 4 has all the 

amenities you’ve come to expect. You’ve got your game 

art and the elaborate Virtual museum itself (which is quite 

cool in Vol. 4). As for the games, it's your usual mix of titles 

that are fun to revisit and those that are simply just “there." 

Here’s a quick rundown on everything you’ll receive 

when you piek up Volume 4. Assault, the neato rotating 
overhead tank game is, surprisingly enough, compatible 

with Sony’s dual analog stick. Overkill? To be sure, 

but cool anyhoo. Ordyne is still a simple and cutesy 

r Y side scrolling shooter. Pac-Land, with its strange 

control scheme, wilt probably only appeal to those with 

fond memories attached to playing the game when it 

jJ was new (or have a Pac-Man fetish). Genji, which if 

l'm not mistaken also appeared on PC Engine, is a side 

scrolling,overhead actioner where the view sometimes 

switches to this weird close up that is bizarre looking and 

strange to play. Finally. Ishtar (sequel to Towerof Druaga), 
though not as bad as the Beatty/Hoffman megaflop of the 

eighties, is a rather mundane action RPG, that again, can 

probably only be appreciated for its sentimental value. 

If you ask me, pretty much any game that's on a 

Museum collection is sort of beyond any manner of harsh 

criticism. Simply enjoy these classics for what they 

are and what they were. SD 

TM & © 1996 NAMCO LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVÈD 

t You. 
IcrKstals. 

SÜBSTANCE D fj 
How about 
another trip to 
the museum. 
You’re cul- 
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I ^// KONAMI SURPRISES THE NATIONÜ l y/ 
MULTI-PLAYER MAYHEM AT ITS BEST!! Poy Poy (AKA Poiter's Point) is whar I fike fo call a ‘party* _ 

game: a novelfy title that succeeds purely on the basis of its ÜS 

multiplayer mode. Obviously that means its a game that fj&al ® 

can only be truly appreciated if you have the right set up (i.e. a 

multi tap, four pads and three friends who don't suck at j ^ 

games) hut in the right conditions such titles can produce [jÉkfiafl 

some of gamings finest moments. Case in point: where would 

we be without the ultimate party game, Bomberman? 

The principle beliind Poy Poy is as simple as at it gets: Enter 

one of six different arenas with three other contestants and just j 9 ' J) 
throw stuff around. Preferably at each other. Tliat's it. No 

punching, no guns, no combos just throw stuff. You can throw 

rocks, logs, eggs, bonibs, boxes heek, you can even throw each 

other. Anything not attached to the ground is ammunition! ( £ tSS§T'* 

Every time you get hit (or are thrown) you take damage, and tï;.- ^ ^ 

the last person left standing is the winner. Game Over. fc* 

Ok, to be fair its a little more complex than that but not very. 

There are environmental hazards to be avoided (like whirlwinds 

and dinosaurs), dozens of special throws to choose from and dif ( 

ferent characters with varying physical attributes. But no mat L gp__ 3,^ aP 
ter how you dress it up you're still just chucking things around. | #!.. . S.—J 

Thankfully, chucking things around in Poy Poy is a blast! 
The Controls are insfinctive and responsive, the gameplay is fast and competitive (ganging up on 

the leader is a must) and once you get the hang of things you realize that there is some strategy 

in there. Kind of. The graphics are smooth and clean, if a little simple, but they fit the tone of 

the game perfectly, as do the whimsical tunes and effects. 
If you're in the position to enjoy four player multi tap gaming on a regular basis, then I d say 

Poy Poy is a must buy. Its up there with Bomberman and Death Tank at the top of the multiplay 

er gaming ladder. Just don't even consider it as a one player game. One final observation: It seems 

to me that Poy Poy would make an excellent N64 cartridge. How 'bout it Konami? K 

KNIGHTMARE 

The best party game 

since Bomberman! 

Playstation 

1997 KONAMI 
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DEvELuPER TOP DOG m PLAYERS 

PUBLISHER ASC GAMES DlmCULTY N/A 

PREVIEW FORMAT AVAILABLE NOVEMBER One of last year’s best off- 
road racing games is back 
for a second time in 77V/V 

Hardcore 2. ASC and developers 
Top Dog are preparing the sequel, 
featuring loads of new tracks, 
trucks, and insane conditions. 

ASC is ambitious. They claim to 
have an amazing 60 fps engine in 
preparation for Hardcore 2. The 
version we played was definitely 
NOT pulling 60 fps, but more 

power to ’em if they can get it up and running. Either way, Hardcore 2 is a sequel in 
the purest sense of the word. This time around there’s 16 all-new tracks, including The 
Grand Canyon, Las Vegas Desert, Colorado Mountains, New Orleans Swampland, and 
Indoor Stadium. They’re much bigger than the tracks in 
the original Hardcore, with huge, wide open envi¬ 
ronments, and massive dips and hills. Expect 
10 new trucks, all of them highly detailed 
models designed from the ground up. 

There will also be a number of 
other features, including night time 
driving and weather-related condi¬ 
tions (snow, rain, fog, etc.) More 
Hardcore 2 details should be com¬ 
ing soon, including (hopefully) a 
few new playable tracks. G 

12 0 2 1, 
inter-alien 

violence has become 
a huge problem. In an effort to end the madness, the CCL (Colliderz Combat League) was 
formed in order to sort out all alien disputes race under one set of rules. That’s the excit- 
ing (riiight) story behind Colliderz, ASC’s upcoming entry into the cyber-sports genre. 

Colliderz is a September title, and as such the gameplay is still very early. 
Commanding small hovering vehicles (not people or cyborgs) you must battle for pos- 
session of a floating glow-ball and launch it into the opposition’s goal to score. Thus far, 
ramming the competition is enough to get control of the ball, but that should change as 
ASC are planning to add weapons to the multitude of selectable vehicles. By project’s 
end, the total amount of unique Colliderz crafts will number in the thousands! 

Colliderz will feature loads of game modes, including championships, tournaments, 
and grudge matches. Expect 16 teams, 20 arenas, power-ups, shields, and a multi-player 
mode. You can also customize your team, vehicles, and weaponry to meet your personal 
preferences. Well, that’s it for Colliderz at this point... We’11 keep you in the loop. G 



IN DEVELOPMENT 
HOLY 5C00P-TA5TIC, BATMAN! GAMEFAN HA5 A WP^XCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH THE CREATIVE 

YET CRIMINAL MINDS BEHIND THE INCREDIBLE, ALL-NEW PLAYSTATION BATMAN GAME 

Kr: 
I 

mz 

p7 1_1 
Tb the disgust of the asserbled 

GameFan posse (except perhaps for 

Shidoshi), Chief Hairibleton 

recently stripped butt-naked, 

covered himself in talc, struggled 

into a tight rufcber outfit and a pair of 

pointy ears and leapt fran building to 

building. This strange sumnoning ritual 

was to uncover the latest scoop on the new 

Batinan and Robin game. Fortunately, his bat-signals weren't in vain, 

as scooting across the Atlantic frcm their Crcydon (near London) head- 

quarters came Joe Bonar (Project Leader) and Guy Mills (Lead Artist) 

N— 

:□) n 

j HOLY RGB; SEREENS! THE FIRST 

SHOTS OF BATMAN & ROBIN, THE 

GLORIOUsl 3D ROMP THROUGH 

| THE STREETS OF GOTHAM CITY. 

60 © 1997 Acclaim, Warner Bros. 

HOLY SCREENSHOTS BATMAN! exclu- 
SIVE BATMAN & ROBIN PICS 
GameFan battled for many hours to wrestle these 
buiTiing shots trom tfiöse caoed crusaders ot nustice. 
Batman and Robin is in two distinct OH: So this is a lot more ccmplicat- 

parts; a Tomb Raider-style^ romp 

through various Gotham locales, 

interspersed with a Die Hard III-style 

epic race through the streets in the 

Batmobile. We spoke to Probe at 

great length about the size of the 

game, the di ff erences between this 

and previous Probe products, and 

just why they've got a special 'cape' 

programmer working solely on the 

Bat-team's wafting rubber cloaks. 

The result is a somewhat 'f reef om' 

interview, packed with all marmer of 

interest ing tidbits. We take up the 

'chat' as we watch the Batmobile zip 

around a 3D polygon city... 

JB: Essentially, what we wanted to 

do was to take the technology that we 

used in Die Hard [With a Vengeance] 

and expand on it so you have really 

huge environment. We originally 

planned on Gotham being 60 square 

kilometers, but you kept on getting 

lest! 

CH: Batman has stepped out of the 

Batmobile to investigate a building. 

Is there a sequential plot, or can you 

essentially go anywhere? 

JB: Batman has received and deci- 

phered a clue. You're never given 

cuiything obvibusly in this game; like 

"GO TO THE EXIT" OR "PICK THIS 

ITEM AND DO THIS." You start in the 

Ba t c ave and must u s e Ba t man' s 

probl em- sol ving abilities. Batman 

wl I I see a clue on the Street or on his 
Computer and act on it, and so the 

q< ij ije progresses. 

ed than just a 3D version of the usual 

Batman side-scrolling beat-'em-up? 

JB: Absolutely. Gotham is ten 

square kilometers big, totally open 

and you can go anywhere at any time. 

However, the bad guys have got their 

own agenda. They're up to no good 

and act ing out the roles they play in 

the film. Mr. Freeze is going around 

knocking off the Diamond Mart, 

stealing stuff from the museum and 

then freezing the whole place. He's 

doing exact ly what he dóes in the 

film. You have to get there before he 

does, or, while he's there in order to 

kick his arse [Note: British termi- 

nology for the American word 'ass' ]. 

If you kick his arse, he'11 regroup and 

carry with his objectives, as will 

Poison Ivy. 

CH: Batman has entered the museum 

now. Teil us about the cut-scenes. 

GM: In order to pnovi.de pappie with a 

rrore 'filmic' experience, you go up to 

the door, and when it opens, the whole 

building is swung round in real-tiras. 

Ihis gives .a little bit of ffere-setting 

while the game loads off the CD. 

There's FMV in it as well, but the roal- 

time cut-scenes keep you in a believable 

environment. You're never pulled out 

of the environment and that's one rea- 

son whv Tomb Raider was so success- 

fil. 
CH: Now that we're in the museum, 

the act ion is very much like Tomb 

Raider. What's Batman's plan now? 

JB: Well, he's trying to get the 

crystal before Mr. Freeze does. 

HOLY PROGRAMMERS, BATMAN! joe 
BONAR, PROJECT LEADER 

"Essentially, what we wanted to do was to take the 
technology that we used in Die Hard [With a 



HOLY MOTION PICTURES, BATMAN! ACTION FROM BATMAN & ROBIN 
“We’ve been ver/ lucky in getting snippets of dialog from the actual 
movie, as well as the faces for the entire main cast. 

in fighting mode and pa ces around a lil I Ie more slowly in 

detective mode. You have an action hutton which is used 

to look, examine, use or fight, kick or punch. All three 

characters [you can play a% lintman, Robin or Batgiil] have 

loads of fighting move*, and each individual has some 

unique special moves. Batgirl has some dirty [Hotet 

British terminology for the word 'unfair' or 'devious'] 

moves; Robin has some dirty moves as well. They’re a lit 

tle bit like combos. When you get into a fight, the cam¬ 

era moves slightly up and to the side so you can sea a bit 

more of what’s going on. 

You can side-step, climb andjurnp and have a lot of4Bat 

gadgets’ to use as well. Warner Brothers has kindly let us 

use some of their Hasbro toys so we can have some fairly 

devastating weapons in there. 8atman wilt also have his 

unique style of fighting; you’ll be able to huid a bad guy up 

and smack him while at the same time pushing someone 

behind him. And there’s loads of big weapons as well! You 

can also swap characters at any time. You must return to 

the Bat Cave t.hough. However, you could play Batgirl all 

the way through the game, but you’d have to play a sneaky 

game! I’ll give you an example, Say you came into a huge 

room as Batman and it was full of bad guys. You’d beat 

everyone up and continue. But Batgirl would have to climb 

up onto the bafcony and sneak past. She’s the only one 

who’s light enough to stand on the balcony. Similarly, 

Batman has great strength, but his weight can trigger 

traps that other characters can avoid. Robin is the medi¬ 

um character between the two. 

CH; Is there going to be a set of difficully Ie veis? 

|B: No. The reason is that if we have three characters and 

loads of difficulty settings, we’d be developing for anoth- 

er year! But it starts o ff str aightforward and gets nasti- 

er the further you go along. Eventually, the whole of 

Gotham is frozen, and then you’ll have to change your 

mode of transpot t. Also, each character has two different 

costumes. Batman has a really cool armored costume 

which he uses later into the game. Really nice and silver! 

CHi Wh at ahoiit replay value? 

JB: The game isn’t the same every time you play it. Therc’s 

a game doek which runs over three days, and certain 

cvents will happen at set times. What we’ve also done is 

produce other events between the set events that occur 

randomly. You know what’s coming next, but not exactly 

where it’s going to happen or when it’s going to happen; 

clues help you to find these thing out. But it’s not so ran- 

dom that it becomes annoying. We’re also taking advan- 

tage of the fact that Batman is such a top bloke [Hole: 

British terminology for the expression ‘great guy’l, and 

can’t stand to see anyone suffer. There’ll be muggings 

going on in the Street, and Batman will be driving to the 

Diamond Mart, lip knows is Iheie, but someone’; 

robbing a bank nearby. “Oh what am I going to dojfl I know, 

Pil beat these guys up and hope to get there In time!” 

Oh Are the actual actors recording speech for the game? 

jB: We’ve been very lucky in getting snippets of dialog 

from the actual movie, as well as the faces for the entire 

main cast. We wanted to enable a player to actually take 

part in the movie they’d just seen and to further suspend 

their disbelief, we got the real (dialog). for example, Arnie 

says [adopts unconvincing Scandinavian accent] “Chili!’’ 

You’ve got all the great one-liners. We want to give the 

player an experience. However, you don’t have to watch 

the film to play the game, but it might help! 

CH; How long has this game been in development? 

jB; Well, since Alien Trilogy star ted [around mid-199^], We 

took the best bits of Alien Trilogy and Die Hard and refined 

it and refined it some more. Batman as a project has been 

around for about 11 months [as ofFriday May 7., 199/] and 

we’ve got about 4 months to finish and then test it until 

we’re happy with it. It will be tested at Probe in May, 

CH: The game certainly looks impressive enough, Bid you 

makc a conscious decision to try something different? 

jB: This was an absolutely 100 percent conscious decision 

to get away from Final Fight\ It really isn’t like any other 

previous Batman game. Originally it was going to be a 

first-person [Boom style], but we really wanted to put 

the cape in, and so that we could see the Batman model, 

we zoomed the camera out and we thought, “Aw this just 

looks so COOLÜ But how are we going to do the cape?” 

We’re tackling the cape problem in four ways; in software, 

as a sprite, part of the soft-skin and, er, another way that 

I can’t icmember. 

Going back to the soft skin again, the character is made 

up of bones. The mot ion that we captui r is applied to the 

bones, and then we have a skin over the top which is a 

mesh of polygons. Then a piece of toflware defines the 

relationship between the bones and the skin. A hard skin 

on an arm cruriches into the body with polygon break-up. 

A soft skin stietches the polygons instead to make the 

character more natut al. 

With the cape, we tl ied animation and spi iles, but it 
was too time ConSuming; it would have taken out anima 

ton thiee months just to diaw eveiy evenluality, and a 

great fat sprite would have looked mad! Diawing ea<h 

sprite would have driven om aitists (ompielely bonkets 

and would have looked a bit parits as well [Note: ‘pants’is 

a Bi Hifh expression, in this case used to mean ‘unconvinc¬ 

ing9]. So what we did was construct it in software. They 

saidit couldn’f be done... bul we did it! We’ve attached an 

H'by-'i mesh of polygons and made a flag algorithm so 

when t he character moves, the cape flows with it, falfing 

onto the elbows and creating a realistk effect [Note: The 

effect is very similar to the warps in Turok], The model 

pushes the cape out rather than jutting through it, We 

have a ‘cape programmee’ skilled in pure maths who’s tak ¬ 

ing the next three months to program it all! 

Finally, this game is cerebral. I think people are tired of 

just hitting enemies on screen. Of course there’s charac¬ 

ter battles, but I think people are ready for a more 

thoughtful style of exploration play. And of course, you 

get to drive all the cool vehicles! 

CH; Thank you very much for taking time out to show 

us the game. 

Chifsf Hambleton and the entire GameFan 

staff would like to thank Joe Bonar, Guy 

Mills, Acclaiffï and Warner Bros. Interactive. 

HOLY SKETCHINGS, BATMAN! GUY MILLS, LEAD ARTIST 
“There’s FMV in it as well, but the real-time cut scenes 

keep you in a believable environment.” 
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Some remarkably ‘kerazy’ car antics are 
soon to appear courtesy of ASCII and 
their newest (and certainly 

best) racing/carnage title, Felony —; j 
11-79. A direct port of the 
Japanese title Runabout, ASCII JHg§y 
has wisely decided to bring this ^ 
over to America as soon as possi- 
ble and with good reason; those 
gamers weaned on a diet of Ridge 
Racer and Twisted Metal are 
going to adore this epitome of 
arcade cruising carnage! Why? aa ^ 
Because it features all the best ^ f 
parts of these three titles and K 
mixes them up into a perfect drï- 
vingfrenzy! Qg ' 

First, there’ s cars. 22 of them. 
Yep, that’s right! And these aren’t your 
average paint-swapped racers eïther! 
Nope, we’re talking limousines, Mini 
Coopers, Street sweepers, scooters, 
Lamborghinis (even a tank!); you name it, 
Felony 11-79 has a drivable version in here! 
Sure, you start with four cars, and then 
(with the police hot on your tail) you cruise 
through road blocks, over billboards and 
through hotel lobbies in a frenzy of driving 
annihilation in downtown and seaside 
areas of Japan, Chinatown and Paris!! 

So, you’re flying down the highway with 
the cops hunting you down and suddenly... ! 
flames! Time to hop out of your vehicle and hunt another down! Then the nail-bitingly 
tense action continues as you hot-wire your next motor; it screeches into life and you swerve to 
dodge entire squads of the law’s finest. "Traffic laws? Pah! Ramming speed!!” was the scream 
as insanely packed streets were weaved through in an epic chase to rival The Italian Job\ 

Add to the mix some real-time light-sourcing and car deformation (“Oops, me wheel’s off!” 
you’ll cry as sparks light up the underside of your car), completely navigable streets and differ¬ 
ent secret vehicles appearing depending on your progress, and you’re well on your way to 
understanding how hot this game looks! In fact, the only problem we have is the game’s actual 
title. After phoning the LA. Sheriffs Department, we were told that a ‘Felony 11-79’ was “fail- 
ure to appear in court” so quite why the cops are “responding to a Felony 11-79 in progress” (to 
quote ASClI’s advertising blurb) and thirty cop cars are chasing your player across town for 
a late judicial appearance remains somewhat of a mystery to us. But hey, the game looks so 
good, we’ll let ASCII off on good behavior. CH 
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•STARRING" BRUCE WILLIS 

This month, GameFan got their hands on a tv/o level playable demo of 
Activision's forthcoming shooter—the first ever videogame to star a major 
A-list Hollywood star: Bruce Vtillis, The demo is ultra-early (almost pre- 

alpha) but the various gameplay elements are starting to come together, and 

even though there’s a long way to go, we were still able to get a sense of what 

producer Michael Kirby and his team are aiming fort a 32-bit update of clas¬ 

sic overhead shooters like Commando and Dcari Warriors, 
The playable demo consists of the first two levels of the game: the prison 

stage, where Trey Kincaid (Bruce Willis) breaks you out, and the rooftop stage 

immediately following, The levels are large (Activision has employed asyn- 

chronous loading) with detailed environments and interactive scenery, I 
particularly like the Tron-style prison cells that you run along on top of 

as you make your escape, with screaming prisoners contained within, 
Activision has wisely decided to go with a Robotron X-style control 

setup (the four main buttons fire in all four directions), leaving the L 

and R buttons free for secondary functions like jumping and crouching, 
It's an instinctive system, and one which demonstrates Activision's com- 

mitment towards gameplay, With a project this big, it's nice to know that 

the developers have their feet firmly planted on the ground, 
Currently, Bruce Willis' character is not yet implemented, but in the 

final version he will act as a computer controlled pljayer 2, fighting 

alongside you and responding to your performance with comments and 
actions of his own, The intelligent camera system was also not func- 

tioning properly, though occasionally it would move to set a tag for 
dramatic effect, like looking down on you as you jump the gap between 

two roof tops. More as we get it, K 

IDEVELOPER - ACTIVISION «OfPLAYER^li 

PUBLISHER - ACTIVISION DIFFICULTHi/i^^^] 

iFORMAT - CD_ AVAILABLE-SEPTEMBER 1| 

O 
KNIGHTMARE 
Smash TV meets 
Commando, in 3D, 
starring Bruno?! 

O 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 63 



G-Pciice /es First 
appearng as ene of 

Psygnosis initia! 
Playstation announce- 

ments, f s Biade Runner- 
"uenced shooter was thought 

lost forever when it disap- 
pea'ec trom the release Hst 

I as: year. Wel!. it’s back. anc 
ook ng bette- tban ever: 

G-Police features an impres- 
s /e rea!-: me 3D environment, 
•ast act; om and over 35 varieti 

missions al wrapped around a unique 
concept and sc o story. ne. P ioting 

a heav iy-armed Havoc jet heiieopter. 
it is -.o tc you to <eeo :he streets ano 
skyways of Ca isto yeah. the Jupiter 
Moor Ca isto free frem evi —mean- 

.v e try ng tc so've the mysterieus 
deatn of your siste-, a fermer G- 

Pciice ? cl Look for a preview in 
Ou- E3 report next issue: 

Tomb Raider 2 
6ID0S • ADV6NTURÊ • OCTOB6R 

' .ow this is the game to watch for... Tomb Raider 2 

iakes the captivating piay design from the onginai. 

anc massively upgrades it with much mo-e intricate 

levels, all-new day and night modes, the abiüty to 

ride a jet-ski, new weapons and items, new na - 

styies (!) and much, much more. Look for a fuli pre¬ 

view. aiong with a bunch of new shots, next month. 

For now, take a look at these pictures, and dream... 

Less than four months to go! 

iase note: These shots are from the PC version) 

COMING SOON-. PU*/SW\ON 
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COMING SOON: PLAYSTATION 

This 3D combat sci-fi shooter is Psygnosis' lat- 
est Playstation announcement. Colony Wars 
puts you in the role of a rookie pilot, caught in 

the middle of a vicious war to free your people 

from the stranglehold of the Empire. While the 
basic storyline doesn't sound that original, the 

story-driven and graphically impressive game- 

' play promises to push 
CW beyond any space 

shooter you’ve ever 

<W/ experienced! Just look 

_ at these screen shots! 

Ï00t,^\ We’ll have a full pre¬ 
view in the near future! 

In the tradition of... well, pool games 

ASClI's Carom Shot. While pool titles have 

never really enticed the video game crowd, 

ASCII hopes to change that with Carom Shot, 

which is being presented more as a story-based 

simulation title. As a pro pool player. you’ll have 

to bet and hustle your I k"*^r^iIrr|HlP0CKCTï 
way through nine differ- j . É 

ent stages (office, China | y 

Town, etc.), battling on I 

tables that feature ultra- AJ ;A| 

realistic ball physics. / ^ 

comes 

have been M2-bound, YES! Finally, full pirating action comes to the 

Playstation! Er... well, Overboard is certainly 

one of Psygnosis' more unique titles in their hol- 

iday line-up, and believe 

it or^not, it might be one 

' MS** into s^oes °f a pirate. 

; &mc2r\ «^^nwfevotJ've got to build up 

' ’ your fleet, do pirate-like 

^ S5-. & things (such as pillaging 

' and such) and fake down 

;, one of the deadliest 

*. xv souls on the ocean— 

i mm ? 4 Blowfleet. Could be fun! 

Playstation release 

list, courtesy of MGM. 

Return Fire 2 greatly 

(but very fun) game- „ 

play found in the orig¬ 

inal with the addition of a selection of new 

vehicles (including water-based units), radi- 

cally different maps 

(cities, deserts, etc.), 

a variety of weather 

conditions 

multiplayer modes 

and an enhanced one 

These new features, and the 

new 

player game 

fact that the award-winning original Return 
Fire s creator is designing this addition, could 

mean MGM has a hit on their hands. 
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Treasures of the Deep allows you to explore Earth’s last frontier, while constantly 

hunting down fabled lost treasures, fighting off other hunters, and battling against 

the occasional giant scaly boss. Originally developed by Black Ops, the talented 

folks responsible for Black Dawn and Agile Warrior F-111X, Namco quickly pur- 

chased the rights to distribute Treasures—and it’s easy to see why. Described as 

an underwater Tomb Raider by many, Treasures immerses you in an intricate 

ocean world—yours to fully experience. You can skim along the ocean floor. dive 

into ancient ruins, or protect a rare breed of sea turtles from becoming extinct. 

While most of the missions are based around finding certain (well hidden) trea¬ 

sures, other levels deal with environmental issues and the like. From what weVe 

seen, Treasures of the Deep has high potential to become one of the ever-increas- 

ing number of “must have" Playstation titles. Look for a full preview very soon! 

• Psybadek • 
PSYGN0SI5 • RACING • WINTER 

Leave it up to the team who brought us WipeOut to create a 

new look in racing games, this time in the form of Psygnosis’ 

Psybadek. Don’t let the name, or strange characters, deter 

you from this totally intuitive racing/platforming title. With a 

graphical look apparently influenced by Japanese Anime, 

Psybadek puts you in the role as a deformed little dude, who 

has to out-race (and out-perform) the competition in order to 

save his friends. Sure, it looks and sounds silly, but Psygnosis 

promises a fast engine and lots of fun... Who knows, ^ 

this could be the surprise hit of the year! Reubus, **"^P 

our resident CoolBoarders expert, can’t wait to see 

this one in action! 

COMING SOOR. PLAYSTATION 
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COMING SOON: PLAYSTATION 

3D0 enters the Playstation market strong with the conversion of their promis- 

ing PC title, Army Men. What makes Army Men so good? Not only does it have 

strong action/strategy gameplay (very similar to Herzog Zwei), hot 3D rendered 

graphics and amazing animation, but you get to send little green army men into 

battle! Cool! In the attempt to make this game as "realistic" as possible, 3DO 

spent unimaginable amounts of time making the characters and vehicles 

appear to be truly made of plastic, right down to the way they melt when hit with 

a flame thrower. This attention to detail, along with the exten- 

sive strategie gameplay elements, makes Army Men a strong 

contender in the quickly-flooding console action/strategy mar¬ 

ket. “Don't stop, even if they shoot yer arms off, boys!” 

Piease note: These shots are trom the PC version. 



ASCII ‘ ADVÖMTURC ‘ l-ALL 
lf D and Resident Evit have taught us anything, it's that unsettling games 

can be downright fun. And in knowing the unfortunate lack of titles in this 

genre, ASCII is bringing over one of Japan's most popular ‘horror’ 

games, Clock Tower 2. Re-labeled Clock Tower in America, this game 

puts you (for all intents and purposes) directly into a classic horror movie. 

You play as a young fernale who knows something is wrong, amongst 

stupidly oblivious companions who fail to realize the approaching evil. 

Familiar theme, eh? You spend most of the game trapped in a huge 

mansion, continually chased by a scissors-wielding serial killer. It's up to 

, wm y°u ,0 save y°ur friends, and yourself, by 
~"~*Tusing objects around the house to slow him 

From what down. From what we’ve seen of the 

Japanese original, it’s safe to say CT will 

certainly appeal to those who seek a bit of 

1 thrill in their game playing. Oh yeah, we 

must also mention the game takes place in 

the heart of all things dark and evil. That’s 

right... Norway! 

You’ve been warned 

Motor Mash 
TBA • RACING • TBA 

“More fun than a drunk baboon. On roller skates." Yes! If that officia) tag-line 

doesn’t get you excited about Motor Mash, I don’t know what would... 

Anyway, once you get over that unsettling quote, the rest of the game starts 

looking better. Motor Mash, to put it simply, is a humorous rally racing title 

filled with themed tracks and silly drivers. It does have impressive graphics 

though, and the track design (filled with interactive shortcuts) appears to be 

top-notch, meaning Motor Mash could turn out to be quite a solid racer. Look 

*5 Please note: These shots 
k' 

are from the PC version. 
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COMING SOON: PLAYSTATION 

Please note: These shots are from the PC version, 

\cT\m/ëmM ImMi 
)0’s first PC (and soon to be first Playstation) game just might revolutionize 

the way people think of action/strategy titles. Combining the best elements 
from both military sims and 3D shooters, Uprising puts you in command of 
a high-tech tank (labeled a “Wraith”) against a formidable army in a realis- 
tic 3D world. Separating this title from other tank-based shooters is the 
fact you are also in command of an army of allied troops, tanks, gunships, 
and bombers; all of which need to be directed to complete certain tasks if 
you ever hope to leave the battlefield victorious. And as in most strategy 
games, you can upgrade your army’s weapons (along with your personal 
unit) by researching new technologies. Uprising also boasts the ability to 
play quick arcade-type missions, or large-scale campaigns complete 
with over 30 involving scenarios. 

* ^ 

Shadow Mastcr 
WINTER 

Hmm... Psygnosis must love the holiday sea- 

son. Anyway, their sixth title scheduled for 

this winter might have a familiar gameplay 

engine, but Shadow Master could turn out to 

be one of the more “visually stimulating” 

shooters ever released. Based on the futur- 

istic/organic artwork of British designer 

Rodney Matthews, SM has ultra-detailed 

environments and dramatic graphical effects 

(such as dynamic lighting and the almost- 

standard lens flares). Each mission takes 

place in a large 3D world, infested with spec- 

tacular enemies; which include giant spiders, 

dragons, tryphids and the like. Also, most of 

the levels require you to complete some sto- 

ryline-influenced task (such as protecting an 

area, or destroying a reactor), and many also 

feature spectacular-looking bosses to fight. 
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Recently.Knightmare traveled toTodd McFarlane’s studios in PhoenixArizona to 
talk to the Canadian artist about his role in the creation of the Spawn 
videogame.amongst other things. This is what happened... 

Todd: I guess I created him in about VS. 79. 

Everybody doodles.As a comic book guy.every- 
body creates their own diameters. So by the 

time I broke int o comics in 'S4. he u'cis just 

something that I had in my portfolio. The 

tougher part came tuhen ioe actually started 

Image (McFarlanes publishing company) and I 
had to give a life and a universe to this guy. 

Todd:l had to ask myselT.whats this guy gonna 

be about? And the easy answer is:What ifl was 
Spawn? What would I do in this situation? 

Given that I dont really consider myselfto be a 

writer.you just have to play to your own 
strengths. So who do I know better than any- 

else? Me. And who's important to me? My 

ife.Wanda. 

Todd: lts not by accident that Spawn s wife is 

named Wanda or that his best pal is Terry 

Fitzgerald. I just interject personal things in the 

book. But you fcnoiu I don t pay attention to that 
anymore. People just rhink it's a joke when they 

meet these diameters in real life. “Yeah sure. 

you'reTerry Fitzgeraid!'' 

Todd Jhats the biggest thing that anybody can 
come up with. What sets artists apart is their 

style. Not so much their talent.although talent 

is tied int o style. but more the idea ofhow does 
each artist paint that apple. And then mix that 

in with the body ofwork and do enough issues 

ofa diameter and all o fa sudden it just clicks, 

lts like.Flash isn't the coolest guy on earth.but 

hes been around foreoer. Everybody knoivs 

Flash. 

Todd: No. Not noiu 

Todd: I used to read a lot of comic books. I also 

used to luatcfiTV and go see the odd movie. 

Todd: What I put int o my i vork are the things 

that I remember about the other stuff. Not what 

it actually ioas. but luhat I remember it as 
being—the sensation that I iuas left with. And 

thats the sensation I tri; to conuey. Spawn is 

about mood.and about atmosphere.and weird- 
ness.and an attitude, lts not just about a guy 

who's 6 footSand has to find his wife. lts about 

the bigger element. 

Todd:l just like the creepy stuff. The weird stuff. 

Once you have that piece in your brain. and 

obviously I got it there... I just like to play with 

it. I don t need to be inspired by too many 

things. lm just. Oh.thats kind of creepy. Hl use 

that." I just make stuff up. 

Todd:Ok. I had to conuey the essence ofevil. So 

how do I do it? Well most people see good as 

white and bad as black. Even in cowboy 

movies. So evil is black.and that means that evil 

manifests itselfat night, udien there’s no light. 

"Spaujn is about mood.and about atmosphere, 
and iveirdness.and an attitude" 

Spawn shots trom early development version. 



Ok. so ivho are the conduits of evilt 'Who 

absorbs the evil on the planet? Well my wife's a 

biologist and I remember her saying that 

ivorms don't have eyes. They're creatures that 

live under the ground in darkness. and if they 

ever come to the surface. because they have no 

eyes. they're still in darkness. So somehow 

ivorms are the sponges of evil. Noiv a worm in 

itself isn’t creepy. but if you take 10 million 

ivorms and you pour them over someone. then 

that’s the coolest thing! So all ofsudden you do 

the thing ivhere hes got ivorms all over him.or 

hes got ivorms in his mouth.and it creates this 

great effect. The end result is actually much rooi¬ 

er then the beginning which is:l need something 

ivithout eyeballs. You go.' Whoa! Worms! 

Millions of ivorms! Conduits of evil!'' That's a 

kooky thing! 

GF.Are you worried about the religious 

implications of Spawn's story? Are you 

trying to interpret the bible? 

Todd:Actually I find the best thing to do is just 

make stuff up. Ifyou stay too true to the bible as 

is. that's almost more insulting. lts cilmost ket¬ 

ter to just go 25 feet aivay from it. 

GF.From your talk earlier I got the feeling that 

you’re not really that interested in videogames. 

Does that mean you're not interested in the 

Todd: lts not that l m not interested in the 

games, it's just l m not very adept at them. I 

mean. I 'm a psycho for hockey and I can't even 

skate! So it doesn’t preclude me from being 

impressed by a game. lts just that ifyou gave 

one to me. I ivouldn't really knoiv hoiv to ivorfc 

it. What l m more concerned about is to think. 

"What ivould be cool.ifl could play?" I just pre- 

tend l m a pro. I go."lf I ivas making a Spaivn 

game l d like this and this and this.'' 

GF:So ivhat kind of input have you had on 

Todd.Well obviously all the big stuff You knoiv. 

the characters and the levels. 

GF: Have you had any influence on the 

Todd: What has ended up happening is that my 

ignorance of games is actually beneficia!. I II 

ask them (Sony) about things which may or 

may not be possible in a game. and sometimes 

l'll trip over an ansiver which is. "We never 

thought of that. We can do that—it's just 

nobody s ever asked that question before.” The 

last time Sony was here ive ivent over 25 things 

and on at least three of them they ivere like. 
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ivhoget’Spaivn are also ^ 
the people tuho play videogames. 

"Why not? We can do that." And I didn't knoiv ivork within. 

that you couldn’t. I didn't know there ivere 

games out there that didn't do that. 

GF.Can you give us an example? 

Todd. Well. for instance ivhen Spawn's running 

through the catacombs and there's light hitting 

him.why can't the light affect him? Why isn't he 

lit? And als o every time hes running, why is 

everything in the background kind of straight 

line. straight floor stuff? Why is the perspective 

always so square? Can't ive tilt some angles? 

Because depth comes from creating more than 

one or tivo planes. In comic books you can 

stretch and contract the panel to create the illu- 

sion of depth. But because the plane of your TV 

screen is always the same. and because you 

can't move the camera around too much. the 

ansiver is to create the depth in the environ¬ 

ment. 

GF:Hoiv do you do that? 

Todd: Oh. let me give you an example of some¬ 

thing I think we're gonna put in there: Spawn's 

running through the catacombs. Why does he 

alivays have to run kind offorward? Why can't 

the hall sgueeze or taper? Then maybe heil 

have to turn sideways.and kind of inch himself 

through. Or ivhy can't the ceiling loiver.so that 

he has to get doivn and crawl and then come 

out. I mean it's still basically getting him from 

pointA to point B.but what it adds in my mind 

is body language. Ifhe just runs the same ivay 

as a 100 other characters then ivhat makes the 

game different? That's what l m concerned 

with. I fcnoiv you have to do things basically 

within a set formula. but is there anyway ive 

can add a little salt and pepper to the meat? 

GF.Are you happy with the way your charac¬ 

ters look as polygon models? 

Todd:They've explained to me that theres tivo 

different ivays to do it. Vou can go the polygon 

route or you can go the 2D sprite route, ivhere 

the characters actually look photo-realistic but 

it limits the gameplay. Given that ive didn't 

have access to the movie costumes or some of 

the really cool stuff when the project started.it 

ivas like. which one of the tivo methods would 

give us the most Creative freedom? Especially 

since we’re dealing with a lot of figures that 

aren't human. I mean. I can see that in Mortal 

Kombats case. ivhere you’ve got real people. it 

makes sense to use digitized graphics. But we're 

dealing ivith some really odd shaped creatures. 

They re not men in rubber suits. So Iet s do the 

best ive can given that this is the box ive have to 

Todd:When I started this big roller coaster ride. 

I feit that there ivere four areas which ivere 

important: TV. movies. electronics and toys. I 

thought that. if I could hit all four of those 

blocks.then I could build something very strong. 

And electronics and videogames is one of those 

blocks. It's not a throwaway idea. "That's tooth- 

paste and that's the other stuff." Because it's the 

same kind of audience as the other parts. The 

people whoget'Spawn are also the people ivho 

play videogames. 

Todd.Sure. But on the other hand. there’s a lot of 

people that buy videogames that have never 

even heard ofSpawn orseen one ofmy toys and 

maybe ivon’t even go to the movie. But if the 

videogame is cool and has this eerie atmos- 

phere and is something that doesn't try to pan¬ 

der. then maybe when they see a commercial 

that has all those same edges to it.they might be 

more inclined to go.'Well. the games kind of 

cool.and ifthe movie's anything like the game..." 

And I'm not saying the movie is like the game. 

but I think the edge is the same on both of them. 

and ifyou like the dark. mop dy atmosphere of 

the game. and the creepiness of it. then I think 

you'II like the other things I do. 

Todd./A part of me says.'Youve done Spawn. 

you've hit this market. noiv try something 

else" The tivo markets that I haven t hit are 

adults and kids. You knoiv. the mom that ivon’t 

endorse Spawn. and the kids that are too 

young for Spawn. My guess would be that if I 

ivas to exercise anything further down the line 

it ivouldn't be. necessarily. more manifesta- 

tions of my adolescent stuff, although I think 

that's the coolest pool to dip int o. But ld like to 

say:here's something for Dad.here's something 

for the teenagers and here's something for the 

kids and they're not connected. I got a 5 year 

o ld kid. They're not going to watch the anima- 

tion. So ld like to do something for them. 

GF:Thanks for your time. 

Todd: NI o problem. 
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venue/locale. Some areas feature multiple possi- 
bilities so depending on how the playfield is 
turned, as you fight it out in 3D, you can take the 
fight in a variety of directions. Whether or not 
these determine vvhere the next round will take 
place lias yet to be determined. 

Eleven initial characters have been chosen to pound 
64-bit clay, five returning; Bad Mr. Frosty, Blob, 
Bonker, Icky Bod Clay and Taffy, and six new; Kung- 
Pow, BoogerMan, Houngan, HoboCop, Lady Liberty, 
and Or. kiln. EWJ along vvith others TBA will be selec- 
table via a secret code (shhhh) which Interplay will 
release after the game debuts. lf we find it before 
hand, well, we will of course leak it, as any respectable 
Publisher would. (I’m kidding of course.) 

As far as the gameplay thus far is concerned 
jthere’s some good news, and, some bad. Of course, 

I 
TROSTr rRMTT 

As key elements begin to be installed into Interplay’s much albeit in a Play-Dough kind of way. 
anticipated first N64 release, CF 63 ’n a third, the design¬ 
ers’ Vision of a comical parody of MK and SF is beginning 
to take shape. Carried out on both the Genesis and SNES 
with good results, the sparkling new N64 seems more than 
up to the task of taking clay poundage 
to a higher level. The huge 3D 
arenas are extremely well tex- 

tured and the 
characters look 

almost - real 

Most notable in this /5% burn were the new “break- 
throughs.” In each area, doors/barriers leading into 
surrounding structures can be, well, broken through. 

Should you beat, slap, kick 
or smash your opponent 
into one, the both of 
you will quickly find a 
change of 

Jr'; ' 1 

E. STORM 
irs ALL 
ABOUT 
POUNDING 
64-BIT CLAY! 
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the game’s not near done so the bad will 
likely be corrected. Good, are the combo « 
engine, control, graphics, light sourcing, 
and sound. Bad, is the game’s speed and 
character animation. While enough r? 

(barely) frames do exist for each charac- | 
ter, they currently move at such a low 
frame rate it’s as if every other frame is 
missing. This seems easy enough to fix 
(add frames) so I’m confident the final | 
will be fluid. As for the game’s speed, the 1 
options menu exhibits three settings, nor- t 
mal, whoa, and “are you nuts?” So, pre- J 
suming this version is running on normal, 
which I’m quite sure is the case, it’s safe 
to assume that the speed problem is a 
non-issue. Also problematic in this ver- 1 
sion were the camera positions. It’s hard- 
ly worth mentioning since I’ve been 
assured they’re being fixed, but in case f 
they’re not, well, better safe than sorry. | 
The circumference (wow, big word, huh) 
of each playfield is littered with polygo- 
nal objects like crates, lab equipment, | 
tombstones (well, you get the picture). | 
Since they turn as you move within them, 
these objects come directly into view, | 
often hiding the action until you move 1 
into the clear. I imagine that in the final 
they’11 either go transparent or the cam¬ 
era will adjust by panning up. Either way, 
it’s on the list of fixes as the game enters 
its final month of programming. 

Once the final touches are applied 
expect nothing less than a fighter which not 
only looks fantastic but plays great, offers 
some new innovation and a few laughs as 
well. It’s all in a good clay’s work. ES 

tlOl 

mm® 
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oss Game Studios has been busy creating the first 
pC real driving game for the Nintendo 64. No 
mJ piumbers on buggies or laughable cruisin’ antics 
going on here; simply a load of polygon aars, huge 
roaming tracks and enough graphical prowess to gobs- 
mack any potential driving junkie. 
With a September release current- . 
ly scheduled for Top Gear Rally, j 
we molested an 80 percent com- j 
plete copy for an afternoon. The j 
idea of Top Gear Rallyms obvi- | 
ously to look at the most success- L 
ful racing games (notably Sega 
Rally anti Ridge Racer) and grab 3 $Sj§ 
the best features while imple- S 
menting a ton of extra cool inno- 
vations to improve on the already- 
winning formula. Once you’re jolting down the muddy 
roads of Top Gear Rally, you’ll immediately see the 
influences. The result looks to be a graphically impres- 
sive and marvelously playable rally racer with more 
cool features than should really be allowed for one 

video game. 
Undoubtedly the finest aspects of Top Gear Rally are 

the car physics. There’s one word to sum up the way 
the cars move: Boingü That’s right; each of the eleven 
motors available has four-wheel drive independent sus¬ 

pension, meaning that it drives exact- 
lï Kke a rally car should. Hit a sand- 
dune and you’ll actually see your car’s 
wheels whirl and grip separately as 
the car spins back onto the track. Of 
course, that’s not all; everything from 

suspension to the shocks and the 
J|!!steering to the wheels can be 

changed, depending on your prefer- 
ence for off-road driving. Finally, in a 
nod to the cool feature present in 
Rage Racer, Boss has gone one step 

further with their ‘design your paint job’ option. Now 
you can scrawl and daub whatever you want on the 
entire exterior of the car! It’s as if a mini version of 
Photoshop was added for your artistic enjoyment! 
Watch for the Hambleton mobile when the review 

SIMM 

You can also take your throbbing motor for a 
ride in three different perspectives; chase car, 

hood and cockpit, and afterwards, there’s always 
the two player mode to tangle with (complete 

with less impressive re-draw rates but little slow- 
down)! Finally, that ‘kerazy* accessory, the 

Rumble Pak, is even catered for, so you too can 
experience a heavier joypad, a lack of saving and 

then a ‘pager buzz’ every time you hit a tree... 

~ZL 59mph 

CHIEF HAMBLETON 
No hideous cruisin’ 
antics around here! 

74 



Despite the lack of differ¬ 
ent textures, Boss has 
still squeezed in even 

more additions, such as 
the ability to race each 

course in fog, rain, snow, 
at night or in clear weath- 

comes trundling by! 
At the present time of writing, the cars (all mod¬ 

eled after real-life vehicles as any car buff can 
instantly teil) control like nothing else. As far as 
Tm concerned, this game has the best control of 
any rally racing game. And it’s all about analog 
control, baby! Tweak the 3D stick slightly and your 
car’s wheels shift a little. Yank on that control and 
your tires twist at insane angles, causing your 
vehicle to wrench to the side. Instantly intuitive, 

the actual play mechanics impressed me the most. 
Want to live a little more dangerously? Then try 
hand-braking around every corner! Accelerate and 
Brake together focks the back wheels, enabling 
some rather hairy skidding to be attempted (I must 
stress the word ‘attempf here), but once you’ve 
mastered the handling, you’ll realize what sort of 
freakish math-based geniuses Boss Studios must 
have to implement the car movements. Add to the 
package some real-time car deformation (“Watch 

er. These features are 
great; in particular, the 

fog mode shows how the 
game would have looked 
if the Cruis’n USA team 
had got their hands on 
this game, the snow 

mode features the entire 
track re-texture mapped, 
snow tires and spin-outs, 
while the clear weather 
features... wait for it... 

almost no pop-upü 

out for that rock!!” KRUNCHÜ) and some really wicked jumps and 
you’ll soon recognize what success Boss could achieve with this game. 

Of course, all the physics in the world ain’t gonna mean diddly squat 
if the tracks aren’t up to scratch. Well, this is 
where Pm reserving judgment until the review. 
There’s five tracks in total (Desert, Jungle, 
Coastline, Mountain and er, a secret one which we 
can’t teil you about...), and for the most part, 
these are great. Cities, dirt tracks, secret routes 
and the very best undulating terrain combine. 
However, I was slightly worried by a couple of fac¬ 
tors. Firstly, there’s the sheer length of the cours- 
es... they’re massive! So what’s the problem? 
Well, with such an immense set of courses (one 
lap takes well over two minutes of professional 
driving), I found myself a little ‘out on my own.’ 
“Where’s the other cars? Pm sure I passed one a couple of minutes 
ago...” Unfortunately, there’s some really ugly and blurred 2D 
‘sereens’ of trees as well (think Mario Kart 64), and I also had problems 

with the track texture-maps; they’re repeated much too often, leading to 
an unrealistic look on many rock, hedge and wall textures. But hey, 
that’s the limitations of the eartridge format for you... 

Despite these flaws, Pm sure you’ll recognize that 
this game looks hot!! Aside from texture-map prob¬ 
lems and some pretty horrendous music and sound- 
effects (perhaps Nintendo should have rethought that 
lack of sound chip in their hardware), this had me 
hooked for my entire afternoon. We also desperately 
encourage Boss Studios to include a load of the really 
cool debug features we saw in the final version (fly- 
ing cars, ‘z-buffering only’ mode, chrome cars, that 
sort of thing) via a (Turok-s\y\e' code system. And 
while you’re at it, how about an ultra-cheesy 
announcer singing “Game Over... Yeeahhhü”? That 
would, as they say, rule. However, whatever the 

case, Boss Studios seem to have excelled in the area of quality racing, 
and Top Gear Rally should storm the game starved Nintendo 64 market 
come September. Look out Namco... CH 
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bobbing just like those 
bikes in Tron. But the real 
stars of the show have to be 
the tracks themselves. Now 
l’m prone to a spot of raceway 
fever as much as the next 
lunatic, but the rollercoaster 
ride present in Extreme G had 
me reaching for my barf bag 
quicker than a Kenny G sax 
solo. The courses literally 

drop straight down into a vertical plummet, and then 
wrench you back upwards with an incredible sensation 
of speed. You’ll be franticaliy lurching from one side 
of the raceway to the other in a desperate attempt to 
thwart that maniac behind you, and then the track 
mutates into a twisting corkscrew and you’ll be zipping 
back upside down with the previous track underneath 
you! Motion sickness? Yes pleaseü 

The fun doesn’t end there either! Up to four play- 
ers can wrestle for control of their bikes, and Probe 
has assured us that no detail or loss of speed will 
occur (mind you, that’s what was said about Mario 
Kart64). Add<tothi.ssome... interestingmusic (clas- 
sical, jazz and techno) and you (hopefully) have a 
sure-fire contender for tastest racer ever. Now if only 
that damh mist wasn’t so intrusive... CH 

With the futuristic video 
game racing craze 
still in full effect, we 

knew it wouldn’t be long 
before the Nintendo 64 
jumped on the bandwagon 
and a 64-bit hyper-sled jour- 
ney began. Along came 
Acclaim’s Probe (those Die- 
Hard gents from Croydon, 
England) to fill the gap with 
the astonishing Extreme G. I write ‘astonishing’ for 
a number of reasons, the main one being the simi- 
larity between this and WipeOut. It’s as if those Brits 
wandered up to Liverpool and kidnapped the 
Psygnosis crew for a couple of months; Extreme G 
isn’t just a subtle nod towards a Playstation classic, 
but a shockingly similar mimic, from the Designer’s 
Republic-influenced decals to the roadway environ¬ 
ments, weapons and... er... everything else. 

However, to avoid courtroom-tastic confrontations, 
some attempt has been made to differentiate the two 
games. For a start, you ride on bikes instead of sleds, 
the tracks are much more-impressive... and, erm... 
that’s it. The cycles of Extreme G weave and bob 
about the tracks with eye-|fO|)ping realism, and so they 
should; they’re very impressivelv animated - 



We need to know who you are and what you’re playing so we can better serve your specific 
needs. We'll enter each entry in a drawing and give away a Nintendo64 with Super Mario 64 

to the lucky winner. The winner’s name will be published in a future issue of GameFan. 
Xerox copies are of course welcome (to save the page). 

COMPLETE THE SURVEY BELOW AND YOU COULD WIN A NINTENDO 641 

Address 

Female .State_ 

Your Name. 

City. 

1. Which system(s) do you currently own? 

Nintendo 64_Saturn 

Playstation 

10. Where do you buy most of your games? 

GameGear. Other_ 

Dept. Store. 

Software Etc.. 

Toy Store..—1 

E. Boutique. 

Toys RUS. 

Mail Order 

Babbages. 

Sears_ 

Other_ 

2. Do you have regular access to a personal computer? 

Yes_ No_ 

3. Approximately how many hours a week do you play? 

Home Video Games 

Arcade Video Games 

Computer (PC) Games 

4. Have you ever visited a video 

Yes . . . . 
5. Have you ever visited www.gamefan.com? 

Yes_ No 

6. How many games do you buy per year? 

_Video Games _Computer Games Name: 

11. Where do you buy most of your magazines? 

Software Store 

Book Store 

Grocery/Drug Store. 

Mini Mart. 

Newsstand- 

Other_ 

Subscription 

14. Do you 

15. How many people look at your issue? Na 

16. Which other video game publications 

7. How many games do you rent per year? 

.Video Games .Computer Games 

8. Approximately how much do you spend on etectronic 

entertainment eacb year? $_=__n N 1 I I 
9. What are your favorite types ol games? 

(10=favorite, 1=least favorite) 

17. My household income: (check closest answer/optional) 

n,non $30,000-$50,000_ 

$50,000-$70,000_ $70,000-over _ 

Action. 

Fighting. 

Sports- 

Action/RPG. 

Platform— 

Strategy— 

Adventure. 

Puzzle_ 

Driving. 

Simulation. 

18. What other activities do you enjoy? 

Music 

RPG. 

Movies. 

Other_ 

Send completed Survey to: Reader Survey 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura HUIS. CA 91301 all entries must be received by August 31,1997. For 
a complete list oi rules and details send self addressed envelope to the address above. Void where prohibited by iaw. 
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it is here where the tnie nightmare begfis... 
Resident Evil’s gameplay is all aboüt survival: 

Sure, the engine and puzzle elements were bor- 
rowed from the Alone in the Dark series, but 
those games didn’t have you constarèlv 
checking to see how mahy bullets you have 
remaining or watching your suppliès like a 

hawk. In RE, you’re totally screwed[ if you waste bullets 
or suppliès early on. You ean get into situations where there’s literally no 
way to win, unfess vou break out madman skills and use only your knife 
and never get hit. ïlowever, must of us aren’t madmen. It’s" this type of 

bleeding-edgé gameplay (you can make no mistakes, especially if you’re 
playing Chris) coupled with the luscious graphics that make 

Resident Evil so memorable. 
Alas, the graphics. No, they’re nol as good as the 

Playstation version. Why? The shadows aren’t blue, hear?! 
Er"., uh... sorry. Flashbacks. But seriously, they aren’t as 
good. No gouraud shading, lighting or transparencies real- 
ly take their toll. Hopefully, this aspect of the Saturn 

t. version will be improved oh. 
We’11 have a review of Resident Evil Saturn soon... 

k. let’s hope the rumors of new, Saturn-exclusive features 
\ prove to be tnie! NR 

IDEVELOPEB ■ GflPCOM 1 t# OF PLAYERS 1 1 

IPUBLISHER CAPCOM —1 DIFFICULTY - CHALLENGING I 

Sa • cd 1 lAVAILABLE - 3RD OUARTER 1 



Êmamthey’d love to see get a next-gen makeover. Personally, I 

M wou ld donate limbs to see 32-bit versions of Phantasy Star, 

jjj Metroid, Bare Knudde, a 2D Contra, a real Shinobi, Gunstar SHeroes, Rolling Thunder and nearly all of Capcom’s coin-ops, 

circa 1990. But hey, a 32-bit Zombie’sAte My Neighbors is a 
H start.. 

That’s right: Herc’s Adventure is ZAMN3 in all but name only. 

H It’s by the same team, it has the same control and item system, 

5$ the same gameplay, the same wacky sense of humor—it even 

has some of the same enemies (those Martians sure get 

« around). Of course, that’s not necessarily a bad thing. ZAMN 

|§j was a ireat game> ar)d Herc’s Adventure retains all the twisted 
ü sensibilities that made ZAMN so much fun. Unfortunately, it Balso retains the look and feel of a 16-bit game. Now, personal¬ 

ly, I don’t have a problem with that, but if you’re the kind of 

\fj, gamer who lives for fancy graphics, then Herc’s Adventure isn’t 
IX exactly going to blow your skirt up. Blo be fair, Herc’s Adventure is more like a ZAMN RPG than 

a straight sequel. Instead of ZAMN’s linear level structure, BLucasArts have opted for one single giant world map (Ancient 
Greece), which never loads. As you journey further into the 

J iï game you are called upon to perform various sub-quests, bat- 

tle bosses and occasionally travel back and forth between loca- 

PS tions. Admittedly there’s a lot more action than a traditional 

H RPG, but you stilt have to talk to NPCs, fmd keys, solve puzzles Band build up your character’s attributes. I don’t know if l’d call 
it an RPG, but it’s defmitely got RPG trimmings. 

Ji For the record, I really enjoyed Herc’s Adventure, and if you 
^ liked ZAMN or Ghoul Patrol, I think you will too. The pace may 
i beo tad slow at times, and some of the enemies may be a Ut- 

zé tle cheap (read annoying), but the characters are welI animat-f 
ed, the music is excellent and game is overflowing with 

pn LucasArts’ distinctive brand of humor. It’s not what I was hop- 

Uji ing for in a 32-bit ZAMN, but seeing as the chances of that 

KNIGHTMARE 
Zombies Ate My 
Neighbors - The RPG?! 



Lost World for 
t 

Dream Works. 
For ahyone who’s 

missed one of our 
numerous previews, 
The Lost World is a 
2^D action/plat- 

-fqrmèr. with the 
..hobk'being the abil- 

‘^are even allo,wed to play as humans, Appaloosa’s Saturn 
such as paleontologist Sarah actually ran a hair fast 
Harding, thoügh.: :her polygonal one, so I doubt they’11 
model is. howhere near as cute as ble making a great Sat 
Julianne tylóore. 1% Lost World, What rem; 

Saturn Lost World has a planned is how good of a gai 
V release diate later tjian turns out to be in the ei 

töat of its PS cpiisin> a things, only time v 
facet that is evident by GameFan will be tbere 
the early nature of 

this version/' The 
^ ^S^’\A»^cftmera' system //jjm 

SUBSTANCE D 
Boy, it’s risky making 
a Lost World game. 
Seriously, who saw 
that movie? * 

1IFFICULTY - N/A 1 

WA1LABLE - SEPTEMBER '97 ! 



RENDERED POWER! 

as you can see. These five jj^jj 
clips are directly from the \ 

game. Each looks and acts very V 
much like their hand-drawn 
forefathers, and the animation 
quality is often shocking. So 
who am I to complain? 

menu 

in the US! Shining the Holy Ark is 

! the seventh Shining game to make 

it to these shores, joining Shining Force I, 

II, CD, Sword of Haja, Shining Wisdom, and 

of course (drum roll...) Shining in the 

Darkness, Holy Ark's natural predecessor. 

That’s almost every game in the series! 

In the US! The folks responsible for this 

year’s Shining installment are Sonic 

respected in-house developers and the 

design team behind Shining Force 2,SFCD, 

and last year’s Shining Wisdom. With 

Shining the Holy Ark, they’ve once again 

saved the day and quenched the thirst of 

RPG starved Saturn gamers in the US. 

One look at SHA and real fans will rec- 

ognize the tell-tale signs of a Shining 

game. Whether it’s the text boxes, the 

(complete with cute animating icons), if 

you’ve played a Shining game, you’ve 

been here before. It’s a perfect menu 

system! You’ll navigate through battle, 

magie, and character stats with ease, and 

every item is represented by a detailed 

image which scales in and out when 

selected. Sonic is to be commended for 

staying true to their roots. 

OK, enough Shining nostalgia, let’s get into 

the game. Pve amassed a stockpile of info 

and opinions, and it all starts with game- 

play. First, the basic stuff. Shining the Holy 

Ark is a first-person RPG set in a fantasy 

realm. You move (via a beautiful overhead 

map) from point to point, whether it be a 

forest, dungeon, or town, and click to enter 

the 3D environments. Once inside these 

first-person landscapes, you may bring up 

the menu Windows, search, and take advan- 

tage of a couple of excellent features, the 

fïrst of which is the required automapping 

screen. SHA is 100% first-person explo- 

ration, so an instant map (press Start, 

bingo) is very handy, especiaily when you’re 

six floors deep in a mammoth under¬ 

ground labyrinth. Next are the convenient 

Look buttons. Pressing X looks left and 

right,Y looks up and down, and Z centers, 

so environments can be viewed from all 

angles. I would’ve preferred full d-pad con- 

trol over the Look camera, like a corridor 
game, but what’s here works fine. 



LIVE BY THE SWORD DIE BY THE SPELL! 
Let your foes taste the fury of tempered steel! 
Swords, axes, staffs, and ninja blades are 
within your grasp, available at your local 

weaponsmith, or simply find some 
mithril ore and have special 

weaPons custom built at the forge! 
Shining in the Darkness, anyone? 

On the other hand, it 
|j|\ might be YOU accept- 
li j ing a wicked claw, ten- 

tacle, or bite from one 
of Holy Ark’s countless fm 

forsaken creatures. ^ 
O*1’ well, everyone’s gotta 
go sometime... 

Call upon sorcery to destroy the 
K enemy! Spectacular spells are com- 

Tjl monplace in today’s 32-bit RPGs, 
and SHA competes with the 
best. Complementing ia ^ 

the assortment of fire 
storms, ice showers, 

and ninja magie are the elemen- ■ 
tal spells. Once cast, the screen 
fills with light and color as the 
element of choice rains its 1 
power down upon your 
foes! Great chunks of HP J { É 
burn up in the wake of this 
awesome display! 

fïngering glwsts! 40 pointe of- dama&èi 

Vampire batA received- 

36 pöints of damagef . 

http://www.gamefan.com 
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traditions, the stats, the players, 
the cheerleaders, the mascots, the 
uniforms, the arenas, the excite- 
ment, the interaction, and you 
know what else? Sporting events 
are social. That’s one of the hest 
things ahout sports—you don’t go 
at it alone, whether in the stands 
or part of the team, or just you 
and the coach. We’re talking 
friendships bonded through 
wind-sprints, deals done on the 
9th hole, field trips to the 
Yankees game, girlfriends met at 
Super Bowl parties, family 
reunion picnics with the tradi¬ 
tional football game, playin’ 
hoops with Dad over the garage, 
or bowling with your buddies on 
Tuesday and playing co-ed softball 
on Thursday nights. We even give 
scholarships to athletes who hap¬ 
pen to excel at their, that’s right... 
their Sport! 

So what does this all have to do 
with sports video games? All I 
can figure is that we’re just such 
a doggone sports-oriented society; 
these cultural events and icons 
are something we want to re-live 
over and over again, and in every 
form imaginable. We love the fact 
that we can play these games with 
seven other sports nuts simulta- 
neously, and that Rodman has 
different color hair in each game. 
It’s just plain simple: Sports are 
social and they’re cool, too. Yeah, 
we like our occasional RPG or a 
fighter here and there, but man I! 
gotta get out in the sunshine, too! 
Don’t keep me in the dark too 
long playing SF or Res Evil, I 
don’t like closing my eyes and see- 
ing the dungeon walls of the RPG 
I’ve been playing for the last 23 
hours... (when will that music 
ever stop!) I’ll take a good hoops 
game any day of the week. 
Joe Kidd can be reached for 
questions or comments at: 
rlee@metropolismedia.com 

r 3 
j anyway I 

JOE KIDD 
Who exactly are 

g • the ones that are 
lel UU ^ playing Madden 

w w sj an£ Shootout 
^ across this great 

CORNER nation of ours<? 1 
mean these guys 

(and gals) comprise at least 30% 
of video game sales each year, so 
they’re spending some serious 
bucks, cuz these games as you 
know aren’t cheap! Did you know 
that a football game, primarily 
Madden of course, has dominated 
the Playstation game sales for 
both years of the Sony 
Playstation’s existence? Keep in 
mind that Sony did over Sl bil- 
lion in Playstation sales in less 
than a year—even more amazing 
is that those figures were calcu- 
lated even before the Holiday sea- 
son! Who’s buying these games? 
Let’s see, I gotta assume that col- 
lege-minded, and college-aged 
males are the biggest percentage 
of these consumers, followed by 
the yuppies with the PSL’s, then I 
guess we’d have to go back down 
to the high school ranks, followed 
by the numbers of professional 
athletes that game it up on the 
road, then maybe all the mothers 
that buy them for their kids, 
because sports are a healthy alter- 
native to having their little ones 
get broken on the football field. 
What do all of these groups have 
in common that would clump 
them all this category though, 
because it is quite a vast array... 
Of course, you have to take into 
consideration that all of these 
groups just flat out love sports; 
the camaraderie, the challenge, 
the competition, the rivalries, the 

Soccer was never so kickirv untii this title 
dribbled into town. The last time I thought 
I had played a winner, was playing FIFA 
for the N64; it was to me the best soccer 
game to date. 2 months later I see the 
error of my ways, alas, my eyes have 
been open—a new Champion has 
climbed atop of the mountain, and that 
game is ISS Soccer by Konami. Play it 
once and you’ll know why this is a must 
title for all N64 owners and sports gamers 
everywhere. Take advantage of the 
Practice Mode, because there will be 
plenty of owners vying for the Cup. 

Let me set the 64-bit record straight: 
ISS positively destroys FIFA in every 
conceivable way, trom top to bot- 
tom. The graphics are clearly supe¬ 
rior, the sound is better, and the cool 
anaiog Controls absolutely take a 
crap on FIFAs stift, lame excuse for 
gameplay. Am I being too harsh? 
Nah, it’s been an off year for FIFA, 
even on the ’64, and people only 
ever buy one soccer game...so make 
it this one, please? 
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Remember that great racing game by 
Psygnosis last year? That one that 
sold over a million copies world- 

wide? Well the new season is here and 
we’re all set to step into the newest saga 
of Psygnosis’ Formula 1 series, 1997 edi- 
tion. Bizarre Creations developed this 
title and has tried to give racing fans the 
ultimate in racing realism and excite- 
ment, which brings about a unique bal- 
ance of simcade action. F1 includes all 
of the drivers from the 1997 season, has 
17 circuits, new authentic tracks like 
Silverstone (UK), Monaco (Monte Carlo), 
and Adelaide (Australia). This interna¬ 
tional tour will send chilling sensations up 
your spine like the race car drivers feel in 
the cockpit and on the track. You’ll be 
able to select from a variety of view- 
points as well as weather conditions, 
manual or automatic transmission. Take 
advantage of all of the high impact sound 
effects with a Dolby Surround Sound 
option, while being guided by veteran 
race commentators, Murray Walker and 
John Watson. Get ready for some rub¬ 
ber bending Al, and precision play con- 
trol with this 1997 3rd quarter release. 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 86 



_ wmm mSÊÊÊ ust as Green Bay snuck up on Dallas and 

C Llïn/UlfnAV San Fran, so has GameDay moved in on 
.2 g Madden. The response for GameDay was over- 
f3 Pv'-' whelmingly positive, and the anticipation for 
tn KJsS GameDay ’98 has been large ever since, and 

has even sustained the #1 position of best sell- 
gI jr^PB ing title on the Playstation. GD’98 will be a true 
| 3D, fully polygonal football game, in fact every- 

& SU .,.1 I thing in the game is polygonal; new stadiums, 
sideline crews, coaches, camera men and the 

players too. Last year’s GD really captured football fans everywhere 
because of the realism of its advanced Al, more realistic than any other 
football title (including Madden), and defensive stunts never done 
before. Now with the addition of fully polygonal graphics, the combina- 
tion should be lethal, assuming nothing in gameplay has been lost. 

All 30 NFL teams and over 1500 real players are available. All of 
the team and player attributes will reflect their real life “counterparts.” 
A new mode that’s finding more and more popularity in football games, 
is the Draft Mode. In GD’98's version you’ll get a shot at drafting from 
the top 6 players from each NFL team, in the traditional NFL draft style. 
Over 500 plays in your playbook, an infinite number of camera angles, 
and category upon category of statistical tracking. Sony’s going long 
with this September release. 

t seems the majority of Sony sports games 
have the book on creating games with realistic 

Al and combining that with terrific gameplay. 
You’ll be happy to know that they aren’t satis- 
fied, but are making massive improvements on 
top of their already popular games. NHL Face 
Off gained its popularity by focusing on ele- 
ments of the game, things like team strategy 

The new direc- 

FüCFOFF 
, 3"<jSBi 

and gameplay, i.e. icon passing 
tion NHL’98 is taking will not only enhance the W. A O 
existing, successful qualities of the game, but 
will make a huge stab at perfecting the graphics via polygonal players 
and atmosphere. The challenge will come not only in making these 
polygonal players smooth to the eye, but also smooth to the touch. 

All 26 NFIL teams will be included, as well as all the players that com- 
prise the teams. Sony has adopted the EA-ism of sports by doing every- 
thing real: real teams, strategies, players, attributes, arenas and sounds. 
New sound effects with new organ tunes, skating sounds, checking ani- 
mations and fighting upgrades too. Keep all of your own individual user 
stats, and keep an eye on all of the league leaders throughout the sea- 
son. Mike Carlucci, the Mighty Ducks’ PA guy, will only add to the game’s 
authenticity. You can play up to 8 players, and with the way hockey 
fanaticism is spreading, that should be very accommodating. NHL’98 
offers Exhibition, Practice, Season Mode or shoot straight for the Stanley 
Cup Playoffs. Strategy and Al is still at a premiere level, enabling you to 
select trapping or checking defenses, break out modes, fore-checking and 
more. 

.... 

'VXHO 

«ö. Wjn’M ÊJT fU acing fever is upon us, and Sony has jumped on 
—• luflnllNDYCAR the bandwagon. CART (Championship Auto 
O U/nninQFBIFQ Racing Teams), also known as Indy Car Racing. 

■— ïjjjFSnMzuFnliO introducés teams like Penske, Team Rahal, and 
2 iiww,Mfc' Newman-Haas to Playstation users, both the teams 
LH 'HjFfJP ' gjpMi and their drivers, like Paul Tracy, Al Unser Jr. and 
^ JF. Michael Andretti; 20 teams and sponsors in all. The 
gT ( 5/ CART circuit consists of 17 exciting races, the point 

— *1 MM standing of which are posted at the conclusion of 
Sü ** *** A, each race. You’ll be able to choose from about a 
-* - dozen tracks that are scaled to the actual courses, 

like Homestead, Long Beach, Rio de Janeiro and others. CART WS will fea¬ 
ture 4 perspectives to race by: Road Cam, In Car Cam, First Person Removed 
and Helicopter View. In addition, you’ll have 4 modes of play in: New Season, 
Continue Season, Single Race and Practice. 

An emphasis has been put on physics and collision, as your cars are capable of 
being rolled, flipped and pushed. In event that you get “moved” around on the 
track, every part on your car can be independently damaged or removed. Modify 
your car in fuel, weight distribution, tire pressure and hardness, camber adjust- 
ment, front and rear fins as well as gear ratios—bust out the wrench! Beware of 
the slick surfaces caused by rain, they say the first 30 minutes of rain are the most 
dangerous... just went to Traffic School... Take advantage of stat-tracking over the 
season for average and best lap times, previous/current records and lap times. 

Well, it will be available in the Fall, so we'll tackle the most important aspects in 
the next issue: gameplay and control. 

Pipe and Slalom courses. Graphics are constructed via a full 3D 
Gaming Engine that produces polygonal characters and tracks, in a 2D 
perspective. All of your best moves will be captured accurately, which 
is a good thing since 40 new maneuvers have been added, moves like 
“Caballerial Tweaks” and “720 Indy Nosebones.” The final aspect that 
should really put it all together is the sound track, a medley of 8 differ¬ 
ent, skull reverberating tracks. Look for this title in November. 

-3 tr »7'6! 
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EA BUSTS DPEN THE TAILGATE PARTY 

NCAA FOOTBALL 9® 
mm#hat red blooded American can say tliey can’t get into the spirit oF col 

TT lege Football? Oh, the tailgate parties, the marching bands, the Rosé 

Parades, the Orange Bowls, and the Christmas trees... well, we can all do 

without the Christmas trees. For those oF you that can identiFy wïth me (oF 

course that means anyone with any common sense and an ability to appre- 

ciate the very essence oF collegiale HFe), you have a game in NCAA Football 

98 that wïll spring up country-wide rivalries right in your very own living 

room... or dorm room For that matter. EA has gotten together with Coach 

Terry Donahue, and has wrïtten up a script worthy oF the NCAA Football name 

itselF. 20 great bowl match-ups, with exclusives on the Rosé Bowl, Orange 

Bowl, Sugar and Fiesta. Scout next week’s match-up and learn about the 

opponent’s key plays and players. Keep an eye on the CNN/USA Today 

Coach’s Poll oF the Top 25 teams in the nation as your team clïmbs to the 

top, or merely gets honorable mentïon. Whether your team’s the Fighting 

Irïsh, the Canes oF Miami, or yes, the mighty Golden Bears oF CalïFornia, your 

playbook will resemble the actual team’s in real IIFe; For better or worse in 

some cases. For all oF you armchair coaches and ADs, take the experience 

one step Further as you go out and recruit your players For next year in 

hopes oF creating a dynasty over the next Few seasons. We don’t want to 

Forget all oF the NFL-bound seniors, so they will have an opportunity to show 

E-W CARE 

PlAY WEEK 

RECRUITIHG 

as pochet passer 
RB STRO\GER 
WR SPEED 
TE RECünSC 
OL SIZE 
DL PASS RUSH 
LB STROAG 
C8 COVER 
S TACHWfC 

DYNASTY 

NHL POWERPLAY '98 

WHENever l’m talking about the be implemented into both plat¬ 
forms, as well as the on-the-fly 
3D environments. Player 
attribute realism hopes to be 
accurately portrayed in every 
position, but most importantly 
from the man guarding the net. 
Based on their actual abilities, 
they’ll have to fight off the vari- 
ous attacks on goal, dump-in 
tries, fake shot attempts and slap 
shots from afar. Of course you’ll 
have the now-standard-among- 
sports-games: stat-tracking, cre- 
ate, and trade players. }) 

“best” hockey games, with 
WHOever l’m talking with, the 
name Powerplay comes up as 
one of the top 2 or 3—without 
fail. From the looks of how 
things are going over at Virgin, it 
looks as if history will repeat 
itself, and conversations of good 
hockey games will continue in 
the same direction as the recent 
past. Everyone is moving toward 
motion captured 3D animated 
players, and Virgin will not be left 
behind. These 3D characters will 
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I ^Phe kind of anticipation l’ve 
I placed on Quarterback Club 
I ’98 has been like eagerly ■ 

awaiting this summers blockbuster 
movie. However, if you’re like me, you usually walk out of the 
theater with a stiff back feeling a bit let down. So I approach 
these cases with guarded optimism, but never before has a football 
game been made for the Nintendo 64 Can you imagine using a poiygonal engine jmmt ' " 
with motion-captured animations to recreate the glories of the gridiron? Well, I final- 
ly had a glimpse as to what all the hype was about, a preview into this Summers N64 ‘^f/0 
blockbuster by Acclaim, if you will. 

Whatever your opinions are of QBC !97for the Playstation, will have to be cleansed from your palate, because QBC in 
’98 is all about 64. Knowing the complexities of the N64 and the 3D rendering process, the developers at Iguana knew 
they eouldn’t keep the game exactly the same as the Playstation version, and just 
make everything 3D. Instead, they realized it had to be dug up from the root and re- 
developed accordingly. What you will find are some of the most definitive graphics 
and control you’ve ever had in any sports game; much of this due in part to N64!s 
anti-aliasing and real-time rendering process. 

Don’t forget that you’ll be using the analog stick for this sports title, something 
we’ll all have to get used to as sports fans. Somehow the analog seems to make it Imore of a finesse game, as you move away 

from the familiar D-pad, where pressing the 
cross harder makes you actually believe you ll 
go taster. Well, ff you can’t separate yourself 
from “Sega Thumb,” you can still resort to the 
friendly D-pad confines. Another “feature,” 
courtesy of the analog action, are 14 different 
buttons, and yes, they are all assigned a func- 
tion. Well. I guess if Brett Favre has to memo- 
rize over 1000 plays, 14 buttons isn t too bad. 
To ease the mayhem of it all, QBC '98throws in 
a nice touch by having the ball-snap and pass¬ 
ing Windows come from the trigger underneath, 
so you don’t have to confuse that with any of 
the other 13 options you’ve got running. 

Here’s the low down. All 30 NFL teams 
alongside 30 3D rendered stadiums, and over 
1500 real players. Exclusive in-game profiles 
and game tips from the actual Quarterback 
Club QB’s. You get complete roster moves 
like trading, creating players, creating new 
teams, fantasy GM-style drafting, signing and 
releasing. Play Script option Iets you march 
down the field on your opening drive, by pre- 
determining and pre-programming your first 
set of plays. Bring in a little stat-tracking in 
some 9 categories, a little in-game player 
highlights, a couple color photos and NFL film 
footage, and a little stat-update action, and 
BAM! You got a football game.... sorry, a lit¬ 
tle too much essence. Well stick this baby in 
the oven for a review in our next issue. JK 

JOE KIDD 
Brown this one a little 
more to let all the 
flavors come out... 
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I’ve been feeling guilty for some time now, because we at GameFan sometimes get 
these great sports games, games I just can’t say enough about. I teil you 
about how they are the best in existence, how much you would love them, 

and all the great new features but the only problem is that they never m 
leave the foreign soils in which they are created—just a tease from «| 
overseas! You can certainly see why l’m so ridden with guilt. 

Finally, I am redeemed! Konami has released their highly cov- 
eted International Superstar Soccer 64, for you, the neglected 
masses. If you read my review on the game previ- ^ 
ously known as J-League Soccer, you know how 
enamored I was with the game; a game certainly J • 
worthy rejoicing, 

" Passes and 
__ Feints (dummy kicks) to Quick 

Turns and Step-Overs. The multi-faceted N64 

a^r,-analog pad equips you with an array of attacks 
that outdoès the Italian and Brazilian 
International teams combined! 

Get ready for some of the best control and 
gameplay to be found in any sports game. Yes, 
you do have to familiarize yourself with the 
analog stick, that is if you haven’t already. I 
found the maneuverability of the stick to be 
particularly useful in soccer, since you’re con- 

- stantly making back cuts, side passes, etc. One 
-— of the nice things about the game is that even if 

you don’t know too much about soccer, you can 
• still get by with using only a couple buttons, but 

gig for the true strategist, you’ll love the ability to 
manipulate all the different functions. 

As in any sport, defense wins the game. You have 
** 5 different control options as the user: Charging, 

Shoulder Charging, Sliding, Dash or Body Contact. 
Some of these may result in fouls, but if you come in 

_ at the right angle, you might get away with one. The 
goalkeeper can be switched onto Automatic or Semi- 
Automatic control. Included in the goalie’s actions are: 

z Saving, Movement after the Catch, Dropping the Ball, 
Punt Kick, Goal Kick, Overhand Throw, and Underhand 
Throw. Unlike other soccer games, which have many, 
yet indistinguishable moves, ISS 64’s moves and Con¬ 
trols are each extremely identifiable, and take place on 
command. The combination of total control gameplay, 

complete selection of options and strategie attacks, as 
well as realistic graphics and sound, make this game a true 
soccer experi- ^. 

To my satisfaction, English 
everywhere! I could now read the options, the -~ 
camera angles, the strategies, and modes. Can 

you say stats? Several 
different clear charts of 
settings and figures to 
enable ideal play set¬ 
ting, as well as Create 
Player and Trades. - 

Choose from Exhibition, c 
World League, International 
Cup, Shoot-Out, Scenario, 
or even Training modes. For 
those of you that are unfa- 
miliar with the Scenario ! 
mode, it basically consists ! 
of placing you into game j 
breaking situation, where | 
your every move will deter- 
mine the fate of the game. We 
all know it’s the “playmakers” 
that make the big bucks —is 
that you? The Practice mode 
is something that has been 
prevalent in japanese sports 
games for some time, and is 
starting to appear more and 
more in “non-japanese” sports games as well. 
Undergo the rigors of perfecting your goal kick... 
kick, after kick, after kick... Larry Bird shot 100 free 

Ha Silva 

Blarek 4 Goals 
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You know, I still don’t understand that whole octopus 

chucking thing, but l’m certainly glad the National 

Sushi Federation stood up to the squid tossers, and 

put an end to it all... complete blasphemy if you ask me, wast- 

ing all them good eats. One thing I do understand though is 

some serious video hockey. NHL Breakaway ’98 could be 

the game we’ve all been waiting for, one that appeases 

across the board, from the fight-freaks to the puck purists, 

this title looks like it has a little of everything. 

Tangent: Why is it that many of the poorer sports games 

have a better skating feel than a lot of hockey games? Isn’t 

that weird? I mean you can’t get your basketball player to 

run, he just slides around the court, while some of these 

hockey games you’d think you were doing the triple jump with 

all the choppiness... hmmmmmm. 

Anyway, Breakaway ’98 is not one of those games... bad 

ones that is. This hi-res sim has down-to-the-detail playbook- 

based Al, which not only reacts to your (the user’s) actions, 

but also sets up real plays from the actual teams. Acclaim 

boasts that the polygonal 3D graphics are so clean and sharp 

you can read the players’ numbers on their sleeves! Not only 

that, but they also had their own state-of-the-art motion cap- 

turing studio built, producing the highest quality animations on 

the market. 

The true hockey enthusiast will be breathless with all of the 

new features. The momentum-based checking system cal- 

culates each player’s weight and velocity, thus hurling them 

into proportionately measured body slams. And since there 

are variable player sizes (displayed graphically as well), the 

depicted checking animations are fierce. Ever try Icon 

Passing? Well if you haven’t you will soon. It’s the latest in 

on-the-fly passing, and it’s never been used in a hockey game 

until now. What you’ll find is pin-point passes, and a better 

ability to manipulate the break-away. As the season pro- 

gresses, and your players and coaches get more experience, 

the Total Team Management feature will allow you to accu- 

mulate points and improve, ala RPGs. Ever wish you could 

see the player’s name on his jersey after you’ve created him? 

Got it. Want to control teammates even if they aren’t con- 

trolling the puck? Got it. You go Acclaim, win one back for 

the good ole NSF. JK 

JOE KIDD 
Fighting Engine? 

Cooi. 



THE ROOKIE 
The perfect blend of 
fast, arcade action and 
meat-and-potatoes 
simulation. 

reemergence will be World Series Baseball '98. 
Following suit to the competition, WSB’98 will make the switch 

over from sprites to polygons. Some may cringe at such a 
thought, considering that the former, two versions looked beauti- 
ful, but the changeover was inevitable; it’s evolution. While still 
too early to compliment or condemn the look of the polygon play- 
ers, it is definite that WSB’98 will suffer from the same awkward- 
ness as all of the new, 3D titles; players look a tad unusual, and 
there are some problems with polygon break-up. 

You can expect the same colorful and energetic commentary, 
as well as some lively crowd noise. Don’t expect there to be too 
much deterioration in playability, either. WSB still features some 
of the best in the genre, with little difficulty arising from the intro- 
duction of the 3D motion capture. 

There will be a smattering of new additions to this year’s title, one 
of which is the inclusion of a batter/pitcher box. This box sits outside 
of the regular batter’s box and displays the batter’s strengths and 
weaknesses, ie.: if he is a good low ball hitter, the two lower quadrants 
will highlight red; if he can’t hit inside pitches, the inside quadrants will 
Jight blue. The box will also display the locations of where the pitcher 
has been throwing, alerting you to any patterns, as well as showing 
you which pitches have been hit. A very helpful item. 

Overall, WSB’98 looks as though it will remain the crown jewel of 
Sega Sports. The perfect blend of fast, arcade action and meat-and- 
potatoes simulation, WSB’98 is sure to satisfy. JS 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

The brightest star in the Sega Sports line-up has always 
been its World Series Baseball. From the inaugural days 
on the Genesis to its emergence on the Saturn, WSB has 

challenged as the best baseball game on the market, time and 
time again. Recently, however, Sega Sports has tallen into a 
slumber, putting out little of quality, as well as quantity. Perish the 
thought of it having an affect on the king of Saturn sports titles. 

You can allay all fears that you may have, because Sega Sports 
is back—with a vengeance. Complete with a new and improved 
corporate strategy, Sega Sports positions itself to reassert its dom- 
inance in the Saturn sports realm. The title that will announce this 
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Wotcha me old cockers, it’s the Guvnor ’ere, innit? Back with 
another tea drinking, scone eating, soccer playing edition of 
everyone’s favorite euro-gaming column: Europa! 

NINTENDO STRUGGLES, SONY DOMINATES... 
...AND SATURN GOES UNDER! 

The recent launch of the N64 in the UK went well... but not 
as well as Nintendo would have liked. Even though the initial 
shipment of units sold out, subsequent shipments have been 
selling slowly, prompting a 40% price drop from £250 ($400) to 
£150 ($240) after only eight weeks. This was a measure that 
severely pissed off nearly all pre-existing N64 owners who 
bought the machine at full price! Cripes! 

On the other hand, Sony’s PS price drop to £129 ($200) insured 
that their machines’ sales skyrocketed. After the drop the only 
way you could piek up a PS was to pre-order—there were no 
PlayStations on store shelves anywhere for well over a week! 

Finally, Sega seems to be taking a turn for the worse, with 
sales of the Saturn reaching an all-time low. Really, if you were 
to see hardware and software sales figures for the Saturn in the 
UK, you’d cry. We Te talking lOOOs vs 100s for software and 
lOOs vs 10s for hardware. Sega recently dropped the price of 
the Saturn from £179 ($286) with two games to £99 ($160) 
solus or£129 ($200) with any game. Rumor has it that Sega of 
Japan did NOT instigate this move... In related news, Sega 
UK’s #2 big cheese, European Marketing Director Andy Mee, 
was recently fired. Bummer. 

NEW DMA TITLE REVEALED: SILICON VALLEY FOR N64 
This N64 platform/strategy game has a simple visual style simi- 

lar to Mario 64, though the gameplay is completely different. The 
scene is aboard space station ‘Silicon Valley,’ and you control a 
variety of Nanobots to solve the mystery of Silicon Valley’s 1000 
year disappearance. A Nanobot is defined by DMA as a cyborg 
animal, very similar to those found on Earth—with a few custom 
extras: Foxes have optional rocket propulsion, dogs may switch 
between paws or wheels, and so on. Nanobots need to be ‘pos- 
sessed’ by a micro chip before falling under your command, and 
can only be ‘entered’ if they are close to exhaustion. The idea is 
to switch between N-bots in order to accomplish specific tasks in 
areas of Silicon Valley. Each time you do, a snippet of Silicon 
Valley history is revealed. Weird and fun (hopefully). Notdueout 
for ages (it’s about 40% complete) but looking good. 

TOMB RAIDER 2 UPDATE & BAD NEWS FOR SATURN OWNERS! 
Despite the news that the Saturn version of Tomb Raider2 (orig- 

inally specified to use the rumored VF3 upgrade cartridge) has 
been canned, work continues on the PS and PC versions. The 
game engine for TR2 is a modified version of the original, and 
everything is being handled by the same team (or what’s left of 
them). Lara is being remodeled to be more curvaceous (she’s, er, 
‘rounder’ than before), and now sports a cool pony tail. While 
we’re on the subject, a new gameplay feature includes Lara’s 
pony tail catching fire in a Michael Jackson-tastic manner! There’s 
also a variety of costumes required for specific situations, such as 
scuba diving, mountain climbing, and so on. Lara has a couple of 
new cibilities to help her reach awkward places: hand-over-hand 
climbing to scale walls, and crawling beneath ledges. Also expect 
to see cool vehicles in use for new types of terrain, such as a 
Skidoo on snow. Though combat is still long-range (no hand-to- 
hand combat) there are a couple of new weapons planned to add 
variety. The harpoon is the only one mentioned so far. 

Core aims to add more ambient atmosphere with new light- 
ing techniques, a good example being the flares which Lara 
can either carry or throw to illuminate dark passageways. One 
idea under discussion is the possibility of night and day, which 
would add to the puzzle solving element. All new outdoor loca- 

Right: Flippin’ heek! Just look at those WipeOut XL shots! IMot bad! 

Strike a bleedin’ light 
and knock me down wiv 
a fewer if I’m not back 

with the toppermost info 
from the UK and beyond* 

Lawks a lordy 

tions would take advantage 
of this. It is also rumored 
that there may be more 
than one playable charac- 
ter (another explorer per- 
haps) which would indi- 
cate some form of multi- 
player mode—think of the 
possibilities! All in all, TR2 
looks destined to be more 
action packed and visceral- 
ly challenging than the 
original. 

WIPEOUT XL SATURN 
While developers like Core and Shiny continue to abandon 

the Saturn, it’s nice to know that Psygnosis is continuing to 
support Sega’s dark horse. Their latest is a conversion of the 
PS smash hit, Wipeout XL. We’ve seen the game moving and 
are happy to report that it’s looking jolly tasty indeed. Using 
a modified Manx TT engine, the game runs at 30fps with lit- 
tle clipping and all the gameplay features that made the PS 
version so special. There are still no transparencies, but 
when the gameplay is 100%, who cares?! 
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The game is an action/adventure with two distinct 
modes. Be/ore you can exptore the ocean you must 
prep your submarine, stocking Up on essentiat compo¬ 
nent* like torpedoes and power cetts, and then talk to 
the locals for clues. Wandering through small towns 
and shops in traditional RPG fashion with overhead 
maps is nothing new, but the 20 graphics here are 

Takara 

pretty poor, more akin to 
, early SNE5 games. Playing 

L .11 I through these areas is made 
worse by the accornpanirnent 

of truly awful music. You WILL turn 

this of/ af ter a few minutes, I guarantee it! 
^ Luckily, when you finally get into the submarine for sorne 
aquatic action things improve greatly. Huge underwater caverns, 
caves, volcanoes, stinken cities are alt brought to life with plerr 
ty of 3D polygon jiggery-pokery. Not the most detailed environ¬ 
ments and warping/glitching is comrnonplace, but each area has 
Kts own unique atmosphere with sorne subtle, soothing sound- j tracks. The submarine has rnany fUuctions yet the control is very 
Wrnple It may seern sluggish at f\rst but once you have upgrad- 
ed to a sleeker model expect a sh|rp r(se in performance. 

Each area has its own look atonfl witifia specific task at hand. 
One stage hos you searching a stinken city complete with sky- 
eeping through a volcano looking Jor d pirate vessel! Ihe only 
»ace. Ihe game focuses too hard oh the search aspect with long 
oking for microscopie treasure chests ^atttes with enerny subs 
I stuff when encountf red. they just /ccut too rarely. 
^e is an fairty enjoycble gameJrcfm lakara. Ihe intriguing sto- 

müssive amoUnts of glorious CG and; involVing gamepluy are well executed. If the 2D 
weren't so appalling. Deep bea Ad venture would pro bably merit your attention. 
lately. with RPGs so thin on the grouqd, ït JUst lacks the essentiat ingredients that coutd 
ade it successfut against the ever evpdnding lineup of underwater action games that 

SCI! THE TREASURE AMD 

UPGRADE YOUR SUBMARINE! 

Logo and Ar lwork © Takara 1997 



•JAPAN NOW SPECIAL REPORT •PART 2 

TOKYOGAMESHOW 
GAMEFAN RETURNS TO THE GAME SHOW ONCE MORE TO UNCOVER SEGA'S PLANS FOR THE YEAR AHEAD. YOU 
CAN DISCOVER THE NEW TITLES FROM SEGA, THE GD NET CREW AND A WEALTH OF HEARTY, THIRD-PARTY SMASH 
SATURN PRODUCE BY SIMPLY READING THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES. SIMPLE EH! 

TOKYOGAMESHOW 

not revealed. The booth video 
display clearly showed the nature 
of the battle sequences, which 
the programmers are currently 
working on, and depicted town 
stages through which your char- 
acter could walk. 

The most eagerly awaited game 
at the show was Last Bronx. On 
stage, they showed a specially cre- 
ated live action video of the char- 
acters fighting. The 30% complete 
game was playable at the show, 
and Sega had several talk shows 
with the development team. It 
appears that they may not wish to 
add any new characters to the 
Saturn version in fear of spoiling its 
unique arcade image. 

Reflecting the wide variety of 
game genres Sega is trying to pro- 
mote, Culdcept, a fantasy simula- 
tion game based on the currently 
fashionable trading card board¬ 
game system, was an unexpected 
addition to Sega’s lineup. 

Another surprise announcement 
was that of Tactics Formula One. 

MR. YUJI NAKA TALKS ABOUT HIS 

NEW PROJECT SONIC GAME. 

not yet playable was Azel Panzer 
Dragoon RPG. A spokesperson 
from Team Andromeda was on 
stage to explain the current devel¬ 
opment status and reveal some of 
the features that will be in the 
game. And yet, although they 
answered many of the questions 
people had on the game, they 
created as many mysteries con- 
cerning aspects of the game still 

COOL7f, 

LAST BRONX WAS THE MOST POPU 

LAR SEGA PRODUCT ON DISPLAY. 

SONIC JAM umiMMiiBRONX 

QUINTETFOCUS • SOLO CRISIS 
Quintet's first Sega Saturn game 
was finally unveiled in the form of a 
simulation game. Tomoyoshi 
Miyazaki from Quintet was live on 
stage to explain the basic game 
scenario, but from the limited demo 
shown it’s obvious that develop¬ 
ment is still at a very early stage. 
Similar in style to the civilization- 
building games like Populous and 
Actraiser, but using 3D polygons, 
the basic concept is that you are a 
god and you control your minions 
who must develop skills to be able 
to defeat the devil. The world map 

is divided into two worlds, with both your world. Other such dual-world 
your surface world, where the peo- effecting events occur from the set- 
ple build, farm and worship you, tlements you build and the actions 
and the dark world, (below the sur- —— _ 
face) where the monsters worship 
the devil. As you are unable to 
make any direct attack on the devil, , ^ 
you must control your people and 
instruct them to do all the fighting \ 
for you. However, unlike previous 
games in this genre, you and the 
devil have opposite worlds which _ 
directly affect each other. If the 
devil builds a mountain in his 
world, then a valley will appear in 9Solo Crisis_ 

of your people. Solo Crisis still has 
a long way to go and we’ll keep you 
posted on developments. 

Check us out Online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



• TOKYOGAMESHOW • GDNET 
GAMEARTS • TREASURE • QUINTET • STING • NEVERLAND COMPANY • The Tokyo Game Show was 

GDNet’s first appearance in 
public, and they were cer- 

tainly popular, with a huge line of 
people trailing around the booth. 

GameArts had the largest space 
with a large wall resembling one 
from a scene in Grandia taking up 
one whole side of the booth. The 
only new announcement at the 
show was that GameArts is work- 
ing on Gun G riff on 2\ 

Although it’s been in the press 

for quite some time now, Grandia engine in operation. Smoothly ani- 
was still only there on video, mated polygons have never looked 
However, it did allow us to see for so good on the Saturn. 
the first time the actual game Grandia centers around Justin, 

accompanies a group of friends 
on a trip to visit some ancient 
Salto ruins. While exploring the 
ruins, Justin and the group sneak 
into a closed-off cavern, which 
holds a series of complex rooms 
and structures. As they explore 
the strange structure, they come 
across a room far different than 
the rest of them. As Justin is 
walking across the room, his 

Spirit Stone begins to radiate a 
strange light, and from inside the 
stone Justin can hear a strange 
voice. The voice calls to Justin, 
leading him into a strange world 
which will forever change his life. 

a 14-year-old boy who grew up 
during the ‘Golden Age of 
Exploration,’ when people used 
massive ships to sail the seas 
and explore uncharted territories. 
However, times have changed, 
and the world is now in the ‘Age 
of Industrial Revolution.’ Justin 
lives in the port town Parm, 
where he often uses an item 
called the ‘Spirit Stone,’ a gift giv- 
ing to him by his father. With the 
Spirit Stone, Justin is carried 
away into dreams of adventure in 
an ancient civilization. 

Justin’s life seems rather bor¬ 
ing, until one day when he 

GAMEARTS ONLY HAD HOT 

VIDEO FOOTAGE OF GRANDIA. 

GDNETFOCUS • FORTHCOMING TITLES 
SILHOUETTE MIRAGE 
TREASURE 

One of the few titles playable at the 
GDNet booth was Treasure’s 
Silhouette Mirage, and the line to 
get a chance at this new game 
went on for what seemed like infin- 
ity. Silhouette Mirage marks 
Treasure’s second game for the 
Sega Saturn, and it’s an old-style 
action/shooting game. As always, 
Treasure has pulled off not only a 
good deal of fast-paced action, but 
graphical tricks that will amaze and 
impress you. Definitely a classic 
Treasure festival of madness. 

CHAOS SEED 
NEVERLAND COMPANY 

Chaos Seed is a remake of a pop¬ 
ular Super Famicom game for the 
Sega Saturn, released by 
Neverland Company. The original 
game was quite a hit for Neverland, 
so they’ve done the wise thing and 
come out with an upgraded ver¬ 
sion, giving it a new, updated look 
and feel. Indeed, instead of just 
porting the game over like many 
companies are doing, Neverland 
Company is spicing up the old 
game. Chaos Seed will receive 
visual enhancements, a new 
soundtrack, and a selection of 
opening and in-game cinema 

sequences. As well, the storyline 
will benefit from an overhaul, 
adding new quests, locations, story 
elements, and creatures to meet 
along the way. In addition to its tra¬ 
ditional RPG side, Chaos Seed 
features a dungeon creation fea¬ 
ture, and an action engine to pro- 
tect your creation. 

SLAYERS 
KADOKAWASHOTEN/ONION EGG 

Slayers, the comical fantasy story 
that is currently very popular in 
Japan, will soon have an action 
RPG based upon it. Telling the 
story of Lina, Gauli, Zelgadis, and 
newcomer Luke, the game will fea¬ 
ture both 3D rendered characters 
and top-quality animated cinema 
sequences. The original producers 
of Slayers are creating new, origi¬ 
nal animation for this game, and 
while it won’t be based on any spe- 
cific Slayers episode, it is sure to 
contain the same kind of humor 
and personality as the hit anime. 

make use of the Saturn’s power, 
and many new animated cinemas 
will be added to help build upon 
the storyline. MSL is more of a 
side-story to Lunar, but it takes 
place in the same world and has 
many connecting references to 
the main series. 

BAROQUE 
STING 

Baroque will be a very interesting 
game to watch, because while it’s a 
real-time 3D adventure, it’s begin- 
ning to look like it will be very dif¬ 
ferent than most of the games cur¬ 
rently out there. Sting, the game’s 
designers, mention four key words 

MAG IC SCHOOL LUNAR when emphasizing what makes 
KADOKAWASHOTEN/GAMEARTs/sTUDioalex Baroque different: Multiple-plot, 

Originally created for Sega’s Freedom, Change and Strategy. 
portable Game Gear system, While many have labeled the game 
Magie School Lunar will follow in an RPG, it promised to be far more 
the footsteps of Lunar: Silver Star detailed and innovative than your 
Story, heading to the Saturn. Just average RPG. The world you 
like L:SSS, the graphics and explore and the people you meet 
gameplay will be improved to won’t just be things to get you from 

one place to another. As you inter- 

~ ~~ act with the different characters in 

words, what you do has conse- 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.eom 
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Mitochondria: 

Millions of years o I d , 
these incredibly tiny life forms 

are waiting to revolt. 

Q u i e 11 y . . . 

Inside your cells. 

That’s Square’s storyline 
blurb for Parasite Eve, their lat- 
est impossibly-brilliant-looking 
Playstation RPG. One thing 
Square wants to make very clear 
about Parasite Eve, however, is 
that it is definitely a dual-culture 
game: U’s being made at Square 
L.A. and has a staff ratio of 3/7; 
Americans comprise the seven. The 
main planning staff, however, is Japanese. 
The game is based (very loosely) on a best-selling 
Japanese novel of the same name by Hideaki Sena, the 

script and game design 
is by Takayuki Tokita 
of Chrono Trigger, EEIV 
and Live-A-Live fame, 
the battles are by 
Yoshihiko Maekawa, 
who directed EFV1 and 
Super Mario RPG, the 
characters are designed 
by EEVII's Tetsuya 
Nornura. and the music 
is by Yoko Shimomura, 
who scored Super 
Mario RPG, Front 
Mission and Live-A- 
Live. The key 

American staff members are Steve Gray, who has done CG 
work for the films Truc Lies and Apollo 13, and Darnell 
Williams, head of Square’s American CG section. Most of 
the other American staff members are in the CG depart- 
ment, and the game’s programmers are split down the 
middle—half Japanese, half American. 

Very little is known about the game design, other than 
that it uses an engine derived from FF VIL Pre-rendered 
backgrounds (apparently in superslick (>40x480 this time 
around, much higher than that of EFVII) wit h polygonal 
characters. The battle system is the latest incarnation of 
Square’s trademark Active Time Battle System, which first 
debuted in 1991 with Final Fantasy IV. Even less is known 
about the storyline, except for Square’s blurb above and 
the three main characters: Aya Brea, the hot 25-year-old 
female detective who appears in all but one of these game 
shots, her partner Daniël “Bo” Dollis, and a researcher 
from a Japanese university, Kunihiko Maecla. 

Square has also talked about what apparently happens at 
the very beginning of the game: U’s Chnstmas Bve, 1997, in 
New York. Aya Brea and her boyfriend are on a date at the 
opera house. Suddenly, the actors on stage burst into 

flame, screams ring out, 
and confusion reigns. 
öpera-goers and actors 
alike make mad dashes 
toward the exit. One 
actress remains on 
stage, laughing scorn- 
fully. “Maybe this 
woman is the perpetra- 
tor,” thinks Aya, as she 
raises her gun towards 
the figure on stage. 

“My name is Eve,” says 
the woman. 

Parasite Eve will be out in Japan this Winter, and 
Square is working hard to attempt their first worldwide 
simultaneous release. They plan to sell 1,000,000 copies 
of Eve in Japan, and anywhere from 1 to 
2,000,000 in America. We literally did 
this page the day our issue closed (truth 
be told, the day we were meant to be at 
the printer!), so we’re sorry we couldn’t 
include more information. We’11 try to 
get more for next month! 

liiENUl :&8/c 
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—— COMING SOON: PS & SS IMPORTS 

Team Andromeda is BACK! AZEL is the latest 
incarnation in the 100% skill-based Panzer Dragoon 
series... but this time it’s an RPG! All the shots you 
see here are of the world map, and even though 
they appear to be shooting scenes, there aren’t any 
in AZEL. Instead, the battles are command-based. 
Also, the number of dragons in AZEL is endless: 
The game utilizes a poiygon morphing system that 
changes the appearance of your dragon based on 

vectors to which 
’L. you can assign points: 

♦ .!’ Strength, Defense, Ma- aneuverability and “Heart 
Skill.” We’li have more 
hardcore mad tactics 
info on AZEL: Panzer 
Dragoon RPG as soon as 
possible. Ora ora oraaa! 

He’s big... he’s bad... he’s blue!! It’s Willy Wombat, the 
outlaw on a quest for Miracle Gems!! Willy Wombat, 
Hudson’s latest Saturn extravaganza, utilizes a new 
game engine called the Around Quarter View system, 
constructed entirely of polygons. Though the game’s 
control is 2D, the backgrounds can be rotated 360°, so 
you can search for hidden passages and whatnot. 
Willy Wombat is unique in that it has character designs 
by Susumu Matsushita of 
Light & Shadows, famous 
for his design of Famitsu 
(Japan’s #1 game maga¬ 
zine) mascot, Necky. Mr. 
Matsushita is also respon- 
sible for the awesome 
character designs in the 
Motor Toon GP series. 

rJUDEiOJM 

“Ra-Bi-To.” Want to know what that means in Japanese? 
Well, “ra” means “silk.” “Bi” means “to fawn upon.” “To” can 
mean “dipper,” but can also mean “fight,” which ril assume it 

Put it all together and you have... means in this instance. 
“FAWNiNG UPON SILK FlGHTERÜ” Actually, the kanji were 
probably picked just because they can be read as “Rabbit” 
when put together. Then again, why you’d want to name a 
fighting game Rabbit is beyond my current mental state. The 
game itself, however, looks very cool... extremely Capcom. 
Apparentiy, each character has an animal helper that he can 

invoke during the fight. 
Perhaps the Rabbit of the title 

K] comes from Wu-Ling, the main 
character’s, animal familiar. 

^ Then again the game might 
be poor, ’cause it recently 

l came out in the arcade and 
SJË didnt do too well. You’ll know 
**? when we review it... 

JlltjUU 

l:f Bondit 

Treasure’s making Playstation games... that’s right! 
You heard it here first! Look, their first project is 
Guardian Heroes\ Just look at those shots! Yup, 
yup! Er... maybe not. Actually, Banpresto’s Panzer 
Bandit appears to be a shameless rip-off of 
Treasure’s GH, right down to the multi-line gameplay, 
practically identical (though very cool—Panzefs 
characters were designed by manga artist 
Yoshitsune Izuna) characjfMESEipK:>~ 
ter design. But hey, at '$mm 
least it’s a good-looking w 
rip-off, right? Right. a? 
Panzer Bandit is also one - 
of the few non-sports 4V‘ r',r 
games that supports •§• 
multi-tap action; up to four i.',,.. 
people can play Panzer m r-t' » ■■ ~ 
Bandit simultaneously. 
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> TOPiCH VOi/fi FnES UJi TH THE RUEflEME FLTMIES DE EHMERHU 
Let's talk about the Panzer Dragoon series. Panzer Dragoon Eine and Zwei. You know them, you love 

them. That is, if you're smart, you do. Now, the upcoming Panzer Dragoon RP6, Azel. Look how little 
that has to do with Panzer Dragoon, the shooter... even the main staff has admitted that none of them 
have been with the series longer than mid-way through Zwei's development. Wanna know why?! All of 
Team Andromeda left Sega to make this game!! This game IS Panzer Dragoon... look at those lock-on 
squares! Look at that radar!! 

Urn... urn... actually, I have no idea if what IVe just told you is true, but it is food for thought. You see, 
Gamera 2000 is so utterly identieal to Panzer Dragoon it's sick. The spinning-around-with-the-LEtR-but- 
tons thing, the control, the level design, the lock-on... it's all here. About the only thing that’s not is 
Panzer’s hardcore Nausieaa-influeneed theme, replaced with Japan’s best-loved (alright, second best 

Playstation 
loved) giant monster, the friend of children everywhere, Gamera. Supposedly this current scenario occurs 
after the last Gamera movie, Gamera vs. Legion. Someone has stolen the DNA of Gamera's most popular 
foe, Gaos, and plans to, like, revive him or something. Now it's up to Jack Morton and his sidekick, Dr. 
Lisa Mukunoki, to get it back! You fly around in a jet (though there is one level in which you pilot a 

hoverbike,) firing laser blasts, while Gamera provides backup and shoots his famous plasma balts at 
opponents that you’ve locked onto. Strange that you don’t actually PLAY as Gamera, right? I bet 

Gamera 2000 had nothing to do with Gamera before Daiei bought it... 
Hmm, it's the end of the second text box and I haven’t talked about the game. It's a shooter; you 

shoot things down. As shooters go, it's of about average length. The real attraction here is the graph- 
ics-they're incredible. One stage has enough diverse and gorgeously modeled locales to comprise five 

perfectly respectable levels! The effects are hardcore, as well; the best lens flare this side of 
the N64 and Gamera's flaming plasma balls are especially notable. Also, several levels have 
multiple paths and multiple mid-bosses-again, very Panzer-esque. 

Something I haven't yet mentioned are the FMV cinemas, starring very, very bad aetors... 
something one would expect from a B-movie series like Gamera. They fit the theme perfectly, 
but you'll have a hard time understanding some of the dialogue-it's either dubbed horribly or 
delivered by clearly non-native speakers. 

Gamera's techno tunes are also excellent—strangely enough, they're by Taito’s sound team 
Zuntata, who have been nothing but a problem of late... but that's just my opinion; don't teil 
E. Storm, or you may never hear from Evil Rox again! 

If you're a Panzer Dragoon fan or a shooter fan in general, there's no reason not to piek up 
Gamera 2000... a truly unexpected bonus import i . r» □ 
title. ER m-nrrin Hflfl _ 

DAIEI /TYO 1997 Check us out Online at - http://wwvy.gamefan.com 



V*j just becausè of the property its characters are based on, nor its ’*• P’j beautiful graphics, or even its highiy competitive and addicting 

_ J gameplay—but simply by the way each of these elements are per- , J g ^ 

jg ff fecdy combined. 
The idea was simpie—create a unique title that would draw P 

"Xl*. \\ /C Y?$ people back into die arcades. But with these game-congested ~ 
^ V - ;sr, areas seemingly dominated by fighting, racing and shooting titles 

(along with anything that sports an expensive cabinet), Acciaim ~ r* 

te ^ d ’ wouidn’t just be hard-pushed to introducé a new type of game • ** ^ 
into the arcade market; the task looked ro be almost impossible. The answer? Create a new type of game 

thats damn near perfect, an assignment diat was given to Acciaims new in-house arcade development 

team. 
Ö This smaii group of highiy taiented programmers and artists took the Magie license and made something 

incredible. And as in almost every arcade hit, the basic idea behind Armageddon is a simpie one. Using the 

trackball to maneuver a cursor around the arena, you must plant eggs that wil! eventually grow into smaii 

MtG creatures (or if you concentrate on one area, larger beasts), fire “direct damage” at your opponent, or 

warp out of harms way to one of five “power points” (which are die only places on the board your charac- 

ter can exist). Thats it! Three main actions, rhree buttons. 
The magie behind Armageddon, though, is diat this doesnt even begin to describe the actual gameplay. 

ACCLAIM 1991 





Gude Crest: The Emblem of Gude 
Those somehow-familiar (OK, I remember the PC Engine game, but where else have I seen Efe and Jira??)^ twin swordswomen, Efera and 

Jiliora, return in Gude Cresfthe Emblem of Gude, a thoroughly average girls-with-swords adventure. It seems that Efera and Jiiiora, both princess- 
es from faraway lands, have landed themselves on a slave ship full of children. With their freaky-looking li’l friend Orin, they escape, and in the 
process get the legendary Gude Crest, which they decide must be returned to its owner. Unfortunately, the Crest belongs to the young 

by an evil cult that worships a vicious goddess called the Supreme Mother. 
Jira smash everything and everyone to save the day. 

Crest is hard to watch; the character designs are simply poor and everything about the 
seems terribly, terribly old, like you vaguely remember seeing this anime when you were first get- 

ting into it back in the ’80s. In the long run, however, the 
excellent action/fight sequences and the extremely watch- 
able characters of Efera and Jiliora themselves win out, and 
you find yourself at least liking Gude. lts not one you’ll 
remember forever, but Gude is a decent diversion while 
you’re waiting for the next epic. (Speaking of epic, it’s time 
for another epic fantasy anime. Well, Escaflowne’s coming... 
we’ll have to wait for that.) 

imation > 

Ihfa] 
story 

musïc 

Golden Boy Volume 3 
ITirvf-orv» Ho rhn \A/r\nrtarft il l/-wahlo crurlemr r,f lifö whr» rrovolc arrmnrl rn ccwa rl• Kintaro Oe, the wonderful, ^lovable student of life, who travels around to see the world and experience many things (and women): This time 
around. in Golden Boy Volume 3, he finds himself helping out in a small family-owned noodle shop. The owner of the shop has a beautiful 
daughter named Noriko, and it seems that the lovely Noriko has a suitor, Kogure, who wants to take advantage of her trusting, innocent 
nature, marry her, and take over her father’s noodle shop to turn it into nightclub. Kintaro accidentally finds this out, and he becomes deter- 

mined to save the fair Noriko from the clutches of such an evil, two-faced man. 
Whereas the previous Golden Boys were based around sexy, perverted humor, Golden Boy Volume 3 is 

more of a romantic comedy which gets a bit naughty now and then. lts almost as if the creators 
were trying to clean up Golden Boy's image, and while it certainly isn’t bad, it’s just not the same juve- 
nile fun. I mean, what would Beavis and Butthead be if they suddenly stopped breaking things and 

getting into trouble? Being fair, though, everything else 
about the show is stil! just as good. The animation is 
superb and the English cast does a respectable job. 

In the end, I was a little disappointed with GB3. I was 
expecting to sit down and have a half hour of childish, guilt- 
less laughs, and while I did have a few moments of uncontrol- 
lable laughter, it just wasn’t the same. I defiantly recommend 
seeing it. iust don’t expect auite the same Golden Bov. 

art imafion 

dubbing 

story 

musïc 

the Met al Idol VeifS 
A rr\\A omntirinlocc ft-aoilo rnhrif n rnknr whn wsnfc nnfhina nnnrp fhan TO hprnmp hliman Thi^ KêV. the i A cold, emotionless, fragile robot, a robot who wants nothing more than to become human. This is Key, the creation of her ‘grandfather, a scientist named 
Murao Mima. She rushes home from school one day to find him dead, a tape recorded with his dying words the only thing remaining. Her body won’t last 
forever, her battery will one day run out, and before that happens, she must complete her grandfather’s mission to make her human. The only problem—to 

become human, she must find and make 30,000 friends. 
Thus we are introduced to Key, and the strange, almost surreal version of Japan in which she lives. She travels, alone, to Tokyo, with the hopes of meeting 

as many people as she can. As she arrivés, strange events begin to unfold around her, seemingly random at first, but as they occur we get a glimpse of a 
much bigger picture. What really happened to cause her grandfather’s death? What exactly will making so many 
friends do for Key? And what of the strange idol singer Key takes such an interest in? Be prepared to not under- 
stand everything right away—this is a series which you will have to watch again to fully understand everything. 

The one thing that bothered me about KeyiTMI wasViz’s job 
of subtitling. At a number of points during the show, key charac¬ 
ters would talk, and no translation of what they were saying was 
provided. Still, l’m happy to see Key get a US release, and wish 
more companies would release similar titles that have yet to see 
our shores, such as Video Girl Ai. Everything about Key reminds 
me of older anime that I was into when I was first becoming a 
fan, and I welcome it with open arms. 

animation 

dubbing 

story 

music 
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I wouldn't dare say kill all the kiddy 
games and bring on the 'mature’ sex, 
gore and profanity. I wouldn't expect 
Mario or Crash to break into a Tarantino 
dialogue. Each game has its own tone 
(or cuteness level). There is a time and 
place for profanity and what Diego said 
perfectly summed up their situation. 
Let me give you an example to prove 
how appropriate profanity can be. You 
can not teil me that you all didn’t mind 
dishing out $7 to see Star Trek: 
Generations after hearing Data say 
exactly the same thing. It fit so damn 
perfect. What do you think? 
Thanks for your time, 
Erik Jakobsen 
San Pedro. CA 

FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE AGOURA 

What do I think? I think you're a sad man 
for playing through two hours of game 
just to watch a character say s**t. As for 
profanity in videogames? **** it. whythe 
**** not? 

Dear Postmeister, 
wouldn't say the Saturn’s ready to give First off, l’d like to say that out of all the 
up the ghost quite yet. but its definitely gaming mags, I think that GameFan is 
becoming more of a niche market (in the the best. I also like the info you’ve been 
US at least). giving us readers on FFVII. Here are my 

Oh yeah. your comments regarding questions. 
Duke Nukem 3D and Quake are repre- 1 • Are there going to be any selectable 
hensible. They're two of Sega's biggest characters in TR2 besides Lara? 
exclusives. not to mention fantastic 2. How many selectable characters will 
games in their own right. Play them be RE2 and who are they? 
before you pass judgment. And Manx 3. When is Tobal 2 coming to the US.? 
TT’s not bad either. 4. I just got Need For Speed 2 in May 

Finally. the reason we gave PS and it wasn't supposed to come out until 
Fighting Force and Tomb Raider more June or July. Why did I get it so early? 
coverage than the SS versions was 5. I heard that there is going to be a PS 
because Sony paid us. Just kidding. It game that is a combination of FF1. FF2 
was because the PS versions were more and FF3 built into one game. Is this 
complete. true? If so when is it coming out? 

6. What is the storyline for FFVII? Is 
Das Uber Postmeister, Cloud the main character? 

Did he just say what I think he just 7. How much do you get paid? 
said? I had to go back and play through Well, thats it. Thanks. 
two hours of game just to see the Paul Aguilar 
sequence again. Yes he did. Diego said Barstow, Ca. 
‘s**t.’ Wow. Now let me set this up for 
you. It happens during one of the most 1- lts not confirmed. but there are rumors 
climactic scenes in a game that thrives that you may be able to play as other 
on a great story line. The characters in explorers. The PC version is said to be 
the party of Vandal Hearts are at a com- networkable! 
plete loss, their last hope of survival is 2. The two we know of so far are Elza (a 
gone. What else is there to say? motorcycle Champion) and Leon (a 

Language in videogames is an issue police officer). Since the games going 
that needs to be dealt with. I would like through a total reworking. it's possible 
to start this discussion by congratulat- there will be more. 
ing Konami for sticking with this bold 3. Square and Sony have both stated 
move. They kept the Ml7+ rating and that they have no plans to release Tobal 
risked taking in a smaller profit for the 2 over here. Insanity if you ask me. 
good of the game. Now l'm not radical. 4. SO IT WAS YOU WHO BOUGHTITH! 

Dear Posty. 
Why does Gamefan have such a small 

Saturn section. This is how your issue 
goes: PS section, small SS section. PS 
section again, N64 section, and another 
big PS section. Example: Vol. 5 Issue 5. 
Come on GameFan. you can do better 
than that. You're my favorite magazine, 
but you're not fairrrr! Why don't you 
review better games for the SS section. 
Not Duke Nukem 3D, Quake, and espe- 
cially not Manx TT. Review something 
like Grandia or Airs Adventure. Last 
question. why is PS coverage of a game 
sometimes bigger than the SS coverage 
of the same game. like Fighting Force or 
Tomb Raider? Thanks for listening. 
Evans Cade 
West Palm Beach. Florida. 



/ was wondering what sad, disturbed individuals were keeping 
that turd at the top of the charts and now I know. Paul, you 
should be ashamed of yourself. I suppose it was you who 
bought WCW vs. The World and Cruis’n’ USA as well? 
5. Square recently released FF4 on PS in Japan, and there 
was talk of 5 and 6 following. But nothing onn, 2 or 3. Sorry. 
6. When the game starts all you know is that you’re playing an 
ex-soldier named Cloud who is chasing a character called 
Sephiros. That’s it. To teil you any more would ruin the game. 
7. What’s paid?’ 

Dear Mr. Meister, 
Fighting games have been all the rage these past few years. 

I can remember when Street Fighter 2 first came out way back 
and people used to crowd the machine. I was awed by the 
graphics and excitement of that game, and was one of the first 
people to get a copy when it came out for Super Nintendo. 
Now, over half a decade later, people are still clamoring over 
fighting games. I, however, have changed in my opinion. I 
cannot figure out why people continue to play these games: 
they’re all the same! All the companies do is improve the 
graphics and sometimes add another button. No originality 
whatsoever. Wow, in Battle Arena Toshinden you can actually 
‘move around’ in a ‘3D environment.’ Big deal, still looks like 
the same fireball throwing, beat every character and fight the 
boss type game to me. 

Speaking of SF, why have ALL the SF games been huge 
hits? I don't understand. Why do people love to play the 
same games over and over? The same can be said for MK3 
and its ‘upgrades.’ I don’t care about pixel size or animation 
rate, the whole fighting game concept is getting very, very old. 
How many fireballs does someone have to throw before he 
gets it? Although there are hundreds, if not thousands, of 
fighting games out there, I still consider there to be only two: 
the fireball Street Fighter-lype game and the hand-to-hand 
Virtua Fighter type game. Two games made into a thousand 
by changing things slightly to make a quick a buck. People 
always look at me like l’m crazy when I say that fighting 
games stink, so I thought l’d write this letter to express the 
reasons for my opinion. 
Thank you very much for reading, 
Gibson Yen 
Silver Spring, MD 

You raise some interesting points, though personally I think 
you're being a bit harsh. Yes, fighting games are very sim Har, 
but then most games within the same genre usually are. That’s 
the whole point of a genre: building on a set of established 
parameters. It just so happens that in the case of fighting 
games, SF2 laid down those parameters. If you're looking for 
something a little different, try Tobal 2. 

Dear Posty, 
I am a devoted Playstation and Street Fighter fan. I could- 

n’t be more happy when I heard that X-Men Vs Street Fighter 
wouldn’t be a Saturn exclusive, and I think it’s a good (place- 
your-life-on-it) bet that SF3 will be released on Playstation in 
’98. However, I have a problem with Sony’s controller. It was- 
n’t good for SFA2 and I can’t picture it being any better on X- 
Men Vs SF. Are there any third-party Playstation controllers 
with a 3x2 or 4x2 layout and a decent d-pad? 
Jonathan The Palpatine’ Randolph 
Phoenix, AZ 

I hate to be the one to burst your bubbie, Jonathan, but 

Capcom STILL hasn’t announced SF Vs X-Men for the PS. As 

far as we know, it’s still a Saturn exclusive. And when you see 

how much animation they had to cut out of Marvel Super 

Heroes to fit it on PS, it’s easy to reaiize why. Bottom iine: If 

you want to play the most accurate versions of Capcom’s 2D 

fighters at home, you’re gonna have to bite the bullet and get a 

Saturn with RAM cart. As for SF3, we've heard that it’s being 

converted to home Systems for a fourth quarter release this 

year, but we’re not 100% sure. Ohyeah, Evil Rox recommends 

a Hori 6B fighting pad. Whatever that is. 

SAILOR MOON-OMETER! 

Nearly every letter I get these days 

has some mention of Sailor Moon, 

be it good or bad. So here, for the 

first time, is the Sailor Moon-ome- 

ter, representing what portion of 

SM mentions are positive versus 

negative. 

(^NE< NEGATIVE 

SAILOR 
MOON-OMETER 

VENUS LOVE AND BEAUTY 
SHOCK TO AU! 

feite \o file ö® I’ll pin /ö® Fplident! 

be P Si e 
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
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Drive/take your piek! The polygon count is becapse it 
still between I to 2 million, MicroSoft is mak- . er power 
ing the OS, 3DFX is making the graphics chip, 
the CPU is based on the SH4 200 Mhz chip, the 
sound chip is based on Creative’s AWE 32 
sound card and the machine will ship with 
between 16 and 32 megs of RAM. Currently 
the hardware is in the hands of Sega develop- 
ers only—3rd parties won’t receive develop- 
ment stations for approx. 3 to 5 months. 

There’s talk of Model 4 appearing as early 
as next year! Sega is apparently increasing 
their efforts in response to Konami’s Cobra 
hardware which can crank out 5 million 
polys a second. But let us not forget, Yu 
Suzuki said that Virtua Fighter 4 would be the 
first Model 4 game... 

And finally, Sega may be dropping the price of 
the Saturn in the US to around $129 or even 
cheaper sometime in the next 2 to 4 weeks. 

NINTENDO DD64 INFORMATION! 
It’s been confirmed that yes,the DD64 (Disk 

Drive 64) will be released in Japan this 
December. The DD64 will retail for 12,800 Yen 
($99.00) and the games will cost between 
4800yen and 5800yen ($42 to $52), roughly the 
same price as a Playstation game in Japan. The 
DD64 holds 64 Megabytes of data, which with 
compression can be optimized tol 00 
Megabytes. It has faster access time than a 5x 
speed CD player, and comes complete with a 
modem jack for instant telecommunication. 
Another new addition is the clock and calender 
function as found in the Saturn. 

3 games will launch this year in Japan with 
the DD64: Mother 3, Mar/o Paint 64 and Sim City 
64, possibly even Pocket Monsters 64. There are 
said too be over 20 third party DD64 games in 
development in Japan, while Nintendo has over 
15 games including Zelda 64, Super Mario RPG 
64, Dream 64 DD (not to be confused with the 
cart version), SimCopter, Killer Instinct 3 and 
Ultra Donkey Kong (DKC64). 

LITTON DEVELOPS PROTOTYPE... 
GLASSES-FREE 3D! 
The dream of glasses-free 3D took one step 
closer to reality as Litton Industries unveiled 
their new, autostereoscopic 3D display. 
Developed in conjunction with Autostereo 
Systems of Cambridge, England, and Infinity 
Multimedia, their new technology offers a 
motion-parallaxed, stereoscopic 3D display 
with no glasses required. The way it works is 
quite technical, far too much so to condense 
into anything meaningful, but l’ve seen it, and it 
works. Almost cooler than seeing depth was 
the ability for several independent images to be 
shown on one display (also the key to the 
depth). By moving only inches to one side or 
the other, the on-screen image would com- 
pletely change. Imagine playing multiplayer 
Doom Deathmatch on one screen! Expect to 
see arcade applications in about a year and 
apparently, some big names have approached 
Litton about utilizing their technology. A few 
years down the road, look for 3D PC monitors. 

NAMCO 
Namco has confirmed that they will be show- 
ing AN ALL NEW title at this year’s E3. The 
game, developed in their US offices, will be the 
main attraction at their stand and will be 
released in the US first. Namco has also told 
us that Tekken 3 will NOT be released in the US 
this year, although it will be in Japan. Also 
Tekken 4 is not currently in development 
because the Tekken team are hard at work mak¬ 
ing Tekken 3 for the Playstation. So when PS 
Tekken 3 is finished the team will start work on 
the follow-up. 

RUMBLE IN THE PAD! 
Here’s a list of games currently set to be 

compatible with the Rumble Pack! 
Chameleon Twist 
Gay Fighter 63 113 
Fishing 
F-Zero 64 
Hiryu No Ken Twin 
Sonic Wings Assault 
Top Gear Rally 
Wild Choppers THE MERGER’S OFF! 

The merger between Sega and Bandai is off! 
How ’bout that?! It seems mid level manage¬ 
ment over at Bandai got a tad shaken not 
stirred when Sega told them... about the 
64XÜ! Yee-gads, not againü (Just kidding) 
Actually, Bandai requested a cancellation of 
the merger and offered a business alliance 
instead, which Sega accepted. Employees at 
the toymaker were nervous about the change 
of environment, among other things. But 
when the President’s Tamagotchi mysteriously 
bit the big one, that was itü! “The deal’s off!” 
he cried. (I’m kidding again.) 

INTERACT INTRODUCÉS 
VD3 WHEEL FOR PSAND N64 

Substance D just got back from beautiful 
Monterey, CA, home of the Laguna Seca 
Raceway where Interact were hosting a day of 
racing at Skip Barber’s famous race driving 
school. Debuting their newV3 Racing Wheel 
for the PS and N64 (PC version to follow), 
Substance D and several other members of 
the press were allowed to experience the 
thrill of racing an open-wheel, open-cockpit 

RUMBLE THIS! 
Wild Choppers was actually delayed (it’s fallen 

from its scheduled May 23rd release to the 
unknown list in Japan) because the producer 
thought the pack worked so well with StarFox, 
they’ve decided to go back and re-do parts of 
WC to interact with the Rumble Pack. 

SONY 
Sony has confirmed that the Playstation will 
be reduced in price to $99 by no later than 
July. Square has stated that they will not be 
releasing Tobal 2 here in the US (let’s hope 
someone else picks up the rights). Front 
Mission 2 will be coming to the PS sometime 
next year, while Tomb Raider 2 is rumored to 
be an exclusive title for the PS similar to 
Squares FF deal. Sony has just recently 
released their $ 1000 DVD player with Mpeg 2. 
The Mpeg 2 chip in the DVD player was 
designed by Sony and may appear in the 
inevitable next Sony game console, which by 
the way, Sony will not introducé until the time 
is right. If all this talk about the next Sony 
console makes you nervous (as it does me), 

tem the Dural/Black Belt/Saturn 2/Giga and was only so-so for Mario Kart 64, simply don’t worry, everything you hear is pure spec- 

106 Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 
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j Books 

Form 

Make checks (US funds) payable to: GameFan. 
5137 Clareton Drive, Suite 210, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

GameFan Night Warriors. @ $8.95. . $ 

Darkstalkers. @ $8.95. .$ 

Super Mario 64. @ $9.95. .$ 

MK Trilogy.. @ $9.95. . $ 

SoulBlade. @ $9.95. . $ 

Persona. @ $9.95. . $ 

Die Hard Trilogy.. @ $9.95. . S 

Independence Day.. @ $9.95. . S 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter... @ $9.95. .$ 

Shipping & Handling. @ $1.50 ea.... . $ 

(Foreign add $3 ea.) TOTAL $ 



Import and American 

Nintendo B4 
Playstation 
and Satum 
Now you can buy at the lowest 
unbeatable prices.Think of it! 
Saving $10, $20 or more. * 

UniverseiideO'Games 
Light Vears Rhead Of The Compefifion Wifh Doiun To Earfh Prices 

NlintonHn RA ^REE 9ame cartr^9e converter with purchase of select N64 
INlIlltJilUU titles. Play Import or domestic NB4 games on any N64 System. 

Turok Dinosaur Doermon Konami Baseball Doom 
Mario Kart R Blade and Barrell Star wars Wave Race 
Blast Dozer Star Fox J League Soccer Golden Eye 007 

Playstation 
Free Spring adapter with 

purchase, play any PS game 
on almost any PS system 

Final Fantasy 7 
iVFX 

Time Crisis 
Macross VFX Sailor Moon 
Dracula X Pt 2 Busido Blade 
Ranma 1/2 Renasaiance Xevious 3D 

Dragon Knjcjht 4 
Toshinden 
Dragon Ball Z 
Ray Storm 

Sr*SEGA$ATURN 
Free Satum converter with purchase of select Satum titles. Play import or 

domestic Satum games on any Satum system 

Macross 
Dracula X Pt 2 
Fire Pro Wrestling 

(6 Man Scramble) 

Sailor Moon S 
Gundam Z 
Dragon Ball Z 
King of Fighters '96 

Cyberbots 
Fake Down 
Die Flard Arcade 
Waku Waku 7 
Samurai Shodown 3 

Psychic Killer 
Assault Suit Leynos 

(Cybernator 2) 
Tenchi Muyo 
Marvel Super Heros 

* Guaranteed* 
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe 

Import games starting at $14.99. 

24 HOUR VIDEO GAME HOTLINE 
Call now for the hottest titles 

919-872-2440 

MasterCard, VISA and COD accepted 

Instant cash for select systems and games. ★ 

Nintendo 64, Playstation, Satum, PC CD ROM, 
NEO»GEO CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game Music, 

. Wallscrolls, Toys, PC Engine 

Overnight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. 
Monday-Saturday 10:00 am-7:00 pm ES.I 

919-872-2440 FAX 919-872-6701 
Dealer and Wholesale Inquiries Welcome. 

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to ★ 
retuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability. 

BRE Software 
www.bresoftware.com 

Credit Card Orders (209) 432-2684 
Order Online or E-Mail: 

BREINFO@LIGHTSPEED.NET 
for more info ISend us your old games 

Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice - Prices in this ad are good thru 7/31/97 

SSStA 
SATUFM 

VIRTUA FIGHTER KIDS 2S 
VIRTUA HYDLIDE 1 
VIRTUA RACING I 
VIRTUAL CASINO : 
VIRTUAL POOL I 
WNG ARMS 
WiPEOUT ! 
WORLD CUP GOLF Z 
WORLD SERIES B'BALL II ! 
WORLD SERIES '98 
WORMS 
WWF ARCADE GAME 
WWF IN YOUR HOUSE I 
X MEN CHILDREN ATOM 2! 

NBA JAM T.E. 
NBA LIVE '96 
NBA LIVE ‘97 34.95/14.00 
NBA SHOOTOUT "97 34.95/14.00 
NCAA FINAL FOUR 29.95/12.00 
NCAA GAMEBREAKER 29.95/10.00 

We Setl Used / We Buy 
AUEN TRILOGY 29.95/10.00 
ALL STAR BASEBALL 44.95/22.00 
ALONE IN THE DARK 29.95/10.00 
AMOK 29.95/12.00 
ANDRETTI RACING 34.95/14.00 
ARCADES GREATEST 34.95/14.00 
AREA51 34.95/14.00 
BASES LOADED '96 24.95/8.00 
BATMAN FOREVER 29.95/10.00 
BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 

REMIX 24.95/8.00 
URA 34.95/14.00 

BATTLE MONSTERS 29.95/10.00 
BATTLE STATIONS 34.95/14.00 
BIG HURT BASEBALL 29.95/10.00 
BLACK DAWN 29.95/10.00 
BLACKFIRE 19.95/6.00 
BLAST CHAMBER 29.95/12.00 
BLAZING DRAGONS 29.95/10.00 
BLAZING HEROES 34.95/14.00 
B0T70M OF THE 9TH 29.95/10.00 

Playstation H 

BUG TOOI 29.95/12.00 
CASTLEVANIA 34.95/14.00 
CENTER RING BOXING 29.95/10.00 
CLOCKWORK KNIGHT 2 19.95/6.00 
COLLEGE SLAM 29.95/10.00 
COMMAND 4 CONQUER 39.95/20.00 
CONGO 24.95/8.00 
CREATURE SHOCK 24.95/8.00 
CRUSADER 29.95/12.00 
CYBER SPEEDWAY 24.95/8.00 
CYBERIA 24.95/8.00 

DAR1US GAIDEN 
DARKLEGEND 
DARK SAVIOR 
DARKSTALKERS 
DAYTONA USA 
CHAMP CIRCUIT EDIT. 39.95/15.00 

DA WN OF DARKNESS 34.95/14.00 
OECATHLETE 29.95/10.00 
DEFCON 5 24.95/8.00 
DESCENT 24.95/8.00 
DESTRUCWN DERBY 34.95/14.00 
DIEHARD ARCADE 39.95/18.00 
DIEHARD TRILOGY 29.95/10.00 
DOUBLÉ SWITCH 29.95/10.00 
DRAGON FORCE 39.95/18.00 
DRAGONHEART 34.95/14.00 
DUKENUKEU 39.95/18.00 
DUNGEONS S DRAGO/VS39.95/18.00 
EARTHWORM JIM 2 34.95/14.00 
F1CHALLENGE 34.95/12.00 
FIFA INTL SOCCER'97 34.95/14.00 
FIGHVNG FANTASY 39.95/18.00 
F1GHTING VIPERS 39.95/18.00 
GALACT1C ATTACK 24.95/8.00 
GALAXY F1GHT 24.95/8.00 
GAMESHARK 34.95/14.00 

GHENWAR 24.95/8.00 
GOLDEN AXE 24.95/8.00 
GRIDRUNNER 29.95/12.00 
GUARDIAN HEROES 29.95/10.00 
GUNGRIFFON 29.95/10.00 
HANG ON GP 24.95/8.00 
HEAM OF DARKNESS 39.95/18.00 
HEIR OF ZENDOR 39.95/18.00 
HERCS ADVENTURE 34.95/15.00 
HEXEN 39.95/20.00 
HORDE 24.95/8.00 
IMPACT RACING 29.95/10.00 
IN THE HUNT 29.95/10.00 
INDEPENDENCEDAY 29.95/12.00 
IRONBLOOD 39.95/18.00 
IRONMANMANOWAR 39.95/16.00 
IRON STORM 29.95/10.00 
JETSKI RAGE 39.95/15.00 
JOHN MADDEN 97 34.95/14.00 
LAST BOUNTY HUNTER 29.95/10.00 
LAST GLADIATOR 29.95/10.00 
LEGACYOFKAIN 
LOADED 
LUNACY 
MACHINE HEAD 
MAGICCARPET 
MANSION HIDDEN SOUL 19.95/6.00 
MEGAMAN 8 39.95/18.00 
MINNESOTA FATS 29.95/10.00 
UK TRILOGY 39.95/18.00 
MORTAL KOMBATII 24.95/8.00 
MR.BONES 29.95/10.00 
MYST 29.95/10.00 
NBA JAM EXTREME 34.95/12.00 
NBA JAM TOURN. EDIT. 29.95/10.00 
NBA LIVE 97 34.95/14.00 
NEED FOR SPEED 39.95/15.00 
NFL'97 34.95/14.00 
NFLQ-BACKCLUB'97 29.95/10.00 
NHL ALL STAR HOCKEY 19.95/6.00 
NHL HOCKEY'97 34.95/12.00 
NHL POWERPLAY '96 24.95/8.00 
NIGHTWARRIORS 24.95/8.00 
NIGHTS 29.95/10.00 
NIGHTS W/CONT. PAD 44.95/18.00 
OFF WORLD INTER. EXT 24.95/8.00 

We Sen Used /We Buy 
2XTREME 39.95/20.00 
3D BASEBALL 29.95/12.00 
A TRAIN 4 29.95/10.00 
ADIDAS POWER SOCCER29.95/10.00 
ADV. OF LOMAX 29.95/10.00 
AGILEWARRIOR F11X 29.95/10.00 
AIRCOMBAT 34.95/14.00 
ALL STAR BASEBALL 39.95/20.00 
ALUEDGENERAL 39.95/18.00 
ALIEN TRILOGY 29.95/10.00 
ALONE IN THE DARK 34.95/14.00 
ANDRETTI RACING 39.95/16.00 
AQUANAUTSHOUDAY 29.95/12.00 
AREA51 39.95/18.00 
ASSAULT RIGS 19.95/8.00 
BASES LOADED'96 24.95/10.00 
BATMAN FOREVER 29.95/12.00 
BATTLE ARENA TOSHIN. 14.95/6.00 
BATTLE ARENA TOSH. 2 29.95/10.00 
BATTLE ARENA TOSH. 3 39.95/20.00 
BATTLE STATIONS 34.95/15.00 
EEYOND THE BEYOND 34.95/15.00 
EIGBASS WORLD CHMP 44.95/20.00 
BIG HURT BASEBALL 24.95/8.00 
BLACK DAWN 24.95/10.00 
BLAST CHAMBER 24.95/10.00 
BLAZING DRAGONS 29.95/10.00 
BOGEY DEAD 6 34.95/14.00 
BOTTOM OF 9TH 29.95/10.00 
BOTTOM OF 9TH '97 39.95/20.00 
BRAHUA FORCE 39.95/20.00 
BRAINDEAD13 24.95/8.00 
BREATH OF FIRE3 44.95/24.00 
BUBBLE BOB8LE 34.95/14.00 
BUBSY3D 29.95/12.00 
BURNING ROAD 29.95/10.00 
BUST A MOVE 2 34.95/14.00 
BUSTER BROS COL 34.95/14.00 
CARNAGEHEART 34.95/14.00 
CASPER 29.95/10.00 
CASTLEVANIA 39.95/20.00 
CHESSMASTER 3D 39.95/15.00 
CHRONICLESOFSWORD 39.95/18.00 
CLAYFIGHTER 39.95/20.00 
CODENAUE TENKA 39.95/18.00 
COLLEGE SLAM 29.95/10.00 
COMMAND & CONQUER 39.95/20.00 
CONTRA LEG. OF WAR 34.95/14.00 
COOLBOARDERS 34.95/14.00 
CRASH BANDICOOT 34.95/14.00 
CRUSADER 29.95/12.00 
CYBERIA 24.95/8.00 
DAREDEVIL DERBY 3D 34.95/14.00 
DARKSTALKERS 24.95/8.00 
DESCENT UAXIUUU 39.95/20.00 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 29.95/10.00 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 39.95/18.00 
DIEHARD TRILOGY 34.95/14.00 
DISCWORLD 29.95/10.00 
DISCWORLD2 44.95/20.00 
DISRUPTOR 34.95/14.00 
DOOM 34.95/14.00 
DRAGONHEART 39.95/18.00 
DUKENUKEU 44.95/22.00 
EARTHWORM JIM 2 39.95/20.00 
EPIDEMIC 29.95/12.00 
ESPN EXTREME GAMES 29.95/10.00 
EXTREME PINBALL 29.95/10.00 
FADE TO BLACK 29.95/10.00 
FIFA INTL SOCCER'96 24.95/8.00 
FIFA INTL SOCCER 97 39.95/20.00 
FINAL DOOM 39.95/18.00 
FORMULA1 39.95/20.00 
FOX HUNT 34.95/14.00 
GAME SHARK W/BOOK 39.95/15.00 
GOAL STORM'97 34.95/15.00 
GOLDEN NUGGET 44.95/20.00 
GRAND SLAU 39.95/20.00 
GRIDRUNNER 29.95/10.00 
GUNSHIP 29.95/12.00 
HARDBALL 5 24.95/8.00 
HARDBALL6 39.95/20.00 

NEED FOR SPEED 34.95/1500 
NEED FOR SPEED 2 39.95/2000 
NFLFULL CONTACT 29.95/1000 
NFLGAME DAY'97 29.95/1000 
NFLQ-BACKCLUB'97 29.95/800 
NHL FACE OFF -97 39.95/1500 
NHL'97 39.95/1800 
NHL OPEN ICE 29.95/12 00 
NORSE BY NORSEWEST 34.95/1500 
OFF WORLD INTER. 24.95/800 
OLYMPIC SOCCER 29.95/10.00 
OLYMPIC SUMMER GAM 29.95/10.00 
PANDEMONIUM 34.95/1400 
PANZER GENERAL 29.95/12.00 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 39.95/20.00 
PERFECT WEAPON 29.95/1200 
PERSONA 34.95/15.00 
PGA TOUR GOLF'96 34.95/12.00 
PGA TOUR GOLF'97 39.95/20.00 
PHILOSOMA 19.95/6.00 
PITBALL 29.95/10.00 
PÏÏFALL 39.95/20.00 
PO'ED 24.95/8.00 
POOL SHARK 44.95/2000 
POWER MOVE 
PRO WRESTLING 39.95/18.00 

POWER RANGERSZEO 29.95/10.00 
POWER SLAVE 39.95/18.00 
PRIMALRAGE 24.95/8.00 
PRO PINBALL 29.95/10.00 
PROJECT HORNED OWL 29,95/10.00 
PROJECT OVERKILL 29.95/10.00 
PSYCHIC DETECTIVE 29.95/10.00 
PUNISHER 39.95/18.00 

TWISTEDMETAL2 
VUAX 
VELOCITY UAXIUUU 
VIRTUAL POOL 
VUX RACING 
VR BASEBALL 97 
VRGOLF 
VR POOL 
VR SOCCER '96 
WAR GODS 
WAR HAMMER 
WARHAWK 
WCW VS. WORLD 

WILD9S 
WILLIAMS ARCADE CL. 
WINGCOMMANDERIII 
WIPEOUT 
WIPEOUT XL 
WORLD CUP GOLF 
WORMS 
WWF ARCADE 
WWF IN YOUR HOUSE 
XCOM 

PYRAUIDINTRUDER 39.95/1800 
PYRO 39.95/18.00 
OUAKE 44.95/24.00 
RAGE RACER 39.95/20.00 
RALLYCROSS 39.95/20.00 
RAVENPROJECT 39.95/18.00 
RAYMAN 24.95/8.00 
RAZORWING 39.95/18.00 
REAL BOUTFATAL FLV7V39.95/20.00 
REBOOT 39.95/20.00 
RELOADED 34.95/15.00 
RESIDENT EVIL 34.95/15.00 
RETURN FIRE 29.95/12.00 
RETURN TOZORK 39.95/18.00 
REVOLUTION X 24.95/8.00 
RIDGE RACER 24.95/10.00 
RIDGE RACER REV. 34.95/14.00 
RISE 2 RESURRECTION 24.95/8.00 
ROADRASH 39.95/15.00 
ROBOPIT 29.95/10.00 
ROBOTRON X 29.95/12.00 
ROCK’NROLL RACING 34.95/14.00 
ROM. 3 KINGDOMS 4 44.95/20.00 
flt/WS 39.95/16.00 
RUSH HOUR 39.95/13.00 
SAMURAI SHODOWN 3 34.95/14.00 
SCREAUING WHEELS 39.95/13.00 
SENTIENT 39.95/13.00 
SHADOAN 34.95/14.00 
SHELLSHOCK 24.95/3.00 
SHININGSWORD 44.95/22.00 

SKELETONWARRIOR 29.95/10.00 

HEARTOF DARKNESS 39.95120.00 

P.T.O.II 44.95/20.00 
PANZER DRAGOON 2 24.95/8.00 
PEBBLE BEACH GOLF 24.95/8.00 
PGA TOUR GOLF 97 39.95/15.00 
PRIMALRAGE 24.95/8.00 
OUAKE 39.95/18.00 
OUARTERBACK ATTACK 19.95/6.00 
RAYMAN 19.95/6.00 
RELOADED 34.95/15.00 
RETURN FIRE 29.95/10.00 
REVOLUTION X 19.95/6.00 
RISE 2 RESURRECTION 19.95/6.00 
ROADRASH 39.95/1500 
ROBOTICA 19.95/6.00 
ROM. 3 KINGDOMS 4 39.95/15.00 
SCUD 34.95/15.00 
SEGA RALLY CHAMP 29.95/10.00 
SHELLSHOCK 19.95/6.00 
SHINING WISDOM 34.95/12.00 
SIMCITY 2000 39.95/15.00 

HEXEN 44.95/22.00 
iMPACT RACING 29.95/12.03 
IN THE HUNT 24.95/8.00 
NCREDIBLE HULK 34.95/14.03 

INDEPENDENCEDAY 29.95/12.03 
INTL TRACK & FIELD 34.95/14.03 
IRONBLOOD 29.95/10.03 
iRONMAN XO MANOWAR29.95/10.03 
JET MOTO 39.95/18.03 
JUMPING FLASH 2 34.95/14.00 
JURASSIC PARK 
LOST WORLD 39.95/20.00 

KI ARENA FIGHTERS 34.95/15.00 
KILLINGZONE 29.95/10.00 
KING OF FIGHTERS 29.95/12.00 
KING'S FIELD 24.95/8.00 

SLAYER 39.95/20.00 
SLAM N JAM 96 24.95/B.00 
SLAMSCAPE 24.95/8.00 
SOLARECLIPSE 34.95/14.00 
SOUL BLADE 39.95/23.00 
SOVIET STRIKE 39.95/20.00 
SPACE GRIFFON VF-9 19.95/6.00 
SPACE HULK VENG. 29.95/10.00 
SPACE JAM 29.95/10,00 
SB4WN 34.95/14.00 
SPOTGOESHOLLY. 34.95/14.00 
STARCONTROL3 39.95/20.00 
STAR FIGHTER 29.95/1000 
STAR GLADIATOR 29.95/10.00 
STAR TREKGENERAT. 44.95/20.00 
STAR WARS 
DARKFORCES 34.95/16.00 
REBEL ASSAULT 34.95/16.00 

STARBLADE ALPHA 29.95/10.00 
STARWINDER 34.95/14.00 
STEEL HARBINGER 29.95/10.00 
STORM 39.95/18.00 
STREET FIGHTER 

ALPHA 19.95/8.00 
ALPHA 2 39.95/20.00 
MOVIE 19.95,6.00 

STREETRACER 34.95/14.00 
STRIKE POINT 29.95/10.00 
SUIKODEN 44.95/20.00 
SUPER KICK BOXER 34.95/14.00 
SUPER UOTORCROSS 39.95/20.00 
SUPER 

PUZZLE FIGHTER II 39.95/16.00 
SWMGAMA/ 34.95/15.00 
SW/V 39.95/20.00 
SYNDICATEWARS 34.95/14.00 
TARANTUA 39.95/18.00 
TECUOSTACKERS 34.95/14.00 
TECMO SUPERBOWL 29.95/12.00 
TECMO WORLD GOLF 39.95/15.00 
TECMO'S DECEPTION 39.95/18.00 

BLAST CORPS 
BODY HARVEST 
CLAYFIGHTER EXT. 
CRUSIN USA 
DARKDRIFT 
DOOM 64 
F ZERO 64 
FIFA SOCCER'97 
FREAK BOY 
GOLDEN EYE 007 
KEN GRIFFEY 
ALL STAR BASEBALL 

KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 
KIRBY'S STAR STALKER 
LAMBORGHINI 64 
MARIO KART 64 
MISSIONIMPOSSIBLE 
MK TRILOGY 
MONSTER DUNK 
MS. PAC MAN 
NBA HANGTIME 
PILOTWINGS64 
REVLIMIT 
ROBOTECHACADEMY 
ROBOTRON X 
SAINTANDREWS 
OLD COURSE GOLF 

SILICON VALLEY 
STAR FOX 64 
STAR WARS 
SHADOW OF EMPIRE 

SUPER MARIO 64 
TETRISPHERE 
TOPGEAR64 
TUROK DINO HUNTER 
ULTRA COMBAT 
ULTRA DESCENT 
WAR GODS 
WAVE RACE 64 
WAYNEGRETZKY 

HOCKEY 
WILD CHOPPERS 

Sell Used / We Bi 

44.95/25.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/30.0 
44.95/25.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
59.95/32.0 

59.95/34.0 
49.95/25.C 
54.95/28.0 
59.95/30.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
49.95/25.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
49.95/25.0 
44.95/22.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/28.0 

54.95/28.C 
54.95/26.0 
59.95/30.0 

54.95/26.0 
44.95/20.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/30.C 
54.95/28.C 
54.95/30.0 
59.95/32.0 
54.95/28.0 
54.95/26.C 

49.95/25.C 
54.95/28.C 

To Sell Games/System 

KING'S FIELD 2 
KRAZYIVAN 
LANDS OF LORE 
LEAGUE OF PAIN 
LEGACYOFKAIN 
MACHINE HEAD 
MAGICCARPET 
UAGIC GA THERING 
MAJOR DAM AG E 
MARVEL 2099 44.95/22. 
MASS DESTRUCTION 39.95/18,Uu 
MAYHEM 39.95/20.00 

TEKKEN 24.9V8.00 
TEKKEN2 34.95/14.00 
TEMPEST X 29.95/12.00 
TENPINALLEY 39.95/18.00 
TETRISPLUS 39.95/16.00 
THE FINAL ROUND 39.95/18.00 
THEMEPARK 34.95/14.00 
THUNDERHAWK 39.95/18.00 
THUNDERSTRIKE 2 24.95f8.00 
TIGERSHARK 34.95/14.00 
TIME COMMANDO 29.95/10.00 
TNN MOTORSPORTS 

HARDCORE 4X4 44.95/20.00 
7WW OUTDOOR BASS 9744.95/24.00 
TOBALNO.1 34.95/14.00 
TOMB RAIDER 39.95/20.00 
TOKYOHWY BATTLE 34.95/14.00 
TOP GUN 29.95/12.00 
TRIPLE PLAY'97 29.95/10.00 
TRIPLEPLAY98 44.95/2200 
TRUE PINBALL 34.95/14.00 
TWISTEDMETAL 29.95/10.00 

1. On a full sized piece ol paper, write your name, complete address, i 
number and a list ol all the cartridges with the buy back prices you are r 
2. If you would like lo purchase cartridges with the money or credit receiv 
Ihe titles you would like to order on the same piece of paper. 
3. Pack your cartridges. all papetwork in a box. Send Ihe box lo the f 
below by UPS or registered mal Be sure lo indude the 'Dept S' on the 
ol your package. 
4. Your will normally receive your check within 7-12 business days aft 
receive your package. 

To Buy Games 
1. On a full sized piece of paper, write your name, complete address, 
number and a list of all the cartridges you would like lo order. To : 
processing of your order, list an altemative for each title you are orderim 
2 Calcufate the lotai lor the cartridges you wish to order, induding shipj 
handling charges ($8.00 (or «ie first 1 or 2 games, $1.00 for each addü 
Alaska. Hawaï. PR. APO. FPO, PO Boxes add $5.00). Catilornia resideni 
7.75% safes lax. 
3. A#ow an additional 21 days lor personal checks lo dear - send money 
for tastest processing. Allow 40 days to receive orders placed with n 
orders and 60 days to receive orders placed with personal checks. 
4. Send your order to the aCdress below. 

Send your Cartridges/Orders to: 

BRE Software 
Dept F7 

352 W. Bedford Ave, Suite 104 
Fresno, CA 93711 

SKELETONWARRIORS 24.95/8.00 
SONIC BLAST 39.95/18.00 
SONIC X-TREME 39.95/20.00 
SOVIET STRIKE 39.95/20.00 
SPOT GOES HOLLY. 29.95/10.00 
STREET FIGHTER 

ALPHA 2 39.95/15.00 
TETRISPLUS 39.95/15.00 
THEMEPARK 29.95/10.00 
THREE DIRTY DWARVES 29.95/10.00 
THUNDERSTRIKE 2 19.95/6.00 
TNN MOTORSPORTS 39.95/20.00 
TOMB RAIDER 39.95/18.00 
ULT1MATE MK3 34.95/12.00 
VIRTUA OOP W/GUN 39.95/15.00 
VIRTUA OOP 2 W/GUN 49.95/22.00 
VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 24.95/6.00 

MECHWARRIOR 2 
MEGAMAN8 
MICKEYUANIA 39.95/20.00 
MINNESOTA FATS POOL44.95/20.00 
MLB PENNANT RACE 29.95/10.00 
ULB PENNANT RACE 97 39.95/20X0 
MONSTER FARM 39.95/18.00 
MORTAL KOMBAT III ™ ™ 
MK TRILOGY 
MOTOR TOON G.P. 34.95/14.00 
MYST 39.95/18.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 1 29.95/10.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 2 29.95/10.00 
NAMCO MUSEUM VOL 3 34.95/14.00 
NANOTEK WARRIOR 39.95/18.00 
NASCAR RACING 44.95/20.00 
NBA HANGTIME 
NBA IN THE ZONE 

Send us your old systerm 

NBA IN THE ZONE 2 39.95/15. 

I We will buy back your old videogame systems and games. We buy all cartndges/discs, call lor titles that are r 
1 listed in this ad. Receive a check back. purchase other game titles ol your choice. 
■ The following are BUYBACK prices only. We Bt 
| Genesis core system we donot sell systems. $1 I Super Nintendo core system $2 

Saturn (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) $4 
Sony Playstation (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) 

I Serial #U5XXXXXX, U6XXXXXX, SXXXXXX $4 
1 Serial #U7XXXXXX, U8XXXXXX $8 
I Nintendo 64 (w/1 control pad, AV cable, power cable) $10 
I Above are buyback prices only. We do nol sell used systems. Systems must indude 1 Control Pad, AC Adap 

and RF Cable or A/V cable. Genesis systems must indude CD connecor cover. Additional controllers also purchasi 
I Detective systems win be retumed al your expense ($10.00 minimum). $10.00 win be deducted for each missing 
| detective controier. AC adapter. RF cable. A/V cable. Satum/Play Station RF units purchased separalely. 

Now Buying/Selling PC CD-ROM Games-Call/FAX for Catalo 
Titles in ITALICS are newer and may or may nol be available, please call lor availability. All games must indude box, jewel case, instrudions, and any hint books/maps that were induded with ihe c 
We will deduct $2.00 lor each SNES/N64 cartridge without a cardboard insert, $5.00 lor braken CD cases, $1.00 lor braken jewel cases. Games without box, instrudions, etc will be relurned al 
expense. Cartridges/Discs not in resellable condition or with evidence ol renlal store stickers wilt be retumed at your expense ($5.00 minimum). All Used games have a 90 DAY WARRANTY an 
subjed to availability. We reserve the right to reluse any safe or purchase. ADow 40 days to receive orders placed with money orders and 60 days lo receive orders place with personal checks. No re 
or exchanges on cartridges. For shipping, add $8.00 (or the first 1 or 2 games and $1.00 for each additional. Alaska/Hawaii/PR/APO/PO Boxes add $5.00. We do not sh'tp out of the United S 
Caifomia Residents add 7.75% tax. No COD's. Prices are (or mail order only. II we do nol receive your package by 7/31/97 or your game titles are not listed in this ad, you will be paid tram our o 
catalog. Prices are based on 1 copy per title, to buy or sell in quantity, contact our Wholesale dept To receive prices in this ad you must indude the 'Dept #’ from this ad on the OUTSIDE ol your pac 
II you are undear about any of our pofides, procedures or prices, please cal. FAX (209) 432-2599. PtaySlation and the Playstation logo are Irademarks ol Sony Computer Entertainment, Ine I 
Nintendo,Nintendo 64 and N64 are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Ine. FAXBACK Information System (209) 432-2644. E-Mail lor more info: BREINFO@UGHTSPEED.NET 



Import 
•Feda 2 
•Bounty Sword 
•Final Fantasy 4 
•Zero 4 Champ 
•Azuka 120% Burning Fest 
•Alundra 
•Air Combat 2 
•Runabout 
•Time Crisis + Gun 
•Fighter’s Impact 
•Zero Divide 2 
•Gurdam 0079 
•Gamera 2000 
•Puzzle Arena Toshinden 
•Dragon Knight 4 
•Samurai Showdown RPG 
•Super Robot War Shooting 
•New Super Robot War 
•King of Fighters '96 

DBZ LEGEND $69 

lission 
Alternative 

FINAL FANTASY 7 $75 Dracula X 

Gundam 
The Battle Master 
U.S. 
•Marvel Super Heroes 
•MDK 
•Ogre Battle 
•Dynasty Warriors 
•Broken Sword 
•Thunder Truck Rally 
•War Craft 2 
•Over Blood 
•Wild Arms 
•Tenka: Code Name 

Saga Frontier 

MACROSS D.M. $75 

SAMURAI 3 Bushido Blade $75 

Sangoku Musou $65 

Final Fantasy Tactics 

SAILOR MOON $69 

NOW YOU CAN PLAYANY IMPORT N64 GAMES ON 
U. S. N64 WITH N64 CONVERTER $ 15. OO EET] 
•o. Imoort «miTENDo** 

»Tnn ftoar Ralltr “JJfjJChOppetS ij|| 
•Sonic Wing Assault r 
•Rev. Limit 
•St. Andrews Golf Human Grand Pri: 

•Mahjon Master 
•Golden Eye ■ ^«3 
•Body Harvest * « 
•Blade And Barrel §f ÈÉm 
•J-League Soccer 
•Powerful Pro-Baseball resffwaCT 
•Goemon -Doraemon Wonder Project J2 $59 

•Golden eye 007 
•Lamborghini 64 
•Clay Fighter 63 1/3 
•Gofden eye 007 
•Killer Instinct Gold 
•Int'l Super Star Soccer 
•Mission Impossible 
•Hexen «Star Fox 64 
•War Gods «Doom 64 
•Tetrisphere -FIFA 97’ 
•Star Wars •Cruis'n USA 

* SFC/SNES 
CONVERTER $15 

Gun Hazard 
Sailor Moon RPG 
Sailor Moon Super 
Bahamut Lagoon 
Bomberman 5 
Dragon Quest 3 
Arabia Knights 
Yu Yu Hakusho 2 
Tenchi Souzou 
The Lord of Elemental 
Dragon Knight 4 
Star Ocean 

King of Baseball $69 

DBZ Hyper $79 Ranma 1/2 $39 Secret of Mana 3 $69 Dragon Qst 6$69 

Final Fantasy 5 $59 Romancing Saga 3 

Samurai 4 $59 

'Aleo CD $339 with any game ofyour choice. 
*Get $5 off with purchase of 2nd Neo CD games. 

msosm wealsocarryneogeo 

CARTRIDGE SYSTEM & GAMES 

n -ifa 

DBZ $39 
CALL FOR USEO CARTRIDGE 

GAMES $69 OR UNDER MEGA KEY $20 
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order hot LiNE: Dealers and Wholesalers Welcome 
SI 8-981 -Q989 7 0 W LasTunas,SanGabriel,CA91776 • Fax: 818-458-6845 
U I U LU I UbvL We cariy posters, T-Shirts, Novelties, wail serails, and game music CD 
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$19.99 ea. *Painting may be required. 

ress.com 

U.S. Saturn Titles 
Magie Knights 

Duke Nukem 3D 
Legends Football 97 

N1NJA 
VR Baseball 

VR Pool 
Dragons Lair 2 

Lunar 
Quake 

Resident Evil 
Shadoan 

Capcom Collection 
QB Club 98 

Fighting Force 
Wild 9 

Virtual Pool 

Reach us ORDER HOTLINE www.gex online at: 

KI gw 
US Playstation Titles 

Ninja 
QAD 

Colliderz 
Dungeons & Dragons Coll. 

GT Football 
Red Asphalt 

Treasures of the Deep 
Spawn 

Tobal No.2 
Final Fantasy 7 

Moto Racer 
Castlevania X 
Bushido Blade 
Critical Depth 

| NHL Breakaway 98 
3 Abe’s Adventure 

US Nintendo 64 Titles 
Clay Fighter 33 1/3 

Dark Rift 
Hexen 

Int. Superstar Soccer 
Mission Impossible 

StarFox 64 
War Gods 

Fl Pole Position 
m Lamborghini 

Robotron X 64 
P Top Gear Rally 
| Golden Eye 007 

Robotech 
Tetrisphere 

L Bomberman 64 
Blade & Barrel 

Ü^EP^KJ B3S 
Saturn Titles 

XMen vs. S.F. 
Fake Down 

D-XHird 
Macross 

Wakuwaku 7 
Last Bronx 

Thunder Force 
Virus 

Anarchy in the Nippon 
Langrisser IV 

Bulkslash 
Grandia 

Groove on Fight 
Shiekryu 

Lunar Magical School 

Playstation Titles 
Runabout 

Tobal 2 
Final Fantasy Tactics 

Samurai (R.P.G.) 
Brigandine 

Armored Core 
Ghost in the Shell 

Saga Frontier 
Tales of Destiny 

Gundam (Battle Master) 
Zero Divide 2 
Mad Stalker 

Dragon Ball GT 
Ace Combat 2 
S.F. Collection 

XMen vs. S.Fighter 
Metal Gear 

.Kl J C Jv 

Nintendo 64 Titles 
Blade & Barrel 
Body Harvest 

Buggie Boogie 
Dual Heroes 

Go Go Troublemakers 
GoemonS 

Holy Magie Century 
Kirby’s Air Ride 

Mother 3 
Rev Limit 
Robotech 

Sonic Wings 
Sumo 64 

Yoshi’s Island 64 
Zelda 64 
VR Golf 

Call for availability on riu-pra \/\ 
all Collectables. 'J U 

; Many Figures available 
includingTekken 2, Final Fantasy VII., 
Virtua Fighters (7 pc.) $19.99 set, Tobal No.1 
(6 pc.) $19.99 set 
Tekken 2 (Set A or B) $24.99 set; 
Magie K. Ray Earth Petite Figures $19.99 ea. 
cÖ,°@1}ö0(?G©8 Sailormoon, DBZ Ranma 1/2 

$14.99 ea. 
Color- Black & White 
Size- Sm, Lg, XL 
Designs - Assorted Designs 

©a[p©®DuQ DODqq©öd®öB®dd ©@®fö 

$19.99 ea 

SONY PLAYSTATION 
Domestic 

Legacy of Kain .   $39.99 
240 Block memory card . 39.99 
120 Block memory card . 29.99 
Descent.19.99 
X-Com.29.99 
NBA Live 96 .19.99 
Project Overkill.19.99 
Machine Head .19.99 
Return Fire .29.99 
Loaded .29.99 
Worms .19.99 

import 
Samurai Shodown III ... $29.99 
S.F. Movie.19.99 

SEGA SATURN 
Domestic: 

Shockwave Assault .... $19.99 
Star Fighter .19.99 
NHL All Star Hckey.14.99 
Corps Killer .19.99 
Wing Arms .29.99 
Gun Griffon .29.99 
Impact Racing .19.99 
Romance IV (Wall of Fire) 29.99 
Centering Boxing .29.99 
Striker 96 .19.99 
Revolution X .19.99 . 

Import 
V.F Remix .$14.99 
Shin Shinobi Den .29.99 
Vampire Hunter .39.99 
Virtual Hydlide .39.99 

In the Hunt .29.99 
Darius Gaiden .29.99 
Legend of Astal .19.99 
Toshinden S.29.99 
Dark Legend . 
Shinging Wisdom .... 
S.F. Movie. 
Fatal Fury 3.. 
KOF 96 w/Ram cart .. 
KOF 95 w/Ram cart .. 
Real Bout Fatal Fury . 
Fighting Viper (w/pepsi man) 

Gundam Side Story II . 

N64 

. 19.99 
, 19.99 
. 19.99 
. 49.99 
, 69.99 
. 49.99 
69.99 

, 29.99 
39.99 

Wonder Project J2 w/mem card .$49.99 

Mario Kart 64 . 59.99 

SEGA CD: Unit 1 w/5 games included or Unit 2 w/ Sewer Shark $29.99 
Call for complete selection of Jaguar CD, VBoy, Game Gear, SNES, Genesis, NES 

£fc®E>B[L KQ'ü’3 : 
Assembly required for most kits. 

[? © >3 -/ 

For Ordering: 
(212) 290-0031 

Dealer Hotline: 
(212) 290-0426 
For Fax Order: 
(212) 290-0432 
Visit Our Mega 
Showroom at: 

126-128 W. 32nd St. 
New York, NY 10001 

L.I. Showroom: 
167 Glen Cove Rd. 

Carle Place, NY 11514 

Tel. (516) 248-4911 
Fax. (516) 248-4913 
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War Gods 
From Midway, the creators of Mortal Koj 
comes their mosTambitious title to date! War 
features lightning-paced, MK-style gameplay in 
detailed, 30 polygonal environments, with ten of 
the most bloodthirsty, power-crazed warriors ever 
to appear in a videogame. Add to that true 30 con- 
trol and ultra-bloody fatalities and you've got a 
game that's destined tor success. 

VOODOO VOODOO 
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War Gods® ©1996 Midway Games Ine. AH rights reserved. War Gods, Midway and all character names are trademarks of Midway Games inc. 
Distributed under license by Midway Home Entertainment Inc. N64 version developed by Eurocom. 

Fax: (305) 668-0142 • 10 minutes away from Miami International Airport 



Call us for all those hard 
to find older titles. Call 
or visit our web site 
for the latest releases 

We match our 
Competitor’s Prices 
Complete line of 
hardware ,software 
and accessories 

We Specialize in Express Mail Order 

Southern California, call for the store nearest you 

Speak to our friendly and knowledgeable Game Advisors 
Check out our new ad in the August issue of GameFan 
(it’s bigger & better!) 

We carry all import & domestic titles 
CODs welcome 

For information 714-986-1050 

Order Only line 800-200-5422 

Pre-book your Copy 
of StarFox 64 NOW! All Major Credit Cards Accepted H 

"Your best source for Rare 
and Hard To Find Games!" 
• We have a huge selection of all types 

of games, from the 8-bit NES to N64! 

• New & Used—We buy Games 
• Try before you buy at our retail location 

• Excellent service (sfiKl 

• Low Prices 3® 

• We also buy & sell 
CD-roms for PC & Mac dBÉih 

Give us o call!! 
112104 Stierman Way, North Hollywood, CA 91605 
Tel: (818)764-2442 • Fax (818)764-4851 

IBusiness hours Mon-Sun 11am-7om PST 

Specializing in Nintendo 
64, Sony Playstation, 
Sega Satunn, Super 

NES,Sega 

Check out our web site 
tor current inventory 

of games. Updated daily 
www.cart-mart.com 

We want your 
used 

games. 
credit or 

cash! 
New releases 

at great prices. 

Visit our retail location at: 2129 Wiley 
Blvd. SW Cedar Rapids, IA 52404 

BB «© (MSI (319)396-3046 
Buy, Sell and Trade New and used Video 

Games, Systems, and Accessories 

iComerDistributors 
I Wholesale Inquiries Only 

The Best Sales Force 
in the Industry! 
We carry all domestic & import games, 
accessories, peripherals. 
You name it we got it! 

Marvel Super Heroes 
Capcom/PlayStation 

Receive your order within 3 days, anywhere 
in the country—GUARANTEED! 
(you pay only ground rates) 

TOP GEAR RALLY 
Playmates/PlayStation 

Clayfighter 631/3 
lnterplay/N64 

Ask forïodd, Rudy, John & 
Little Gary, our gaming experts. 

Call TOM Free 
Dealers 
Only 

VMX RACING RAYSTORM 
Playmates/PlayStation Working Designs/PS 

801-966-0852 
For international orders ca 11:7 1 8 - 8 8 1 - 78 O O , Fax u s : 7 1 8-8 8 1 - 7 9 5 9 
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Here’s the deal... you can purchase this great heavy- 

weight cotton T-shirt with full color silk-screened art¬ 

work of your favorite Virtua Fighter characters for next 

to nothing. Well, actually, less then nothing when you 

think about it. Pay only $2.95 plus S&H and we will 

mail you the T-Shirt plus a $10. Game Cave Gift 

Certificate Good towards your next purchase of $100 

or more. Buy games, Videos, Resin Kits, Wall 

Scrolls, anything, even more T-shirts. 

Game Cave 

S#mf tov* Savingi Cmificat* 

$10 Game Cave Gift Certificate 

Open 7-Days A Week IVlonday thru Friday 8am - 7pm Saturday & Sunday 8am - 5pm PST Visit Our Web Site: www.gamecave.CQm 
SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO SHIPPING AND HAN- 
DLING ARE EXTRA CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE 

IIMFO 
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Game Cave is the first ever full-scale import game and related mer- 

chandise center. You’ll find the latest import games tor the Sony 

Playstation, Sega Saturn and Nintendo 64, a complete line of domes- 

tic games, resin kits, related toys, game music, wall serails, apparel, 

anime, and peripherals all under one roof. When you call Game Cave, 

you’ll be greeted by one of our many expert sales people eager to 

assist you with your needs. Leave those busy signals behind! Our state- 

of-the-art phone system assures unparalleled customer service. Our goal 

is your satisfaction, each and every time you call. Bottom line: We 

want your business! Call Game Cave today! 

m 

Game Cave’s 
Company of the Month 

VAMPIRE 
HUNTER 
THE 
ANIME 
$69.95 

WE CARRY BOTH ROCKMAN X AND jLA- 
ROCKMAN 8 FIGURES $24.95 EAChP^1 

BREATH OF FIRE II 
ORIGINAL MUSIC CD $14.95 

SIREEI44GHTER ANIME MOVIE 
VOL 1 MUSIC CD $39.95 

MARVEL SUPER HEROES: 
PLAYSTATION/SATURN 
PSX $69.95 SAT $64.95 

X-MEN VS STREET FIGHTE) 
SATURN $59.95 / 

ROCKMAN X4 
:PLAYSTATION/SATURN PSX 
$69.95 SAT $64.95 I X2: PLAYSTATION/SATURN 

PSX $74.95 SAT $69.95 

XVSTtHiZnT’VMU 

STREET 
FIGHTER 
ANIME 
MOVIE VOL 
2 MUSIC CD 
$39.95 

CAPCOM 
ILLUSTRA- 
TIONS 
ARTBOOK 
$34.95 

BIO HAZARD ORIGINAL 
MUSIC CD $19.95 

Game Cave has chosen Capcom as “The Company of the Month”. Few companies in our industry have established themselves with 
enough clout to be considered a household name. Capcom is without a doubt, one of the few! With the Street Fighter series selling 
well over 100,000,000 copies, as well as the creation of one of the most popular mascots in Japan (Rockman/MegaMan), we truly feel 
that Capcom deserves the attention. Call now to order any of Game Cave’s awesome Capcom products ! 



Silrft>j^>4 Everything you could hope 
for\ïfa64-bit StarFox. Stunning 
grapniéfiFand awesome gameplay. 
Miyamoto scores again. $79.95 

The mystical ninja returns with friends, in what may be the 
wackiest Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a 3D polygonal 
world, what the heek else could you ask for? $97.95 

SONIC WINGS ASSAULT Video Systems amazing Sonic Wings over¬ 
head shooter series has hit both the Neo*Geo and Satum thus far. 
Nothing can prepare you for the arrival of this Nintendo 64 assault $97.95 

POWERFUL PRO BASEBALL 
Remake of the ever popular 
baseball series comes to the 
Nintendo 64. Realistic 
gameplay with super 
deformed characters $89.95 

KIRBY’S AIR RIDE Kirby 
finally hits the 64 with an 
absolute kaleidoscope of 3D 
multi-colored mayhem. 
Multiple courses and four 
player simultaneous.$89.95 

BOMBERMAN 64 The little 
bomber that brought us all hours 
of addictive bomb-blasting may¬ 
hem, enters a new 3D world this 
summer. 4 players at a time! 
Oh my God. $93.95 

VIRTUAL PRO WRESTLING 
ULTRA BATTLE ROYAL N64 
There have been tons of wrestling 
games for many different formats but 
finally the best of the bunch has arrived. 
Prepare yourself. $89.95_ 

BLADEAND BARREL The first 
3D sim/shooter for the N64 is 
total four player camage. 
Apocalypse Mmevisited on the 
Nintendo 64. KILL! CALL 

MULTI RACING CHAMPI- 
ONSHIP 3D rally style racing 
brought to your home in 64- 
bit glory. Off road in style! 
$97.95 

J - LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 
the best soccer game on any Sys¬ 
tem ever available. Over 17,000 
animations for 256 Japanese 
players. SCOOOOORE! $93.95 

GOLDENEYE Rare takes the 
corridor genre to the next 
level with this 3D spectacu- 
lar. Prepare to be amazed. 

CALL! 

DORAEMON Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char¬ 
acters comes a Mario-esque 3D 
action game. Choose from 1 of 
5 different characters $89.95 

ZELDA 64 Do you own a 
Nintendo 64 system? Have 
you not ordered Zelda 64 
yet? Have you lost your 
mind? CALL! 

Enix and Treasure bring you an animated 
2D world beyond any SGI wonder: $93.95 
SPECIAL: Yuke Yuke Trouble Maker with 
N64 color controller of your choice $119.95 

YOSHI’S ISLAND We have 
all followed Yoshi through 
his many adventures, but 
nothing could ever prepare 
us for what we our about to 
witness. $97.95_ 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
Coming to an N64 near you. 
The recreation of the block- 
buster movie, literally 
CALL! 

ROMANCING SAGA 3 SPECIAL SFAM :The prelude to 
Square’s up and coming epic RPG Saga Frontier: $49.95 
SPECIAL: Romancing Saga 3 with Romancing Saga 3: 
Windy Tale music CD $64.95 

WILD CHOPPERS Desert 
Strike, N64 style! Rumble 
pack compatible military 
action. Explosive! 
$97.95 

BLAST CORPS We have all 
wanted to mow down whole 
cityscapes in massive vehi- 
cles of destruction, right? 
Here is your chance. $59.95 

REV LIMIT The most fre- 
quently asked about 
Nintendo 64 title yet!!!! 
Order yours now!!!!!!! 
CALL! 

DUAL HEROES Hudson takes 
time away from BomberMan 
to bring you this visually 
spectacular polygonal fighter 
CALL! 

118 different worlds of amazement. 

$1150110(1 

CREATION OF HEAVENAND 
EARTH Tenchi Sozo is one of the 
mostsoughtafterRPGs in 
years. Live the magie now, only 
at Game Cave. $49.95 

Secret of Mana 3 One of the 
top selling SFAM RPG series 
of all time with musical 
score included. $89.95 

STAR OCEAN The last Enix 
title produced on a 16-bit Sys¬ 
tem. 32 megs of pure equal- 
ized sound and detailed hand 
drawn graphics. $94.95 

RANMA1/2 #3 
The final Ranma title released 
on a 16 bit system was a hit. 
Buy it now at the Cave before it 
is extinct. $64.95 

TALES OF PHANTASIA 
Namco’s first and only RPG, 
with one of the most interest- 
ing battle Systems ever 
devised. $79.95 

DRAGON QUEST3 
Considered one of the most 
highly regarded RPGs in 
Japan, reprised to perfection. 
ENJOY! $74.95 

Open 7-Days A Week Monday thru Friday 8am - 7pm Saturday & Sunday 8am - 5pm PST Visit: Our Web Site: www.gamecave.com 
SPECIALS ARE LIMITED 10 STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN- 
DLINfi ARE LXTRA CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT 10 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE 
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F IN AL FAIMTASY TACTICS ’OCKMAN XA 

Mix Quest. r \A 
makers of the I 
Ogre Battle 
series with 
Square. The ^ MIOMiM 
result? The best strategy RPG ever: Final 

.Fantasy Tactics. You simply have to give 
respect to this one. $74.95 

From the creator of the 
original SF2 comes 
Capcom’s first ever 3D fighter featuring arcade perfect 
graphics and all new PS-exclusive features. Characters^ 
include Dhalsim and Sakura. $74.95 

Mn a history of 24 games under his belt, you’d’ve though 
^apcom’s metallic mascot couldn’t possibly have any more 
surprises under his sleeve. THINK AGAINÜ! $79.95 

Playstation 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths and an new 
PS exclusive story mode, the 
home version of this game is 
a must-have title. CALL! 

BUSHIDO BLADE 
SquareSoft, the masters of 
innovation, do it again with the 
most unique fighting game 
evercreated. $74.95 

FF7 Why wait ’til November 
15th for the English version. 
Live the experience now! 
Game Cave FF7 comes with 
translation and walkthrough, 
NO EXTRA CHARGE. $77.95 

anticipated PS title in recent 
memory. Metal Gear has 
arrived with a horrific 
vengeance. CALL! 

Imagine 
Road Rash in the air. Choose 
from a variety of bi-planes and 
haul ass through city and 
mountain scapes galore.$74.9: 

Alundra In the quest for the 
ultimate Action/RPG comes 
Alundra. From the creators 
of the original LandStalker, 
this title is a miracle $79.95 

TOBAL 2 SquareSoft is completely out of control. What’s 
their secret? Tobal 2 makes Tobal No. 1 look like it was 
made 10 years ago, literallyü! Tobal 2 Import Playstation 
with Tobal 2 original music CD $109.95 

SAGA FRONTIER Square’s 
attempt at outdoing their own 
FFVII. Have they succeeded? 
Youdecide. $79.95 

GUNDAM THE BATTLE MASTER 
When was the last time you played 
a fighting game with characters so 
huge they didnt fit on screen? 
Introducing the master, the 
Gundam Battle Master. $74.95 

BREATH OF FIRE 3 Capcom 
is about to astound us all 
once again. After viewing of 
an early promo video on this 
title the Cave staff is still 
wondering if things can get 

ACE COMBAT 2 16 different 
aircraft, over 30 different stages, 
pumping surround sound and 
human targets. Buckle up, 
Maverick! $79.95 

ARC THE LAD 2 Part 1 or 2 
will never see a US release. 
Experience the best SCE RPG 
next to Wild Arms. Comes 
with free translation. $64.95 

ZERO DIVIDE 2 Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 
Cyberbots. $79.95 

GHOST IN THE SHELL Sony is 
on a roll. Are the Lad, 
Popolocrois, Alundra, and now 
“Ghost.” If you loved the anime, 
you’ll love the game $69.95 

PANZER BANDIT 
Banpresto nails it again 
with this incredible side 
scroll action fighter. 
Coming soonü! $79.95 

ARMORED CORE A world of 
metal carnage is at your dispos¬ 
al. Trample and destroy anything 
that moves, breathes, or lives. 
Enjoy the ultimate realm of 
crushing mech war. $79.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
1000’s sold since we first 
opened. One of the most 
requested import Playstation 
fighting titles that we carry. 

WAKU WAKU7 
This animated comical 
fighter is perfect psychotic 
brilliance. 2D madness on 
your PS. $79.95 

EVIL CASTLE DRACULA X 
Dracula returns bringing a new era 
of 2D adventure. Take on the 
Metroid-like game design. It’s a 
given: If you’re a serious gamer you 
must own this game. S79.95 

SAMURAI SHODOWN RPG 
It’s been a long time coming 
but SNK’s Samurai Shodown 
RPG has finally arrived. $79.95 

RANMA1/2 Until N64throws 
down a Ranma title, it won’t get 
any better that this Ranmal/2 
Renaissance is awesome, 
whether you’re a fan or not. $69.95 

KING OF FIGHTERS 96 
Unlimited team edit, 25+ 
characters, and 10 hit special 
moves. A conversion to die for 
$79.95 

* M. * 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashione 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFAM comes 
destiny. Absolute RPG heav- 
en. $74.95 

FRONT MISSION ALTERNATIVE IMPORT PLAYSTATION SPECIAL 
Front Mission on the Playstation? Front Mission 32 bit? Well, 
it’s simple, the best strategy game of all time has a true sequel. 
SquareSoft, you rule! Yesyoudo! $79.95 
SPECIAL: Front Mission Alternative import PSX with 
Front Mission original CD $94.95 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN- 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. for the gaming enthusiast! 



Marvel Super Heines 

Finally Capcom's «F 
fighting masterpiece 
comes to the Saturn. All the insane combos and 2D 
splendor of the coin-op are reproduced in style. Ram 
Cart compatible. $69.95 

Pure fighting brutality, polygon style. 
Hi-res, 60 fps with true 3D back- 
grounds. Last Bronx is a landmark title 
for Saturn. A sure purchase. $69.95 

Saturn owners, your day has come! One of the most terrifying 
games ever created is now available on your Saturn, with all the 
flesh-eating, blood-spilling fun of the original. $69.95 

ILIAISLLLI^ LiLIIiiUliiLiULi Lül/L" 

RABBIT Comical fighters seem to 
be gaining popularity. Nin Ku, 
Waku Waku 7, and now Rabbit. 
Rabbit combines the antics of 
Waku and classics like Kabuki Klash 
in one juicy package. $64.95 

D-XHIRD The Saturn’s got Takara’s 
all new 3D fighting masterpiece. 
3D movement, a polished combo 
system and gothic theme all make 
D-XHIRD essential. $69.95 

Willy Wombat This looks like a 
N64 game, what’s goin’ on? 3D 
action fans must own this title. 
Thanks to Susumu Matsushita 
for the artwork. $64.95 

FAKE DOWN Enter a3D action 
world brought to you by the 
creators of the most highly 
regarded animated film in 
Japan, Akira. CALL! 

LANGRISSER 4 Langrisser 3 
on Saturn had a huge cult 
following. If you missed Part 
3, don’t worry, Part 4 will fill 
the void nicely. $69.95 

ANARCHY IN THE NIPPON 
Developed by the top 4 Virtua 
Fighter players in Japan. 3D 
polygon fighting created by the 
masters of the sport. $69.95 

SKULL FANG Choose from 4 
different pilots in the most 
amazing rendered overhead 
shooter to date. $69.95 

SHINING THE HOLY ARK The 
genius individuals at Sonic 
Team Planning set out to cre¬ 
ated the ultimate 3D corridor 
RPG. And they did. $64.95 

MACROSS : REMEMBER LOVE GAME AND 
WALLSCROLL SPECIAL: 2 CD set of dedicated Macross 
lover’s ecstasy!!! $74.95 SPECIAL: Macross: Remember 
Love with Macross Fire Valkyrie wallscroll $89.95 

LUNAR MAGICAL SCHOOL 
From the world of Lunar 
comes yet another RPG 
extravaganza. Lunar fans 
rejoice! CALL! 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 With 
more fighters than any other 
2D fighter and custom team 
edit, KOF ’96 is a must-own 
title. $59.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 Sun Soft 
steals the show with this one. 
Unparalleled animation and 
gadgetry gags galore. $69.95 

THUNDER FORCE V Polygon- 
rendered, multi-layer parallax, 
vertical planing, multi-direction- 
al shooting joy. Thunder Force 
fans rejoice. $69.95 

WONDER 3 A perfect conver¬ 
sion of Capcom’s cult three- 
games-in-one coin-op. An 
essential purchase. $69.95 

SHIENRYU The best Japanese 
coin-op overhead shooter to 
reach a home console thus 
far. Shooter freaks prepare 
fora trip. $69.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS In 
your idle time until the release 
of Dragon Ball Z GT, why not 
give the next best thing a shot. 
Millions have. $64.95 

BAROQUE And you thought 
Kowloon’s Gate was weird. 
Welcome to Baroque, the 
most surreal game ever pro- 
duced. Dali and Giger 
would be proud. $69.95 

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT SPECIAL 
The return of the Bogard family 
and friends is absolute insanity. 
Enhanced backdrops and added 
character animation make this a 
winner. $69.95 

PULSTAR If you own a Neo 
CD and don’t have it, there’s 
something wrong with you. 
This incredible sidescroller 
has yet to be beaten on any 
system, PERIODÜ! $84.95 

BREAKERS Visco and SNK 
team up once again to give 
all fighting addicts their lat- 
estfix. CALL! 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 4 An 
absolute @*&#"?!# blood 
bath. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $54.95 

TIME BOKAHAN 2D over¬ 
head shooters with that 
cutesy Parodious-esque 
look are few and far 
between. $64.95 

MARIA This Christmas a 
visitor is coming. Be 
warned, Maria has over 4 
different personalities. 
PREBOOK NOW! 

Irfr-mrimVJïïffifftrs&rr, 

Witness the Samurai clan in their first 
ever RPG. Packed full of hellacious monstrosities 
and melanomic questing. SPECIAL: Comes with 
Samurai Shodown RPG original music CD. $104.95 

Lil 
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Anime 
ATTENTION MANGA FREAKS 

Game Cave carries a vast collection of all the new and classic 
anime titles. Add some bulk to your collection with the pur- 
chase of any of our amazing films. Buy any 3 anime titles and 
receive any other title for just $4.95. (Imports excluded) 

PEACOCK KING 
VOLUME 1 
$24.95 

EVANGELION 
GENESIS 0:6 
$14.95 

YOTODEN: 
Chronicle of the 
Warlord Period 
$24.95 

DARKSIDE BLUES 
$24.95 

MACROSS PLUS 
THE MOVIE 
$24.95 

SUIKODEN: 
DEMON CENTURY 
$24.95 

SUPER ATRAGON 
$24.95 

THE REVENGE OF 
THE DEMON BEAST 
$24.95 

Game Cave’s Uiige anime lïbrary is stock fiill of all the 
top titles. If it’s releasetl, we have it. Ask ahont our 

same series special. Buy any two animes trom the 
same series anti receive $3.00 off your purchase. 

PLASTIC LITTLE 
$16.95 

CUTEY HONEY 
VOLUME 4 
$24.95 

BURN UP W 
VOLUME 3 
$19.95 

THE ANIME EXPERIENCE! 

GUNSMITH CATS 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs 

Game Cave carries a large line of import anime and game related 

original and arranged music CDs, for the true “I must have 

everything” industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 

order. Restrictions apply. 
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STREETFIGHTER FINAL FANTASY VI 
Volume 1 $39.95 3 CD SET$54.95 $19.95 

Surround yourself with insane anime and game related 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series collection. 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your favorite 
series. ENJOY! ALL SCROLLS $19.95 each 

FISAI MINST 

EVANGELION EVANGELION MACROSS PLUS 
2nd Impression Duet Design 

CHRONO TRIGGER 3 
CD SET $54.95 

CHRONO TRIGGER: 
Brink of Time $24.95 2 CD SET $44.95 

Final Fantasy Celtic 
Moon $29.95 

ORIGINAL $19.95 

DRACULA X ORIGINAL 
$34.95 

Eternal 

DRAGON BALL Z 
new kids design 

OH MY GODDESS 

FINAL RINTASY 

Final Fantasy V Final Fantasy Symphon c 
Original 2 Disc $49.95 Suite $39.95 

Special items 

EVANGELION PLASTIC MODEL KITS 
Very few anime series ever reach the caliber of excellence to be 
considered a classic. Evangelion is one of them. Celebrate the fol- 
lowing with the most impressive plastic model kits ever released. 
High grade engineering, full color, fully poseable with weapons, 
power source devices, Eva pilots and one extra character. HG Large 
Eva kits (10”) Small Eva kits (6”) 

€ V/t N Gr € LI O N 

EVA - 03 Limited Edition 

large $29.95 

BARDIEL 13th Angel 
large $29.95 

EVA - 01 Ultra Limited Ed. 
large $39.95 

ZERUEL 14th Angel 
large $14.95 

EVA - 02 Limited Edition 
large $29.95 

EVA - 00 Yellow Limited Ed. 
large $29.95 

EVA - 01 Limited Edition 
large $29.95 

EVA - 00 Blue Limited Ed. 
large $29.95 

small $14.95 
EVA - 03 
small $12.95 

EVA - 00 Blue 
small $12.95 

EVA - 01 small $12.95 EVA - 00 small $12.95 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN- 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. Everuthiinj for the gaming enthusiast! 



ART BOOKS INTERNATIONAL FEATURE: 
SNK ILLUSTRATIONS ART BOOK NEW 
EDITION: $39.95 Enjoy the eloquent art of 
SNK in this amazing 193 page art book 
saturated with tons of masterful artwork 
from all yourfavorite SNK games. 

DRAGON QUEST 3 LIMITED EDITION BOX SET 
BOX SET (150 CARDS) $34.95 
CARD PACKS (10 CARDS) $2.95 
FINAL FANTASY VII LIMITED EDITION BOX 
SET : BOX SET (150 CARDS) $54.95 
CARD PACKS (10 CARDS) $4.95 
SAKURA WARS LIMITED EDITION BOX SET 
BOX SET 
CARD 

NEO*GEO CDZ STARTER PACK 
Start off your new mega system right with 
Game Cave’s special starter CDZ package. 
Includes Neo*Geo CDZ system with Fatal 
Fury Real Bout special pack-in, and King of 
Fighters ’96 laminate poster. $399.95 

GHOST IN THE SHELL MERCHANDISE WALLSCROLL PICKS OF THE MONTH 
Ghost In The Shell Wallscroll “New Design” 
(4’X 3 1/2’) $19.95 

Mobile Suit Gundam Two Tone Wallscroll 
(4 1/4’X 3 1/4’) $19.95 

Ghost In The Shell Wallscroll “Original” 
(4’X 3 1/2’) $16.95 

Record Of Lodoss War Special Wallscroll 
(4 1/4’X 3 1/4’) $19.95 

Ghost In The Shell Original Music CD $16.95 Urusei Yatsura Lum Antique Diner Shot 
Ghost In The Shell Anime $16.95 (4 1/4’X 3 1/4’) $24.95 

MACROSS MANIA 
Macross 7 Rre Valkyrie action figure (15 inches 
tall/ Transforms into all 3 forms) $84.95 
Macross 7 Fire Valkyrie wallscroll 
(4’ X 3 1/2’) $24.95 
Macross Plus playing cards $9.95 

NEW ANIME T-SHIRTS 
ALL ANIME T-SHIRTS $12.95 
ALL SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN MEDIUM / 
LARGE / AND X-TRA LARGE 
Ghost In The Shell • Sailor Moon S • 
Dragon Ball Z • Tenchi Muyo • 
Ranma 1/2 • Akira 

GAME CAVE’S CD PICKS OF THE MONTH: 
Ambivalence $24.95 
Elementaylors $19.95 
“X” motion picture soundtrack $19.95 
Final Fantasy: Phantasmagoria $19.95 

Welcome to a oamer’s dream come t r u e! 

IIMTRODUCIIMG: 
SHOWROOM/RETAIL STORE 

GAME CAVE 421 E. HUNTINGTON DR. MONROVIA CA. 91016 
Come visit us seven days a week!!! 

SNK FIGHTERS SPECIAL 
King of Fighters ’96 import Saturn with 
King of Fighters ’96 original music CD 

$84.95 
King of Fighters ’96 import Playstation with 
King of Fighters ’96 original music CD 

$89.95 

GF007 1 rncc urrtn; 

: JOIIXI THE GAME CAVE CLUB! ! 
! FOR A FREE MEMBERSHIP FILL OUT THIS FORM AND \ 

I SEND IT IN! YOU’LL RECEIVE... 
! • A $10.00 OFF MAIL-IN COUPON 
; • A GAME CAVE CATALOG, AND MORE! 

! NAME & AGE_\ 

jADDRESS_| 

jCITY_\ 

| STATE & ZIP_| 

jpHONE # ( )_I 

! E-MAIL ADDRESS_! 
'lMAIL TO: GAM_E_C_A_VE_ 42J _E1 HUNTl_N G T_0_N_DR._M0NR0VIA CA.91016J 

MF007 Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, Saturday & Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

Info 

Visit Our Web Site: http:/wvm.gamecave.com Call Tall Free, Far Orders anly 
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